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Abstract
The RET receptor tyrosine kinase is important during development of neural crest-derived
tissues, particularly the enteric and sympathetic nervous systems, and in kidney morphogenesis.
Activation of RET requires complex formation between a member of the Glial cell line-Derived
Neurotrophic Factor family of ligands and a member of the GDNF-Family Receptor α coreceptors. Upon complex formation, RET becomes phosphorylated and subsequently activates
multiple downstream signaling pathways, including those for cell-survival, differentiation, and
migration. Mutations in RET can either interfere with or enhance normal RET signaling.
Inhibiting RET mutations are associated with development of Hirschsprung disease, which is
characterized by a lack of mature ganglia in the gut. Conversely, activating RET mutations are
associated with several thyroid cancers. Papillary thyroid carcinoma is frequently associated with
sporadic translocations between RET and other genes, known collectively as RET/PTC. A variety
of heritable RET activating missense mutations lead to Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia type 2,
which is associated with development of medullary thyroid carcinoma. Two cellular processes
disrupted downstream of RET in these diseases are gene-expression and cell-migration. In order
to clarify the effects of oncogenic mutations on gene-expression downstream of RET, we
analyzed expression microarrays in a model using single mutant and isoform RET expression. We
also examined the molecular mechanisms of cell-migration, using both functional cell-based
assays and examination of integrins, cell-adhesion molecules important for cell-migration.
Finally, we used a large cohort of thyroid tissues to examine RET and integrin expression. We
showed that different forms of oncogenic RET do not affect transcription of different target genes,
but rather target-gene transcription is proportional to phosphorylatability of mutant RET. We were
also able to show that RET leads to activation of at least two integrin subunits (ITGB1 and
ITGB3), and that they have unique activation patterns downstream of RET that correlate with
cell-adhesion and migration. Finally, we showed that co-expression between RET, ITGB1, and
ITGB3 is more frequent in malignant subtypes of thyroid tissues and that their co-expression is
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correlated to more aggressive thyroid cancer subtypes. Together, we have clarified how RET is
able to mediate two important processes, gene-expression and cell-migration.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The RET receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) is important during development of neural crestderived tissues, particularly the enteric and sympathetic nervous systems, and in kidney
morphogenesis. Generally, RET promotes survival, differentiation, and migration of these cells
through a paracrine response to neighboring cells. Disruption in RET signaling leads to several
disorders, a congenital disease known as Hirschsprung disease (HSCR), and several cancer
syndromes, known collectively as Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia type 2 (MEN 2). Investigating
the underlying downstream mechanisms of RET will help to elucidate both developmental and
disease processes.

1.1 RET
Initially, RET was cloned using an NIH-3T3 transformation assay, where DNA from a
human monocytic leukemic cell-line was used to transform NIH-3T3 cells and a rearrangement of
RET was detected after the transformation (1). The RET gene, located on chromosome 10q11.2, is
composed of 21 exons, which encode three alternatively spliced protein isoforms, RET9, RET43,
and RET51 (Figure 1-1.) (2, 3). RET contains an extracellular, transmembrane, and intracellular
domain (Figure 1-1.) (4). The extracellular region has a unique structure compared to other RTKs,
in that it contains cadherin-like repeats which are Ca2+-dependent (4). The cysteine-rich region in
the extracellular domain is thought to be necessary for intermolecular disulfide bonds (5, 6). Both
of these regions are important for activation of RET, when ligand and co-receptor bind to initiate
auto-phosphorylation. The transmembrane domain bisects the protein and is required for
localization on the cell membrane. There are 16-18 tyrosine residues, depending on isoform,
spread along the intracellular region, the majority of which can become phosphorylated and are
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Figure 1-1. Gene and Protein Structure of RET.
A. RET is comprised of 21 exonic regions which can be alternatively spliced to form three
isoforms. Protein regions in RET are identified using dotted lines in corresponding exons. The
complete exon 19 sequence codes for RET9, while incomplete exon19 and full 21 code for
RET43 and incomplete exon 19 and full exon 20 code for RET51. (Introns and exons are not to
scale) B. RET is a transmembrane protein. The extracellular domain contains a cadherin-like
domain and a cysteine rich region. The intracellular domain contains a tyrosine kinase domain,
and activation loop (A-loop) is identified. The three alternatively spliced carboxyl terminal tails,
RET 9, RET 43, and RET 51, which vary in length by 9, 43, and 51 amino acids respectively.
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necessary for RET kinase activation, protein docking, or both. Importantly, the intracellular
region houses the tyrosine kinase domain of RET, which has an insertion of 27 amino acid
residues (reviewed in (7)). The immature form of RET is approximately 155 kda, but upon
maturation, through glycosylation at 9 sites, RET is detected as 175 kda (8).

1.1.1 RET Activation
RET, like other RTKs, requires a ligand for activation (Figure 1-2.). The Glial Cell-lineDerived Neurotrophic Factor (GDNF) family of ligands (GFL), which includes GDNF (9),
artemin, persephin, and neurturin, are responsible for mediating RET activation. GDNF was first
identified from a rat glial cell-line, as a specific dopaminergic factor (10). Much work has been
done on the importance of GDNF in neural cell types, and its roles in survival and differentiation
(11-13). Interestingly, GDNF has been examined as a potential therapeutic to treat Parkinson`s
disease. GDNF also promotes kidney development through branching of the ureteric bud (14).
Unlike other RTKs, RET activation also requires a co-receptor, known as the GDNF Family
Receptors α (GFRα) 1-4 (15) (Figure 1-2.). GFRα proteins are membrane bound, through
glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-linkage, and have no independent signaling capacity. GFRα1
and GFRα2 are able to bind GDNF or neurturin, while GFRα3 binds artemin and GFRα4 binds
persephin (16-18). Each combination of GFL-GFRα leads to activation of RET, and though each
combination seems to be somewhat functionally redundant, distinction may be related to tissue
specific expression of GFRα‘s and availability of ligand (16, 19-21).
There are several studies which have investigated the structural features of GDNF and
GFRα1, in order to define the mechanics of RET activation. There is structural evidence
suggesting that GDNF homodimers bind two GFRα1 molecules before recruitment of two RET
molecules (22)(Figure 1-2.). It is likely that GFRα1 acts as a scaffolding protein to secure GDNF
binding to RET, as the first RET-cadherin domain provides the largest platform for GFRα1
binding (4, 23, 24). It is also thought that the bend-angle of GFL-GFRα

3

GFRα

GDNF

P

P

Figure 1-2. Activation of RET.
Activation of RET requires complex formation with GDNF and GFRα. It is proposed that GFRα
is able to support GDNF homodimer interaction with RET. Binding with GDNF and GFRα leads
to auto-phosphorylation and dimerization of RET molecules
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complexes is an important factor in RET activation, as the geometry of each proteins‘ structure is
complimentary (25). Complex formation between GDNF, GFRα, and RET leads to removal of
steric autoinhibition and thus RET activation.
The GPI-linkage of GFRα1 promotes its localization to lipid rafts, so it is thought that
GDNF binding to GFRα1 in the lipid raft promotes recruitment of RET to these rafts as well (26).
Relocation of RET to lipid rafts may promote RET interaction with signaling molecules that are
enriched in lipid rafts (7, 13, 27). However, it is not necessary for RET to become activated in
lipid rafts, as soluble GFRα, formed through cleavage from GPI-linkers, is able to activate RET
outside of lipid rafts (28-30). The importance of these activation mechanisms has yet to be
elucidated for the other GFL and GFRα family members, which may alternatively influence RET
activation (7).

1.1.2 RET Mediated Signaling
After activation of the RET kinase, and subsequent phosphorylation of tyrosine residues,
RET is able to activate multiple signaling pathways. RET9 and RET43 have 16 tyrosine residues
important for downstream signaling, while the RET51 tail has an additional two tyrosine residues
(20, 31)(Figure 1-3.). The importance of each tyrosine is not clear, but several are known to be
important for autophosphorylation of RET or for docking of adaptor proteins and signaling
molecules (20, 31-34). For example, Y905 is located in the activation loop and is necessary for
RET activation, but is also important for binding of GRB7/10 and activation of FAK (35-37) (31,
38). Another important residue in RET is Y1062, the last common residue before the unique
isoform tail sequences (20). Many adaptor and signaling molecules including Enigma, FRS2, and
DOK1,2,4,5,6 are able to interact with RET at Y1062 leading to activation of several signaling
pathways (reviewed in (7)). These interactions are important for functionality of RET, particularly
for transforming potential (31, 39).
The signaling capacity of multiple tyrosine residues contributes to activation of several
common signaling pathways. For example, Y752 and Y928 in RET are important for activation of
5

the STAT3 pathway a signaling pathway known to modify cell-proliferation and mitogenesis
through transcriptional activation (40, 41). STAT3 is important for transforming potential of RET,
and has been found to be activated by several oncogenic mutants of RET (41-43). The
ERK/MAPK pathway is activated through several RET tyrosines; Y905, through binding
GRB7/10 (44); Y1062, through binding several adaptor molecules (39, 45, 46); and Y1096,
through GRB2 binding (47)(reviewed in (7)). Activation of the ERK/MAPK pathway is complex
and known to be important for cell-growth and proliferation, and has shown to be important for
RET-mediated cell-survival (48). RET is also able to activate the PI3K/AKT pathway at Y1062,
through GRB binding (46, 47, 49), and Y981, through SRC activation (32)(reviewed in (7)).
Activation of PI3K/AKT is important for cell-survival downstream of RET and has been
identified to play a role in RET-mediated tumour progression (47, 50, 51). Several other signaling
molecules are directly activated by RET including: β-catenin, which promotes metastasis (52, 53);
FAK, which is important for cell-migration (35); and PLC-ɣ at Y1015 (34, 54). Interestingly,
activated RET binds GRB2 and CBL, an E3 ubiquitin ligase leading to downregulation of RET
(55). Many other signaling molecules and adaptor proteins are activated by RET, though it is yet
to be determined whether these are direct or indirect relationships. For example, activated RET
leads to phosphorylation of cell-migration related proteins, including p130cas and paxillin (56).

1.1.3 RET Isoforms
The three RET isoforms differ by carboxyl-terminal tail amino acid sequence, C-terminal
to Y1062, and number of unique amino acids in each tail (9, 43, and 51) (Figure 1-1.).
Interestingly, isoforms are expressed simultaneously, but at varying levels, and signal
independently (57). Generally, RET9 is expressed at about twice the level of RET51, while
RET43, the minor isoform, is expressed at barely detectable levels (3, 58). The role of RET43 is
unclear, so we will focus on the major isoforms RET9 and RET51 for discussion. Although RET9
and RET51 are co-expressed, each isoform is associated with unique functional importance,
because each has distinct signaling potential as the isoform tails provide different binding motifs
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Figure 1-3. RET Signaling.
RET contains 16-18 tyrosine residues (purple and green) several of which can become
phosphorylated (purple). Adaptor molecules (black) are able to bind at specific tyrosine residues,
while other adaptor proteins and signaling molecules bind, or are activated by, RET indirectly.
RET9 is able to exclusively bind SHANK3 (shaded in orange) in a phospho-independent manner.
RET51 is able to bind GRB2 directly (shaded in orange) at Y1096. GRB2 (shaded in blue) is able
to bind RET, directly and indirectly, at several locations.
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for individual sets of substrates (59, 60). For example, RET9 is able to bind SHANK3, through an
exclusive RET9-PDZ binding motif, which may be important for cell-branching (61). SHANK3
may then promote activation of PI3K and RAS/ERK pathways (61). Also, it appears that Enigma
may bind preferentially to RET9 (62). Conversely, the RET51-tail can bind the adaptor molecule
SHC, a platform for several other signaling molecules, and can bind c-CBL and GRB2, which are
important for ubiquitination of RET (Figure 1-3.)(39, 63). Further, the RET51 tail contains
additional phosphorylatable tyrosine residues, Y1090 and Y1096, which provide further signaling
differences between RET9 and RET51 (31). RET9 and RET51 specific processing and
internalization also appear to be important for differences in signaling (55, 57). For example,
RET51 is internalized faster than RET9, which allows RET51 to activate cytosolic pools of ERK
more efficiently than RET9 (64). The differences in isoform signaling are significant, as each
isoform leads to regulation of overlapping and distinct gene targets (57, 65). Also, work done on
knockdown mouse models has suggested that RET is important for the development of kidneys
(66), but challenges in designing appropriate mouse isoform specific knock-down models have
led to conflicting views of the functional difference between RET9 and RET51 during
development (34, 67). However, it appears that additional signaling capabilities of RET51 lead to
a greater transforming potential than RET9, particularly in the presence of an M918T oncogenic
mutation (38, 68). Ultimately, although distinct functional roles of RET9 and RET51 need to be
clarified during development, it is clear that RET9 and RET51 have unique signaling capabilities,
which impart functional differences.

1.2 RET-Related Diseases
1.2.1 RET in Hirschsprung Disease
Hirschsprung Disease (HSCR) is a congenital disorder, which is characterized by a lack
of ganglia in the distal portion of the large intestine and affects about 1:5000 live-born children
(69). More specifically, during development, cells of the parasympathetic ganglion only partially
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innervate the submucosal and myenteric plexuses of the colon (69). Further, the length of
innervation varies between patients, including ranges of: ultra-short, where innervation is present
in the distal region of the rectum; short, the most prevalent variety, where innervation is observed
to the upper sigmoid region; total colonic aganglionosis; and a complete lack of innervation of the
intestine (7, 70). Patients present with distended abdomens shortly after birth, as lack of nerves
prevent fecal movement through the colon, though rare cases present in early adulthood. It is
unclear precisely why there is a lack of ganglia in the hind-gut, but could be due one or several
impaired functions including, reduced survival or differentiation, impaired migration to the distal
portions of the intestine, or an increase in apoptosis (71, 72).
Since RET is important for enteric nervous development, it is not surprising that a subset
of mutations in RET, leading to impaired RET function, have been linked to HSCR. About 50% of
inherited and 20% of sporadic HSCR cases have RET mutations (73, 74). HSCR mutations in
RET are located throughout the protein, and the mechanisms which lead to reduced function of
RET vary for different mutations (70). Mutations can be categorized by several features and
defined impairments. One subset of mutations leads to reduced RET delivery to the membrane
due to either disruption in N-linked glycosylation or inability for Ca2+ to bind extracellular regions
in RET, both of which are necessary for RET to reach the cell-surface (75-77). Other extracellular
mutations may impair the ability of RET to form functional dimers (75). Most intracellular
mutations are thought to disrupt kinase activity and signaling potential (78, 79). Other mutations,
of tyrosine residues or of amino acids located in consensus binding sequences are thought to
impair binding of important substrates (79). Interestingly, these mutations, although dominant and
impair RET function, are not completely penetrant, suggesting that there may be other important
molecular mechanisms influencing HSCR phenotype (80).
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1.2.2 Thyroid Cancer
Thyroid cancer is the most common endocrine-related cancer and is listed as the seventh
most prevalent cancer in Canada (81). Although most subtypes of this disease are relatively
manageable if discovered early, incidence is rising, making it a concern to clinicians and patients
alike (81). There are four main subtypes of thyroid cancer, depending upon cell of origin, and
morphology (82)(Figure 1-4.). The thyroid contains two main types of cells, follicular cells, which
produce thyroid hormones and surround the colloid, and parafollicular cells located between
follicles, which produce calcitonin (83).
Follicular derived cancers include follicular and papillary carcinomas. Follicular thyroid
carcinomas (FTC) are well-differentiated but involve capsular invasion and are advanced from the
follicular adenoma stage (82). Hurthle cell carcinomas (HCC) are a follicular variant of thyroid
cancer, which have disordered mitochondria and are more aggressive than their follicular
counterpart (82). Two common mutations associated with follicular carcinomas include mutations
in the RAS family and translocations of either the PAX8 and PPARγ genes (84, 85). Although
RET mutations are not associated with follicular carcinomas, there is evidence that RET is
expressed in these tumours, though its importance is unclear (86). Prognosis of these tumours is
generally good, and treatment usually involves thyroidectomy followed by appropriate hormone
replacement therapy (87).
Papillary thyroid carcinomas (PTC) are named based on their papillary features, but
another distinguishing feature is the large opaque nuclei, known as ―Orphan Annie Eyes‖ (88).
PTC represents the vast majority of thyroid carcinomas, approximately 75-85% of all cases (82).
Mutations in RAS and BRAF are frequently found in sporadic PTC (84, 89, 90). PTC can also be
correlated to radiation exposure and subsequent translocations in RET, known as RET/PTC
rearrangements, or rearrangements in TRK, though these rearrangements can also be sporadic (91,
92). Ionizing radiation is accumulated in the colloid of the thyroid, where ionized iodine
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Figure 1-4. Thyroid Tissue Histopathology and Defining Characteristics.
Normal thyroid tissue contains follicular and parafollicular cells. Follicular cells surround colloid
forming a follicle. Follicular thyroid carcinoma (FTC) is characterized by capsular invasion.
Tumour tissue is well differentiated. Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) is characterized by
papilloma structures and opaque nuclei. Hurthle cell carcinoma (HCC), a follicular variant, is
characterized by condensed mitochondria staining. There are many histopathological variants of
medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC), but these tumours are often identified by dark nuclear
staining and are positive for calcitonin (not shown). Anaplastic thyroid carcinoma (ATC) is a
completely dedifferentiated tumour and occurs with many histopathological variants. Image
credits: Normal: wikipedia; FTC: Baloch et al., 2007(93); PTC: wikipedia; HCC: Erickson et al.,
2000 (94); MTC: Borchhardt et al., 2006 (95); ATC: wikipedia
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subsequently damage DNA in surrounding follicular cells. RET/PTC rearrangements were
detected in nearly 95% of PTCs from patients who were exposed to radiation from the Chernobyl
Disaster (96). However, in sporadic cases of PTC, the frequency or significance of RET versus
TRK rearrangements varies between populations. For example, a population of PTC patients from
Turkey are 67% positive for RET/PTC rearrangements, while a North Indian population with PTC
has about 44% positive cases for RET/PTC (97, 98). Interestingly, no RET/PTC rearrangements
were detected in a cohort of PTC patients from Kuwait (99).
Medullary thyroid carcinomas (MTC) are the only definitively derived carcinomas of the
parafollicular C-cells (82). Although MTCs comprise a small fraction of total thyroid cancers, 510%, they are of clinical significance as they spread early and broadly, making early diagnosis
necessary for therapeutic success (82, 100). There are multiple histopathological variants of MTC,
making diagnosis complicated, but tumours generally appear solid and nuclei are hyperchromatic,
while tumour-cells tend to be either classified as spindle, giant, or granular (82). Two other
common features include amyloid deposits and intense calcitonin staining (82, 83). Mutations in
RET are associated with all hereditary cases and are frequent in sporadic cases of MTCs,
described below (101). The current gold standard treatment for MTC includes thyroidectomy and
radiation therapy (100).
The rarest and most perplexing subtype of thyroid cancer is the undifferentiated or
anaplastic carcinoma. Anaplastic thyroid carcinomas (ATC) are phenotypically diverse and it is
debatable what the precursor lesions may be, or whether a precursor lesion exists (82). However,
it is thought that ATC is a follicular variant (89). ATCs account for less than 5% of thyroid
cancers, but they are responsible for more than half of the deaths associated with thyroid cancer
(102). As such, ATCs are automatically designated ‗T4‘ using TNM staging, because tumour
infiltration throughout the surrounding tissue is common and distant metastasis is also likely (82).
Because little is known about the origins of these tumours, it is difficult to correlate causative
mutation events, associated with other thyroid carcinomas, with anaplasic carcinomas. However,
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genes known to regulate other inherited cancer syndromes are thought to potentially lead to
anaplastic carcinoma, including p53 (89). Also, anaplastic tumours are associated with high levels
of chromosomal instability (103), further masking causative mutations. Due to the rarity of this
disease, it has been difficult to characterize RET expression in these tumours.

1.2.3 Oncogenic Mutations in RET
RET is a proto-oncogene, mutations of which lead to a variety of inherited and sporadic
endocrine-related cancer syndromes and tumours (Figure 1-5.). The most frequent type of
oncogenic mutation are translocations between the RET kinase domain and other proteins. As
discussed above, these rearrangements are found in PTCs, and there is limited evidence to suggest
that RET rearrangements may occur in other tumour types (104). Although there have been 12
described RET/PTC rearrangements, only four translocations are common: RET/PTC1 (H4),
RET/PTC2 (R1α), RET/PTC3 and RET/PTC4 (RFG/ELE1) (7, 105). Each rearranged protein
partner is ubiquitously expressed and is able to from dimers. Rearrangement occurs between
intron 11 of RET, leading to loss of the extracellular and transmembrane domains, with the 5‘ end
of partner genes, such that RET is regulated through the partner gene‘s promoter. Thus
rearrangements lead to truncated, cytosolically localized, and constitutively dimerized forms of
RET (7).
The majority of MTCs are sporadic, while the remaining are associated with Multiple
Endocrine Neoplasia type 2 (MEN 2)(106, 107). Sporadic cases of MTC are frequently positive
for RET mutations associated with MEN 2, however mutated RET is not detected in all cases
(108). MEN 2 can be divided into three subtypes. Familial MTC (FMTC) is caused by dominantly
inherited RET mutations, which are located within both the intra and extracellular domains of
RET. FMTC is characterized by the presence of MTC alone and is the least aggressive of the
MEN 2 syndromes (109, 110). MEN 2A can be caused by several mutations in RET, but is most
commonly associated with a substitution at C634, in the extracellular domain (111, 112) (113).
This leads to constitutive dimerization of RET through formation of intermolecular disulfide
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Figure 1-5. RET Mutations and Disease Mechanisms.
A. Disease mutations are located along RET are shown: MEN2A/FMTC (yellow squares),
MEN2B (red circles), and PTC mutations (purple diamonds). Only PTC rearrangements indicate
sites of translocations, while the remaining mutations are point mutations. B. Schematic diagrams
of normal and mutated activated RET. PTC mutations lead to constitutively dimerized and
cytosolically localized RET, MEN2A/FMTC mutations lead to constitutive RET dimerization,
and MEN2B mutations lead to enhanced ATP binding and monomeric activation of RET.
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bridges (5). Other RET mutations associated with MEN 2A occur at codons 609, 611, 618, and
620, found predominantly in the extracellular region, though several are found in the intracellular
domain (7). MEN 2A is the most common subtype of MEN 2 and is associated with MTC,
pheochromocytoma, and parathyroid hyperplasia (110). Finally, more than 95% of MEN 2B is
caused by an M918T mutation, which leads to enhanced ATP binding and intrinsic kinase
activity, activation of monomers is also observed (114-116). MEN 2B is the most aggressive from
of MEN 2 as it has an earlier age of onset and is associated with early and broadly dispersed MTC
metastasis. Also, MEN 2B is associated with pheochromocytoma, and developmental
abnormalities including ganglioneuromatosis and a marfanoid habitus (82, 110).

1.2.4 RET Expression in Other Cancers
In addition to RET mutations associated with carcinogenesis, several cancers are known
to upregulate RET expression, including breast, glioma, neuroblastoma, and pancreatic cancers.
RET expression has been detected in both breast cancer cell-lines and tumour samples, and
expression positively correlates with estrogen receptor expression (117-119). Interestingly, RET
has been shown to enhance estrogen receptor induced proliferation of breast cancer cell-lines
(118, 120). Also, RET may provide a therapeutic target for endocrine resistant patients, as
downregulation of RET in endocrine receptor positive cell-line promotes sensitization to
tamoxifen (118, 120). For many years, RET, GDNF, and GFRα, expression has been detected in
several neural-derived tumours, including neuroblastoma and gliomas, which is not surprising
given their importance during the development of sympathetic neurons (8, 121-123). RET may
also be involved in several other cancers, including melanoma, where a mouse model
overexpressing RET forms sporadic melanoma, also RET is expressed in several melanoma celllines, but validation using clinical samples is required (124). In pancreatic cancers, not only has
RET and GDNF overexpression been observed, but has been related to lymph node metastasis,
tumour differentiation, and neural invasion (125-127).
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1.2.5 RET Based Diagnostics and Therapies
Detection of RET rearrangements or point mutations is relatively straightforward, as the
most frequent mutations are well documented (128, 129). Currently, mutational screening is used
to identify newly diagnosed MEN 2 patients, to detect affected family members of MEN 2
patients, and may contribute to therapeutic strategies (110, 129). Although early screening and
diagnosis leads to good prognosis, sporadic cases and probands are usually detected in later stages
of disease progression. These patients are treated with thyroidectomy and radioactive iodine, as
standard chemotherapeutic options are limited (110). RET provides an excellent therapeutic target
for patients with tumours positive for RET mutations, because RET expression in adults is low,
thus reducing damage to non-target tissues. Several RET-inhibitors are showing promise in
clinical trials including Sorafanib (130) and Vandetanib, which has been recently FDA-approved
for treatment in patients with advanced stages of MTC (131, 132).

1.3 Cell-Migration
Cell-migration is a complex process requiring orchestration of multiple cellular pathways.
The process is composed of five basic stages: initiation, polarization, extension, sliding, and
degradation (133, 134). Generally, cell-migration is initiated by extracellular signals, either
directly, by activation of migratory machinery, or indirectly, through activation of cell-signaling
receptors (134). It is important to note that cell-migration can be a response to intracellular
stresses, (e.g. hypoxia), which require the cell to move from an unfavorable environment.
Polarization of the cell, which occurs in the direction of the stimulus, creates a gradient of
molecules necessary for cell-migration and provides directionality to cell movement. However,
scattered cell-migration also exists, particularly in the presence of diffuse stimuli (135). Several
major proteins, including CDC42, PIP3, WASP and ARF2/3, promote polarization of the cell
through actin polymerization and mediating translocation of other proteins needed for cellmigration (136). The most important consequence of polarization is the formation of a leading
edge, which provides a platform for molecules needed for cell-migration to function. Cell contact
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with the microenvironment is necessary for traction and leverage and is mediated through Focal
Adhesions (FA) (described in detail below) (137). Large bundles of actin filaments, known as
stress fibers, are tethered to FAs, which provides tension within the cell, allowing for contractility
and forward movement (138, 139). Little is known about the mechanisms regulating forward
progression of the bulk of the cell body, but microtubule and intermediate fibre networks likely
guide organelles towards the leading edge. The final, and rate-limiting, step in cell-migration is
release of the lagging edge. Mature FA contacts must be degraded at the lagging edge. This can
occur through enzymatic degradation, mechanical degradation, or recycling to the leading edge
for re-use (140, 141).
1.3.1 The Microenvironment and Extracellular Matrix
The microenvironment is defined as the heterogeneous mixture of extracellular matrix,
stromal cells, and ligands that comprise the immediate area surrounding (or intermixed with) a
tissue (142). The microenvironment is reflective of type, location, and general condition of a
tissue and contains important cues for cells to undergo proper development, maintenance, and
survival (143-145).
Importantly, for the purpose of this thesis, the microenvironment contains proteins and
signals which guide cell-migration. There are three main subtypes of extracellular matrix (ECM)
proteins which are important for cell-migration: fibronectin, laminin, and collagen (146, 147).
Each of these is found in different proportions, depending upon tissue type. The amount and type
of each protein can also vary during development or in disease states (145, 148, 149). Fibronectin
is an RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) containing matrix, which is crucial for wound healing and is highly
expressed during fetal development. Fibronectin exists as dimers, which interconnect to form a
matrix (142, 150). Laminins are trimers containing combinations of α-, β-, and γ-chain variants
and are an important component of basement membrane. Thus, extravasation from a tissue of
origin generally requires degradation of laminin (142, 151). Collagen comprises the majority of
ECM protein. There are at least 29 types of collagen proteins, though approximately 90% of
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collagen expressed in the body is type I. Collagen is primarily associated with skeletal tissue, but
is an important component of ECM throughout the body (142, 152).
What is perhaps most interesting about the ECM is its ability to regulate cell function
through both biochemical properties and through architectural conformation. Cells contain
receptors, known as integrins, which are able to bind to fibronectin, laminin, or collagen (153).
These receptors are responsible for mediating cell-migration, but are also important for cellsurvival, as detachment of the cell from the microenvironment promotes anoikis (154). The
relative ratio of each ECM protein can impart different signals to a cell, as integrin subunits
respond to specific proteins in the ECM (153, 155). Further, the architecture of the ECM can
induce differential cell-signaling, as seen with cells grown in either 2D or 3D arrangement of
ECM proteins (156-159). For example, 50% of the cell surface makes contact with ECM proteins
in monolayers grown on 2D microenvironments. Conversely, 100% of the cell surface will make
contact with ECM proteins when grown in single-cell suspension. Further, spheroid formation, a
phenomenon unique to 3D microenvironments for certain cell-types, leads to populations of cells
clusters, and subpopulations of cells with differing surface area:ECM contact ratios (156, 160,
161). It is important to note that the complexity of these environments can also depend on the
combination and ratio of fibronectin, laminin, or collagen. Providing dimensionality to cellmigration studies creates a more accurate representation of in situ microenvironments and is
becoming more widely used for in vitro models of cellular behaviour.

1.4 Integrin
Integrins are highly conserved heterodimeric cell-adhesion molecules, responsible for
binding of the cell to the ECM and the subsequent formation of FAs. There are 18 α and 8 β
integrin subunits, which combine in various combinations to bind specific components of the
ECM (162)(Figure 1-6.). Both α and β subunits contain relatively large extracellular domains, a
transmembrane domain, and a short cytoplasmic tail, shown in Figure 1-7. (163). Since the
crystallization of αVβ3 integrin, unique domains, active conformation, and inactive conformation,
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This diagram represents the possible binding partners between α (orange) and β (green) subunits.
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(pink line), or laminin (black line) matrices. A subset of integrin subunits are expressed only in
leukocytes (green line), and referred to as such. (Adapted from Stephan, 2005)
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have been defined (164-166). Specifically, the α subunit contains a β propeller domain, and
sometimes an αA domain, which are necessary for active heterodimer formation (167). The α
subunit also contains a thigh domain and two calf domains, important for changes in
conformation. The β subunit contains a βA domain (also known as the Von Willebrand Factor A
domain), hybrid, and PSI (plexin, semaphorin and integrin) domain, which are important for
ligand binding and binding with α integrin subunit (167). The EGF-like repeats and β tail domain,
in the β subunit, are important for changes to the active conformation of the protein. Both subunits
contain transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains important for activation of integrin (167).
Inactive integrin subunits remain in a bent ‗V‘-like conformation, where α and β subunits are
linked through van der waals forces and an aspargine cytosolic clasp (167, 168). Activation of
heterodimers requires separation of transmembrane domains and binding of the extracellular head
regions, between the βA domain and the propeller, though the α and β subunits also bind at other
sites (164, 168). The α and β transmembrane domains remain in close proximity, when the
heterodimer is inactivated, and must separate in order for activation of the heterodimer (162).
1.4.1 Integrin Activation Mechanisms
Activation of integrins occurs through two major mechanisms, outside-in or inside-out.
Outside-in activation occurs through direct integrin binding with fibronectin, laminin, or collagen,
and can activate heterodimer formation in two ways (164, 167). Though not all integrins contain
an αA domain, attached to the propeller in some α subunits, those that do, require it for ligand
binding and activation. A MIDAS (metal-ion-dependent-adhesion-site) motif is found in the αA
domain, and is necessary for activation through metallic ion binding. Integrins lacking an αA
domain depend on divalent-cations to bind ligand. It is believed that in the β subunit, both the βA
domain, which contains a MIDAS-like motif, and the propeller domain, support binding to RGD
molecules (164). In addition to direct ECM-integrin binding, conditions in the extracellular
environment promote integrin activation, as a reducing environment allows disulphide bridging of
cysteine residues between the extracellular domains of integrins. Upon binding of the α and β
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Figure 1-7. Integrin Structure and Activation.
A and B. The α and β integrin subunits are comprised of an extracellular region, transmembrane
domain, and short cytoplasmic tail. A. A subset of α integrin subunits contain an αA domain while
others only contain a β propeller domain, both of which are important for binding with ligand and
β subunits. The thigh and calf domains are important for the change from inactive to active
conformations. The transmembrane domain and cytoplasmic domain are important for activation.
B. β integrin subunits contain a βA domain important for binding with the α subunit and ligand.
The hybrid and PSI domains and EGF-like repeats are important for inactive to active
conformational changes while the β tail, transmembrane and cytoplasmic domain are important
for activation. C. Inactive heterodimers are loosely bound in a bent ‗V‘-like conformation.
Intermediate activation is indicative of low affinity ligand-binding, while activated state is
indicative of high affinity ligand-binding.
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heads, the bent conformation of the heterodimers straightens and separation of the body,
transmembrane domain, and cytosolic tails, occurs. Talin, an adaptor protein, is thought to be an
important part of releasing the cytosolic clasp between the two subunits and permits a
conformational ‗flip‘ of the subunits through freeing the α and β transmembrane domains (169).
This ultimately allows activated integrin to bind cytosolic adaptor proteins and signaling
molecules which promote integrin signaling.
Inside-out activation of integrin requires activation of upstream signaling pathways.
Several kinases are thought to promote integrin activation, including focal adhesion kinase
(FAK), integrin linked kinase (ILK), SRC, and several RTKs (170, 171). Ultimately, these
signaling molecules will mediate talin activation, and similar to outside-in integrin activation,
talin can unlatch the aspargine clasp leading to a conformational change and propeller-βA binding
(172). This may only lead to an intermediate activation of the integrin heterodimer, as complete
integrin activation requires either complimentary ECM molecules or integrin co-clustering
(Figure 1-7.) (166, 173). The main difference between outside-in and inside-out activation is the
stimulant, although the sequence of activation is hypothetically different. It is likely that, either
first binding of the subunit heads or release of the cytosolic clasp, is specific to outside-in and
inside-out activation, respectively, however these events are detected simultaneously (168, 170).
A final and more minor mechanism responsible for integrin activation is through coclustering of integrin molecules. This mechanism enhances both inside-out or outside-in
activation by increasing the population of integrins available for cell-ECM binding (174). The net
attraction between the cell and ECM is then shared by the population of integrin, known as
avidity, and can increase cell-ECM binding, even when individual subunits have low affinity to
the ECM (175). The mechanisms for co-clustering are not completely clear, and rely on those
necessary for formation of active-heterodimer conformation, though it appears that the
transmembrane domain is able to promote integrin oligomerization (174).
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1.4.2 Focal Adhesions
Once integrins become activated, many adaptor and signaling molecules will bind to the
integrin cytoplasmic tails in a hierarchical complex (176). These cell-matrix adhesion complexes,
commonly referred to singly as focal adhesions (FAs), are able to mediate cell-migration both
mechanically and through intracellular signaling events (137, 141, 177) (178). Early focal
adhesions, known as focal complexes, are small round structures found adjacent to the leading
edge. Focal complexes include integrin, talin, vinculin, paxillin, FAK, p130cas, and SRC, which
bind in an organized fashion along actin filaments (138, 140, 179). These complexes tend to be
short lived and dissociate or are internalized and recycled to the cell-membrane (180). A small
portion of focal complexes will mature and become FAs, which help to stabilize the cell along the
ECM (140). These FAs are not only larger than focal complexes, but contain additional
molecules, notably α-actinin, tensin, zyxin, and other signaling molecules (140, 181). FAs are
relatively stable, but can be internalized and sent to recycling or degradation pathways (182).
Those that continue to mature are known as fibrillar adhesions, which form along stress fibers and
are located more centrally within the cell, and provide additional traction to the cell (183).

1.4.3 Integrin Internalization
Once integrin is activated, they may be targeted for recycling or degradation through
internalization and RAB-mediated endosomal trafficking (Figure 1-8.), in order to regulate the
rate of lamellipodia formation (180, 184, 185). Integrins can be internalized through either
clathrin dependent endocytosis, known as clathrin mediated endocytosis (CME), or clathrin
independent endocytosis, known as raft/caveolar endocytosis (RME), however the significance of
internalization through clathrin versus caveolin is unclear (186, 187). CME requires formation of
a clathrin lattice that induces invaginations of the cell membrane, known as clathrin coated pits
(CCP). Once CCPs form around cargo protein, dynamin2 (DNM2) oligomerizes around the neck
of the CCP and pinches the newly formed vesicles away from the plasma membrane (188, 189).
At this point, clathrin is removed from the vesicles and RAB molecules guide vesicle movement,
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Figure 1-8. Mechanisms of Endocytosis.
A. CME requires formation of a clathrin-coated pit and detachment from the membrane by
DNM2. Once clathrin is removed from newly formed vesicles, vesicles are shuttled through
trafficking pathways. B. Caveolin is one protein which mediates RME. Caveolin-coated
invaginations can be scissed from the membrane by DNM2. C. CME and RME both lead to early
endosomes which fuse with sorting endosomes. Sorting endosomes will shuttle cargo to either
recycling or degradative pathways. Short loop recycling, mediated by RAB4, occurs close to the
membrane and long loop recycling, mediated by RAB11 shuttles endosomes through the
perinuclear recycling complex (PNRC). RAB7 endosomes, which become multi-vesicular bodies
(MVB) are shuttled to the lysosome.
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through a series of reactions with location-specific RABs (190). Caveolin is largely responsible
for RME, which occurs in cholesterol-rich pockets in the membrane. Caveolin forms oligomers
which coat invaginations of the membrane, thus forming caveolae and ultimately caveosomes
(191, 192)(Figure 1-8.). DNM2 also plays a role in pinching caveolae from the plasma membrane
(193). Caveosomes can then lose their caveolin coating and resulting vesicles merge with the
RAB-mediated endosomal trafficking pathways (192). The ability of integrins to internalize
through either CME or RME provides alternative mechanisms, which may be reflective of
different conditions or stimuli, to promote different functions or regulation of an integrin subunit
(180).
Once internalized, vesicles are transported through the cell and undergo a series of fission
and fusion events with major endosomes, which help determine fate of the cargo (194)(Figure 18.). After vesicles fuse with early endosomes, cargo is sorted to either of the two main trafficking
pathways, recycling or degradation. Ultimately, cargo proteins determine trafficking outcome, but
this is also regulated by vesicle shape, lipid composition, and specific RAB GTPase (194).
Recycling of cargo proteins allows for rapid replenishment of membrane-bound proteins, which is
necessary at the leading edge of cells, where focal complex formation is continuous and formation
of FAs requires availability of large pools of proteins (181, 184, 195). Short-loop recycling, which
is mediated by RAB4, maintains pools of proteins near the membrane (194). Long-loop recycling,
which is mediated by RAB11, shuttles proteins through the cell, passing through the perinuclear
recycling complex, to supplement areas where the protein is needed (194). The degradation
pathway is important for the downregulation of extracellular signals, which otherwise could
overwhelm cellular processes (194). Late endosomes form from multi-vesicular bodies (MVB),
mature vesicles which have internalized portions of their own membranes. Late endosomes then
bind RAB7, which promotes shuttling towards the lysosome (196). Localization and degradation
of integrins and various FA components can be regulated through either recycling or lysosomal
targeting, depending on the stage of cell-migration (195, 197).
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1.5 Integrin Signaling
1.5.1 β1 integrin
β1 integrin (ITGB1) is the most promiscuous β subunit, as it is able to bind 12 α integrin
subunits. It is often considered the collagen receptor, but due to its ability to bind many α
partners, ITGB1 is also able to bind other matrices (162) (Figure 1-6.). This variability also gives
ITGB1 the ability to change functionality, depending on signals resulting from different
environmental pressures or changes in intracellular signaling (155, 198). Given its predominant
role within the integrin family, it is not surprising that it has many functions throughout
development and during disease progression. For example, mouse embryos lacking ITGB1 fail to
gastrulate (199). Studies using tissue specific knockdown of ITGB1 show that ITGB1 is
necessary for development of many tissue types, particularly in neural development (200, 201).
One study in particular showed that a lack of ITGB1 in neural crest cells leads to a HSCR-like
phenotype (202).
Given its functional plasticity, ITGB1 activation can lead to opposing roles. This is
particularly true when investigating ITGB1 in cancer (155). Generally, ITGB1 is accepted as an
integrin which promotes cell-migration and metastasis, however several studies have observed a
reversion of metastatic phenotypes when ITGB1 was expressed. For example, α2β1integrin is
downregulated in breast carcinoma, suggesting that it plays a more adhesive role in cells, as
tumour cells which have reconstituted α2β1, form spheroids in 3D culture (203). Similarly, a
transgenic mouse model which over expresses α3β1 integrin showed that fewer skin papillomas
progress to squamous cell carcinomas (204). Conversely, other studies have shown that, α2β1 is
able to promote rhabdomyosarcoma metastasis and α3β1 promotes lung colonization of
circulating tumour cells respectively (205, 206). It is likely that these diverse roles can be
accounted for by differences in the microenvironment, as each study used unique set of cell-lines,
models, and matrices.
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1.5.2 β3 integrin
The β3 integrin (ITGB3) subunit forms two main heterodimers, one with αIIb and one
with αV integrin (207). The αIIbβ3 integrin is expressed on platelets and is able to bind
fibronectin matrices. In these cells, αIIbβ3 is necessary for platelet aggregation and clot formation
(208). ITGB3 knockdown mouse models exhibit severe hemorrhaging in the skin and
gastrointestinal tracts, however mice survive. Deficiencies in ITGB3 have been related to the
human platelet disorder, Glanzmann thrombasthenia (207, 208). Also, ITGB3 is expressed
predominantly in endothelial cells, and is necessary for development of vasculature (209). Due to
the highly specific function αIIbβ3, the remaining discussion of ITGB3 will focus on its role in
αVβ3 integrin.
Similar to ITGB1, the role of ITGB3 during tumour development is specific to cell-type
and microenvironment, such that ITGB3 can be tumour suppressive or promotive. For example, a
decrease in ITGB3 expression is observed in hepatocellular carcinoma and overexpression of
these cells in vitro leads to an increase in apoptosis (210). Conversely, a recent study by Li et al.,
showed that Small Cell Lung Carcinoma (SCLC) with high metastatic potential expresses larger
amounts of ITGB3, compared to less aggressive disease. Further, ITGB3 knockdown reduced
cell-adhesion, migration, and proliferation in SCLC cell-lines (211). Again, the observed
functional differences associated with ITGB3 likely relate to variations in microenvironment and
stimuli.

1.5.3 Integrin-Integrin Crosstalk
Evidence for integrin-integrin crosstalk has been available for well over a decade,
however, recent technological advances have provided new insights to the importance of integrinintegrin crosstalk. There is a general consensus that RTK-mediated activation of integrins,
particularly ITGB1 and ITGB3, promotes integrin-integrin crosstalk and functional
complimentarity between each subunit. Before discussing cross-regulation of each subunit, it is
important to note similarities between them, in the absence of RTK stimulation. ITGB1 and
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ITGB3 similarly mediate Rho-family GTPases upon early activation (212). This leads to focal
complex formation and promotion of actin polymerization. Similarly, both subunits are able to
recruit FAK, though ITGB3 does this through SRC (212-215). Also, the AKT pathway is
necessary for recycling of each integrin subunit to the membrane (216).
Upon RTK stimulation of integrin activation, integrin composition of early focal
complexes can influence the progression to mature FAs. For example, unstimulated ITGB1 and
ITGB3 will remain in focal complexes, however RTK stimulation may promote maturation of
ITGB3-containing focal complexes, but not ITGB1-containing focal complexes (217). Ultimately,
this difference in FA progression, as mediated by integrin composition, can confer subunitspecific signals leading to different migratory events. For example, fibroblasts regularly
internalize ITGB1 and ITGB3 through similar long-loop recycling pathways, but when stimulated
with PDGF, ITGB3 is shuttled through the short-loop pathway, and inhibits ITGB1 recycling to
the membrane (197). In this way, persistent cell-migration is promoted through ITGB3
downstream of PDGF. Further, while both ITGB1 and ITGB3 can regulate RhoA and Rac1,
ITGB1 promotes more RhoA activity, leading to random migration, whereas ITGB3 promotes
RAC1 activity leading to persistent migration (212, 213). It is thus important to examine the
temporal activity of multiple integrins within a cell, as innate functional plasticity of integrins
may be modified over time, in accordance with RTK stimulation and presence of other subunits.
There is also evidence that ITGB1 and ITGB3 are able to modulate activity of each other
in order for the cell to promote either random or persistent migration. This is predominantly
mediated by changes in endosomal trafficking, and is thus able to translocate integrins to areas of
functional priority (212). It appears that signaling molecules found within subunit-specific FAs
are able to promote differential trafficking of other integrin subunits. However, the precise
mechanisms responsible for integrin-integrin modulation, and its role downstream of RTKs are
currently being investigated and have yet to be adequately defined.
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1.5.4 RTKs and Integrins
Many RTKs, and similar transmembrane receptors, are known to mediate integrin
activation through the inside-out mechanism. Several RTKs are able to activate integrin through
direct binding and subsequent co-clustering, though some RTKs require activation of downstream
signaling intermediaries (218). For example, some RTKs lead to activation of the SRC/FAK
pathway, causing FA formation and an increase in integrin activity, while the MEK/ERK and
PI3K/AKT pathways can lead to co-clustering of integrin subunits through activation of CDC42
(219). Interestingly, integrin signaling can lead to ligand-independent activation of some RTKs,
possibly through clustering of RTKs, likely within lipid rafts, which leads to their activation (218,
220, 221). Ultimately, both inside-out and outside-in activation of integrins promotes cross-talk
between integrins and RTKs, as signaling can be unidirectional or bidirectional.
There are several well developed examples of RTK and signal transduction molecules
regulation of integrins. One includes the TGFβ receptor (TBR), which is an important regulator of
epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT), a process which positively regulates integrins for
mesenchymal cell-migration. Although TBR is able to upregulate expression of β3 integrin
(ITGB3), it is also able to directly bind with ITGB3 to promote EMT. Interestingly, binding of
ITGB3 to TBR enhances MAPK activation and Smad2/3-mediated transcription (222). It is
interesting that TBR is able to both directly and indirectly regulate ITGB3 activity, and shows that
multiple mechanisms may be employed downstream of an RTK to promote integrin activation.
Another two examples of an integrin relationships with RTK signaling come from
alteration of EGFR activation and HB-EGF signaling. In epithelial cells, EGFR and integrins
partake in crosstalk to regulate cell cycle check-points in a bi-directional signaling pattern (221).
Integrins can support the regulation of EGFR signaling, as the addition of integrin ligands can
activate EGFR and promote phosphorylation of EGFR-specific substrates. Interestingly,
activation of EGFR also leads to activation of integrin related signaling molecules (221).
Although it appears as though integrin and EGFR signaling simply overlap, EGFR is not able to
mediate cytoskeletal events associated with integrin activity, suggesting that integrin activation is
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required. Similarly, integrins are unable to mediate DNA synthesis in the absence of EGFR. In
addition to EGFR activation, integrins are able to modify EGFR-related signaling events in
specific environments. For example, the HB-EGF receptor promotes cell-growth in adhesionreduced 2D conditions (i.e. tissue culture plastic or agar), as it is able to activate ERK and AKT in
these conditions (159). However, integrin signaling in 3D collagen suppresses HB-EGF mediated
activation of ERK and AKT, and related cell-growth (159). These results may indicate a change in
function of HB-EGF signaling, such that in the absence of integrin, cell-growth is preferred, while
in the presence of integrin, cell-migration may be preferred. Together, these studies show the
importance of cross-talk between RTKs and integrins.
Extensive work has been done on the role of the microenvironment and the EGFR and
ITGB1 relationship. EGFR over-expressing breast cancer cells display a malignant phenotype and
grow irregular acini in 3D environments. Interestingly, blocking ITGB1 in these cells reverts them
to a normal phenotype with regular round acini (157, 158). Further, ITGB1 expression is reduced
in cells displaying a normal phenotype (157). This study also found that transient versus sustained
activation of MAPK can affect nonmalignant and malignant cells differently. EGFR transiently
activates MAPK signaling in nonmalignant cells in 2D cultures, but not 3D cultures. However,
sustained MAPK activation by EGFR is present in malignant cells in 3D, and inhibiting MAPK in
these cells reverts them to a normal phenotype. Although MAPK is important downstream of
EGFR in both normal and malignant cells, transient activation promotes normal phenotypes in
2D, while sustained activation promotes malignant phenotypes in 3D (157). These studies show
that it is important to consider microenviornmental influences in RTK and integrin cooperation
and signaling, and that different patterns of downstream signals can affect their apparent
relationship.
RTK-integrin relationships can be important for therapeutic strategies, as emerging
research suggests that cell-ECM interactions affect therapeutic efficacy. HER2-amplified celllines show an increased response to HER2-targeted therapeutic agents when ITGB1 was
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simultaneously blocked (156). This response was only seen in 3D culture, suggesting that crosstalk between HER2 and ITGB1 is enhanced in 3D (156). This observation may be reflective of
those above, as EGFR-malignant phenotypes differentially utilize signaling pathways in 3D
environments compared to EGFR-nonmalignant phenotypes.

1.5.5 RET and Integrins
As RET is known to regulate cell-migration, it is not surprising that several studies have
examined the mechanics of this relationship, focusing on RET-mediated activation of migratoryrelated proteins and pathways, or effects on cell-morphology and outgrowths. Early studies have
shown that RET activation leads to phosphorylation of FA proteins, suggesting that RET is able to
promote FA formation and integrin activity. For example, RET-induced phosphorylation of CRK,
p130Cas, and paxillin occur downstream of PI3K (56). Also, RET is able to activate FAK both
directly and downstream of Rho (56, 154). Interestingly, it also appears that FAK is able to
mediate RET phosphorylation (35). These results are reproducible in the presence of a
constitutively activated RET (C634W TT cell-line), suggesting that these molecules could also be
important, or at least available, for RET-mediated disease progression (223). Interestingly, Kim et
al., were unable to show the formation of FA in TT cells, but subsequent reports have shown that
TT cells are able to support FAs in the presence of ECM, again suggesting that integrins could be
important for RET-mediated disease progression (224). There is also direct evidence to support a
relationship between RET and integrin. A recent report examined ITGB1 in GDNF signaling and
showed that RET is able to increase binding between ITGB1 and SHC, an adaptor protein, an
indication of integrin activity (225). This report goes on to show that ITGB1 is able to bind GFRα
upon stimulation with GDNF, though to a lesser extent than GFRα-RET (225). Although these
studies are supportive of a role for integrin and integrin-related molecules downstream of RET,
more work is needed to clarify the underlying mechanisms mediating this relationship.
Many reports have established a role for RET in cell-migration. For example, RET tends
to be upregulated in primary tumours of pancreatic cancer and peripheral nervous tissue secretes
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GDNF. This promotes a chemotactic response from the primary pancreatic cancer cells expressing
RET, ultimately leading to increased metastasis (51, 127, 226). Also, relocation of RET to lipid
rafts on the membrane promotes chemotaxis (227). Although these studies clearly demonstrate a
role for RET in cell-migration, more work is needed to combine our knowledge of RET-mediated
signaling and cell-migration with integrin activity and FA formation.
Other studies have focused on changes in expression of ECM or integrin downstream of
GDNF and in RET-expressing cells. For example, neural crest-derived cells have enhanced
motility on fibronectin matrix as a result of integrin activation (228). Similarly, GDNF-induced
ureteric bud branching and morphogenesis requires ITGB1 (229). A model of rat MTC shows that
laminin expression is reduced as tumours develop, and given that laminin promotes cell-adhesion
rather than migration, this mechanism may enhance invasive potential (230). Studies of thyroid
cancer cell-lines have characterized integrin expression, suggesting candidate integrin subunits
which may have a relationship with RET. Hoffman et al., showed that cell-lines derived from
similar thyroid tumour types express similar profiles of integrin subunits, particularly in follicular
adenoma and anaplastic thyroid-derived lines (231).
Although there is evidence to support a role of integrin function downstream of RET, few
studies have directly addressed the relationship between RET and integrin in cell-migration. The
most concrete evidence for RET-mediating integrin activity comes from studies addressing the
role of RET on integrin expression in pancreatic cancer cell lines (232, 233). RET is able to
upregulate surface expression of α integrin subunits α2, α3, α5, and α6 and of ITGB1. The same
authors were able to show that inhibiting ITGB1 significantly reduces GDNF-induced cellinvasion of two pancreatic cancer cell-lines (232, 233).
Given the current understanding of the literature, it is clear that a relationship between
RET and integrin exists. Characterization of integrin subunits in various RET-expressing cells, the
known ability for RET to promote cell-migration, and signaling of cell-migration molecules
downstream of RET, all support this relationship. However, the literature does not address how
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RET-mediated integrin activity or how signaling intermediaries may influence this relationship.
Further, little has been done to examine how different microenvironments may influence RETintegrin mediated processes, such as cell-adhesion, migration, and neurite outgrowth.

1.6 Rationale and Hypothesis
The RET proto-oncogene has an important role in development and disease progression,
particularly in MEN 2. Patients with this disease present with MTC, aggressive tumors with a
potential for early and broadly dispersed metastasis. In order to understand why these tumours are
more aggressive than other thyroid tumours, it is important to elucidate underlying mechanisms of
tumour progression regulated by RET. Two important mechanisms of tumour progression include
mediation of gene expression, where upregulation of certain gene-targets can cause increased
tumour proliferation, survival, and migration, and cell-migration itself, which is necessary for
primary tumour metastasis.
1.6.1 Gene Expression
Mutations in RET lead to quantitative differences in RET phosphorylatability, which may
impart differences in signaling, particularly if the affinity for substrates is altered. We predict that
differences in RET activity lead to quantitative differences in regulation of target-gene expression,
immediately downstream of RET. Given that RET9 and RET51 have unique signaling potential,
we also predict that there are qualitative differences between RET9 and RET51target genes. We
also predict that evaluating target-genes downstream of RET may indicate why certain
phenotypes correlate with specific RET mutations.

1.6.2 Integrin Activation
Cell-migration is orchestrated by a network of proteins which interact with the
microenvironment. Examining the importance of key cell-migration proteins, such as integrins,
will clarify the underlying mechanisms of RET-mediated cell-migration. We predict that RET-
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expressing cells co-express various integrin subunits and that determining which subunits are
highly expressed, will be indicative of which subunits may be used downstream of RET.

1.6.3 Integrin Complimentarity Downstream of RET
There is evidence that integrin subunits can have complimentary functions within a cell. It
is likely that if multiple integrin subunits are necessary downstream of RET, that they may play
distinct but reciprocal roles. Further, both RET and integrins regulate similar signaling pathways,
suggesting a natural relationship between receptors. We predict that, in addition to the similarities
of these pathways, they may be necessary for functional outcomes of joint RET-integrin signaling,
such as FA formation. However, given that integrin activity is mediated by the microenvironment,
activation and utilization of common signaling pathways between RET and integrin may be
altered in different microenvironments.

1.6.4 RET and Integrin Expression in situ
There are conflicting views in the literature regarding expression of RET in benign and
malignant thyroid tissues, which are likely due to imperfect RET detection strategies and small
sample sizes. Further, there is limited analysis of RET expression in relation to expression of
other proteins in clinical samples. We also predict that more aggressive samples may express
certain integrin subunits given their roles in cell-migration. Ultimately, we predict that RET
expression and co-expression with integrin subunits could be used as biomarkers for prognostic
evaluation and development of therapeutic strategies.

1.6.5 Objectives


To define and characterize a set of gene targets downstream of RET, and to examine
whether expression of these targets are qualitatively or quantitatively different in response
to different oncogenic RET mutants.



To examine whether gene-targets are qualitatively or quantitatively different between
isoforms of RET.
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To more carefully characterize RETs role in cell-migration.



To identify candidate integrins that may have a relationship with RET, and to determine
whether these candidates are active downstream of RET.



To determine activation status of common signaling pathways downstream of RET and
integrin, and whether these are important for RET-mediated integrin activity.



To examine the functional reciprocity of multiple integrin subunits downstream of RET.



To characterize RET expression in a variety of clinically annotated thyroid samples with
respect to ITGB1 and ITGB3 expression.
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Chapter 2
RET-Mediated Gene Expression Pattern is Affected by Isoform but Not
Oncogenic Mutation
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2.1 Abstract
The inherited cancer syndrome multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2 (MEN 2) is caused by
mutations of the RET receptor tyrosine kinase and is characterized by medullary thyroid
carcinoma. MEN 2 subtypes have distinct mutational spectrums and vary in severity. The most
severe disease subtype, MEN 2B, is associated with a specific RET mutation (M918T) that has
been predicted to alter downstream signaling and target gene expression patterns. We used gene
expression microarray analysis to identify targets genes modulated by RET. We compared two
oncogenic RET mutants, associated with MEN 2A (2ARET) or MEN 2B (2BRET) disease
subtypes that are predicted to have distinct downstream target genes. We showed that overall,
both 2ARET and 2BRET modulated genes with similar functional ontologies. Further, when we
validated our microarray data by quantitative real time PCR, we did not detect major differences
in gene expression associated with these mutants when differences in receptor activity levels were
considered. We did, however, detect differences in gene expression induced by two RET Cterminal isoforms, RET9 and RET51, irrespective of the oncogenic mutation present. Our data
suggest that similar transcriptional programs contribute to all forms of MEN 2 but that differences
in target gene expression may contribute to developmental pattern differences observed between
RET isoforms.
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2.2 Introduction
Multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2 (MEN 2) is an inherited cancer syndrome
characterized by medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC) (reviewed in (234). The disease has three
clinically distinct subtypes. Familial MTC (FMTC), the least severe form, is associated only with
MTC, while MEN 2A, the most common subtype, is additionally associated with the adrenal
tumour pheochromocytoma (PC), and parathyroid hyperplasia (234). Finally, MEN 2B, the
earliest onset and most aggressive disease form, is characterized by MTC and PC, but also by a
broad spectrum of developmental abnormalities, including decreased fertility, marfanoid habitus,
skeletal deformations, mucosal neuromas, ganglioneuromatosis of the intestinal tract, and
myelinated corneal nerves (reviewed in (235).
MEN 2 is caused by activating mutations of the RET (REarranged in Transfection)
protooncogene. RET encodes a receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK), expressed in cell lineages derived
from the neural crest, and in the tissues of the urogenital system, where it plays important roles in
cell growth, differentiation and survival (reviewed in (236, 237). There are two major isoforms of
RET, RET9 and RET51 (Figure 2-1A.), that differ in their C-terminal tail sequences by 9 and 51
unique amino acids, respectively (3). Although both isoforms share the majority of signaling
potentials, there are differences in phosphorylation and binding of signaling molecules (57, 60,
68). RET9 and RET51 have been shown to vary in their capacity to induce cell transformation or
survival and to have some unique developmental roles (34, 57, 61, 62, 238, 239). Under normal
conditions, RET activation is a multistep process involving both members of the glial cell linederived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) family of ligands (GFL) and non-signaling cell surface
bound coreceptors belonging to the GDNF family receptor alpha (GFR) family (236). GFL and
GFR family members form complexes, which in turn bind to, and activate, RET receptors
leading to activation of multiple downstream signaling pathways (236, 237, 240). In the presence
of all of the MEN 2-mutations, RET is constitutively activated in the absence of this ligand
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Figure 2-1. RET Receptor Activation and Signalling.
(A). Schematic diagram of chimeric 2ARET and 2BRET proteins, which contain a myristoylation
signal (Myr), two FKBP dimerization domains (FKBP), and the intracellular portion of RET
(amino acids 658 to the C-termini). The isoform-specific C-terminal tails (9 and 51) and the
M918T mutation in 2BRET are indicated. (B). Western blot analysis of RET expression,
phosphorylation and signaling. Cell lines expressing 2ARET, 2BRET, or empty vector were
treated with AP20187 dimerizer for 24h. Whole cell lysates were resolved by 10% SDS-PAGE,
and immunoblotted for RET (FKBP) and pRET (pY905). Tubulin was used as a loading control.
.
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complex; however, due to different underlying molecular mechanisms of activation, strong
genotype/phenotype associations are seen between specific mutations and disease subtypes. MEN
2A mutations are primarily substitutions of one of several cysteine residues in the RET
extracellular domain that lead to ligand-independent RET dimerization and activation (234). MEN
2B is primarily caused by a single amino acid substitution (M918T) in the RET kinase domain
(241). This mutation results in conformational changes that increase ATP-binding and decrease
kinase autoinhibition, leading to significantly increased kinase activity, even in the absence of
ligand-induced dimerization (114, 242). This change has also been predicted to alter the substrate
specificity of RET, so that it preferentially binds substrates of cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases, such
as SRC or ABL (243), in turn resulting in altered activation of RET signaling pathways and
transcription of a novel pattern of downstream target genes that could account for the earlier
onset, broader phenotype, and increased severity of MEN 2B (244, 245). Comparisons of gene
expression patterns in MTC tumours from patients with MEN 2A or MEN 2B type RET
mutations, have suggested that similar but distinct complements of targets are expressed in these
tumours, and that these patterns are consistent with the relatively more aggressive phenotype and
poorer prognosis associated with MEN 2B tumours (246). However, although RET mutations are
the initial events in MTCs in each of these diseases, these data also reflect the cumulative
responses to secondary progressional changes that occur during tumour development, as well as
including the contribution of other component cell types within the tumour, including stromal and
vessel components, that do not express RET. Thus, these studies do not address gene expression
directly related to different RET mutant forms or take into account the significant differences in
kinase activity of the different RET mutants. Further, as both RET9 and RET51 are co-expressed
in most tissues (e.g. (239, 247-249)), previous studies provide no information on gene targets
unique to a single RET isoform.
Here, we have compared RET-mediated gene expression profiles associated with MEN
2B (M918T) mutant RET or with a constitutively dimerizing, active (MEN 2A-like) form and
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have also taken into account the effects of inherent differences in their kinase activity
(autophosphorylation) on these expression patterns. Further, we have evaluated RET9 and RET51
isoforms of each of these mutants individually to identify any isoform-specific gene expression
patterns. Our data show that there are similar overall functional patterns of target gene expression
associated with all RET conditions. Interestingly, we did not detect quantitative differences in
target gene expression induced by MEN 2A and MEN 2B forms of RET when relative levels of
RET phosphorylation were taken into account. However, we did detect genes that were
differentially induced in response to the RET9 and RET51 isoforms. Our data suggest that
specific gene expression profiles may distinguish RET9 and RET51 isoforms and contribute to
their different biological roles.

2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Cell Culture, Expression Constructs, and DNA Transfection
RET expression constructs encoding the intracellular portion (amino acid 658 to the Cterminus) of RET (icRET) linked to a myristoylation signal and two dimerization (FKBP)
domains (Figure 2-1A), have been previously described (53, 64, 114). Constructs were transfected
into HEK293 Tet-on cells using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Burlington ON) according to the
manufacturer‘s instructions. Cell lines stably expressing icRET9 or icRET51, with or without the
M918T MEN 2B mutation (2BRET or 2ARET, respectively), were selected in 1.5 ug/ml
puramycin and screened for RET expression by western blot. Cell lines were maintained in
Dulbucco‘s Modified Eagle‘s Medium (DMEM) (Invitrogen, Burlington ON), supplemented with
10 % FBS, and 1 ug/ml doxycycline. Dimerization of icRET was induced by addition of 0.5-1
uM AP20187 dimerizer (ARIAD Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, MA) for the indicated times. For
transient expression assays, icRET constructs were transfected as above and cells treated with 0.51 uM AP20187 dimerizer (ARIAD Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, MA) for the indicated times.
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2.3.2 Western Blotting
Whole cell lysates (WCL) were harvested in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 150 mM NaCl, 1
mM sodium orthovanadate, 1 % Igepal, 2 mM EDTA, 1 mM PMSF, 10 ug/ml aprotonin, and 10
ug/ml leupeptin, as previously described (53, 114, 250). Proteins were quantified using the BCA
protein assay kit, according to the manufacturer‘s instructions (Pierce Biotechnology Inc.,
Rockford, IL). Lysates were denatured, separated by 10 % SDS-PAGE, and transferred to
nitocellulose membranes (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, ON), as previously described
(250). Antibodies used included anti-FKBP tag (Affinity Bioreagents, Golden, CO), antiphosphoRET (Y905) (Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA) and anti-tubulin (Sigma,
Oakville, ON) antibodies. Membranes were incubated with the relevant primary antibody (1 h at
37C with shaking), washed with TBST, and incubated with species-appropriate horseradish
peroxidate-conjugated secondary antibodies. Antibody binding was visualized using the
Enhanced Chemiluminescence Detection System (GE Healthcare BioSciences, Baie D'Urfé, QC).
2.3.3 RNA Isolation and Microarray Analyses
Cells stably expressing icRET or empty vector (pTRE2) were treated with 0.5 uM
AP20187 dimerizer (ARIAD Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, MA) for 24h to induce icRET
dimerization. Two independent clonal lines expressing the MEN 2B-RET mutant (2BRET9 and
2BRET51) and four without this mutation (two each of 2ARET9 and 2ARET51) were used. Both
protein (WCL) and corresponding RNA were isolated for each sample and condition. Total RNA
was isolated using TRIZOL reagent, according to the manufacturer's instructions (Invitrogen,
Burlington, ON). Gene expression microarray analyses were performed using long oligo
microarrays representing 19,000 human ESTs (Center for Applied Genomics, Newark, NJ).
Briefly, RNAs were reverse transcribed using the 3DNA Array 900 kit (Genisphere, Hatfield PA).
Fluorescently labeled cDNAs from empty vector control and RET-expressing cells were
hybridized to each array (Queen's University Microarray Facility, Kingston ON). Arrays were
scanned with a ScanArray 4000 scanner using ScanArray software and intensities quantified using
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QuantArray software (PerkinElmer Life Sciences, Boston, MA). A total of 8 arrays comparing
expression patterns for 2ARET:vector-only cells and 9 arrays for 2BRET:vector-only cells,
including flip-fluor hybridizations, were performed.
Initially, data for each array were filtered using the combined quality index (Qcom (251)),
which takes into account spot size, shape, and background noise, including sub-plot background
noise. Low quality spots, such as saturated spots and spots with no computational confidence,
were discarded. The remaining data were log2 transformed. Relative intensity was calculated as
the log2 of the ratio for sample:empty-vector intensity for each spot. Loess regression (SigmaPlot)
was performed, and the resulting normalized M values (252) pooled and imported into the
Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM) software (253). Gene lists were limited by delta
values (relative significance), set independently for each condition. All hybridization controls, and
ESTs corresponding to predicted/hypothetical proteins, and pseudogenes, were excluded to
generate final gene lists (Supplementary Table 0-1).

2.3.4 Relative Quantification by Real-time RT-PCR
Relative differences in gene transcript levels were confirmed by quantitative real time
PCR (qRT-PCR) using the QuantiTect SYBR Green RT-PCR kit (Qiagen, Mississauga, ON) and
a SmartCycler II (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA). Primer and PCR product information are found in
Supplementary Table 2-2. Crossing threshold (Ct) values were taken at the same threshold for
replicate assays for each primer pair. Fold expression change, relative to empty vector, was
determined for each replicate and corrected for RNA quantity using a housekeeping transcript,
GUSB. Data were normalized either for total RET transcript levels or for RET phosphorylation
levels in the corresponding cell lysates to control for inherent differences in RET kinase activity.
Briefly, protein levels were assessed by western blot using anti-FKBP(tag) and anti-pY905
antibodies which detect all RET mutants and isoforms equally allowing us to compare RET
objectively between conditions. Digital images of blots were obtained by scanning original films
Band density (mean pixel intensity) for RET or phosphoRET bands was calculated using
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ImagePro software (Media Cybernetics) and relative expression or phosphorylation of RET was
determined. Normalized expression data were averaged and mean fold change, relative to the
empty vector control, calculated.

2.4 Results
The MEN 2A and MEN 2B mutant forms of RET have been predicted to regulate the
expression of distinct cohorts of target genes (243). Thus, to identify RET-mediated gene targets
we developed a series of cell lines stably expressing RET, with or without the M918T mutation
that causes MEN 2B, and used these to characterize RET-mediated gene expression patterns. We
generated expression constructs in which the intracellular portion of RET (amino acid 658 to the
C-terminus [icRET]), was membrane targeted by a myristoylation signal, and association of
receptors was regulated by a small molecule dimerizing agent, AP20187 (Figure 2-1A.).
Sustained dimerizer addition mimics the effects of the most frequent MEN 2A mutations that
induce constitutive receptor dimerization (241, 254) and was used as a representative model for
MEN 2A-associated RET function (2ARET). Constructs were generated corresponding to each of
the C-terminal RET isoforms (2ARET9; 2ARET51). The M918T mutation was introduced into
the same constructs to obtain MEN 2B RET forms (2BRET9; 2BRET51), which were also treated
constitutively with dimerizer as full activation of 2BRET can be enhanced by ligand (114, 242,
255). Cell lines stably expressing each RET construct or an empty vector (pTRE2) were
generated. We confirmed that the RET proteins were expressed and tyrosine phosphorylated
(Figure 2-1B). As previously shown, we saw significantly increased phosphorylation of RET in
the presence of the M918T mutation, consistent with the increased kinase activity reported for
2BRET (Figure 2-1B)(114, 242, 256).

2.4.1 Expression and gene ontology of RET-induced genes
We performed gene expression array analyses to identify genes modulated by RET. RNA
was prepared from dimerizer-treated cell lines stably expressing 2ARET or 2BRET proteins
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(Figure 2-1A) and transcript abundance assessed using long oligo arrays. 2ARET- or 2BRETinduced gene expression was compared separately to that in an empty vector control line (pTRE).
Genes with significantly altered expression (SAM variance score ≥1 or ≤-1) and with a ≥ 1.5 fold
change in expression, were identified. In pooled data (2ARET and 2BRET inclusive), we
identified a total of 155 genes significantly modulated by RET expression, including 120 genes
upregulated and 35 downregulated (Supplementary Table 0-1). In addition to RET itself, a total of
13 of these genes were significantly modulated in the presence of both 2ARET and 2BRET (12
up; 1 down), all of which had an average expression change of  2 fold (Table 2-1). We
identified an additional 43 (41 up; 2 down) genes with altered expression in the presence of
2ARET and 64 (32 up; 32 down) genes differentially expressed in response to 2BRET
(Supplementary Table 0-1). However, the two individual lists shared many genes belonging to the
same gene families or with similar and/or overlapping functions. To evaluate the overall
functional similarities between 2ARET- and 2BRET-mediated gene expression patterns, we
classified each of the target genes based on their known or predicted roles in cellular processes
using 12 functional categories defined by the Gene Ontology (GO) Project
(www.geneontology.org), and sorted based on gene ontology (Figure 2-2A). A direct comparison
of genes modulated by 2ARET and 2BRET showed similar distributions with respect to function.
For each condition, the largest number of modulated genes was associated with regulation, and
the lowest with cell adhesion and immune system processes (Figure 2-2A). Although 2BRET
induced a slightly greater fraction of genes with binding or regulation functions, and 2ARET
induced relatively more genes involved in responses to stimuli, the overall relative patterns of
distribution were not significantly different (Figure 2-2B). Our data suggest that similar
distributions of target gene-functions are associated with activation of either the 2ARET or
2BRET receptors.
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Table 2-1. Genes Common to Both 2ARET and 2BRET Gene Lists
Log Fold Change
Gene Abbreviation

NCBI Identifier

Gene Name

2ARET

2BRET

EGR1

NM_001964

early growth response 1

3.09

2.61

RET

D90075

ret-TPC

2.82

2.59

KIAA 1219

AB033045

KIAA1219 protein

2.65

1.48

TFPI2

NM_006528

tissue factor pathway inhibitor 2

2.49

2.35

IL11

NM_000881

interleukin 11

2.36

2.87

ARC

NM_015193

activity-regulated cytoskeleton-associated protein

2.14

1.63

SOX9

NM_000346

SRY (sex-determining region Y)-box 9

1.77

1.84

DUSP1

AJ227912

dual specificity phosphatase

1.73

1.78

JUNB

NM_002229

jun B proto-oncogene

1.52

1.41

HBG2

NM_000184

hemoglobin, gamma G

1.47

1.32

PIK3CG

NM_002649

phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase, catalytic, gamma polypeptide

1.30

1.18

TAC1

NM_003182

tachykinin, precursor 1

1.23

2.32

SERTAD1

NM_013376

SERTA domain containing 1

1.05

1.10

ADAM29

NM_014269

a disintegrin and metalloproteinase domain 29

-1.60

-0.97
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Figure 2-2. Functional Ontology of Genes Modulated by 2ARET and 2BRET.
(A). Distribution of genes significantly modulated (≥1.5 fold) in response to 2ARET and 2BRET
segregated by functional category, as defined by the Gene Ontology (GO) Project
(www.geneontology.org). Each gene falls into a minimum of one category. (B). Proportions of
genes modulated by 2ARET or 2BRET assigned to GO functional categories.
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2.4.2 Expression of common target genes modulated by 2ARET and 2BRET
We used quantitative real time PCR (qRT-PCR) to confirm the gene expression levels
detected by microarray analyses using RNAs from our stable RET-expressing cell lines (Figure 23). Initially, we examined the 13 genes mentioned above, that were modulated both by 2ARET
and by 2BRET based on our microarray data (Table 2-1). Our qRT-PCR data confirmed the
increased expression of 11 of these genes, in addition to RET itself, in the presence of both
2ARET and 2BRET proteins. We did not detect significant variation in expression of these genes
irrespective of which RET mutant (2ARET or 2BRET) or isoform (RET9 or RET51) was present
(Figure 2-3). Expression of two genes, SOX9 and ADAM29 was not significantly different in the
presence of RET as compared to empty vector in these assays (Figure 2-3).
As our stable cell lines expressed slightly different levels of RET transcripts (Figure 24A) we evaluated target gene expression when levels of total RET were taken into account
(Figure 2-4B) to accurately compare differences in expression induced by RET. Although the
overall patterns of gene expression mediated by 2ARET and 2BRET were similar, we saw
significantly higher expression of each target gene in the presence of 2BRET (both 2BRET9 and
2BRET51) compared to 2ARET proteins (eg Figure 2-4B). As 2BRET receptors have been
shown to have relatively greater kinase activity, as compared to 2ARET proteins (114), apparent
inherent differences in the target genes expressed associated with these different mutant receptors
may actually reflect differences in the levels of receptor phosphorylation and signaling, that leads
to overall enhanced relative transcription of RET targets. To address this, we compared the levels
of phosphorylated RET (phosphoRET) in our cell lines by western blotting and normalized gene
expression for relative phosphoRET levels in the corresponding protein for each cell line (Figure
2-4C). qRT-PCR validation of RET target genes, corrected for RET phosphorylation
levels, is shown in Figure 2-5. and confirms the RET-mediated increases in expression of the
common genes predicted by our microarray analyses and described above and in Table 2-1.
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Figure 2-3. Gene Expression Heat Map of qRT-PCR Validated Genes.
Gene expression levels for 36 genes modulated in response to RET expression. Gene expression
levels are pseudo-coloured green for expression above that of vector only control (pTRE2) and
red for expression below control levels. Solid lined box indicates genes modulated by both
2ARET and 2BRET. Double lined box indicates genes differentially modulated by 2ARET and
2BRET based on microarray data, which were also significantly (p≤0.05) expressed above control
(pTRE) in qRT-PCR assays. In microarray analyses, a single oligo with 100% sequence identity
represented both MMP3 and MMP10 mRNAs. Unique primer pairs were used to distinguish
expression each gene in our qRT-PCR validation and are shown separately.
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Figure 2-4. Gene Expression Levels in Response to RET Expression and Phosphorylation.
(A). RET expression as determined by quantitative real time PCR, corrected for starting RNA
quantity. (B). Differential expression of EGR1 and MMP10, corrected for total RET transcript
levels, is shown relative to expression in the absence of RET (empty vector). (C). Expression data
shown in (B) normalized for phosphorylation levels of RET. Data from a minimum of three
replicates for each assay are shown.
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Figure 2-5. Validation of Gene Expression Differences by qRT-PCR.
(A) Genes modulated by both 2ARET and 2BRET, and (B) genes modulated by either 2ARET or
2BRET but not both, were selected based on microarray gene expression data and were validated
by qRT-PCR. Gene expression levels are shown relative to expression in the absence of RET
(empty vector), normalized for RET phosphorylation levels. A minimum of three replicates were
performed for each assay. Log fold changes were averaged and expressed as a mean fold change
sd.
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Interestingly, we did not see any significant expression differences between 2ARET and 2BRET
gene targets when relative levels of RET phosphorylation were taken into account, regardless of
RET isoform expressed (Figure 2-5A), suggesting that the increased kinase activity of 2BRET
may contribute to the differences in gene expression previously noted for 2ARET and 2BRET.

2.4.3 Investigating distinct target genes modulated by 2ARET and 2BRET
As previous models have suggested that 2BRET may have distinct substrates and
downstream targets not shared by other RET forms (243), we next investigated potential gene
targets that could be unique, rather than common to 2ARET and 2BRET. Using our original
microarray expression data, we selected those genes significantly modulated (≥ 2 fold change) by
one mutant condition (2ARET or 2BRET) (Supplementary table 0-1) but which were not up or
down regulated significantly, relative to vector control, under the other condition. Amongst these,
we identified 15 genes with opposite directions of altered expression (e.g. increased by 2BRET
versus decreased by 2ARET) and 7 genes with expression modulated in the same direction but
with ≥ 2 fold difference in expression level between the two conditions. We confirmed expression
of each gene using qRT-PCR (Figure 2-3). Thirteen of these genes showed appreciable levels of
expression in qRT-PCR validation analyses (double lined box; Figure 2-3). Expression of the
remaining genes was very low in qRT-PCR assays and did not differ significantly from empty
vector control (p>0.05), and these genes were not assessed further. When we normalized our qRTPCR data for RET phosphorylation levels in the corresponding cell lines, as described above, we
did not detect significant differences in expression induced by 2ARET as compared to 2BRET for
any of the thirteen genes (Figure 2-5B). All together, we did not detect novel target genes unique
to either 2ARET or 2BRET.
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2.4.4 Isoformic differences in RET-mediated gene expression
Although we did not detect differences in gene expression induced by 2ARET and
2BRET, our data do suggest that the different isoforms, RET9 and RET51, may be associated
with distinct gene expression profiles. In our qRT-PCR validation assays, similar expression
patterns were seen irrespective of RET isoform expressed for the majority of genes analysed,
however, we noted differences in expression of 6/26 (23%) genes (Table 2-2). Two of these
genes, INDO (indoleamine-pyrrole 2,3 dioxygenase), and DDX21 (DEAD {Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp}
box polypeptide 21) were robustly upregulated by RET9 but significantly less transcript was
induced by RET51. Conversely, RAB3A (RAB3A, member RAS oncogene family) was
significantly downregulated by RET51 in comparison to RET9. Three genes, PIK3CG
(phosphoinositide-3-kinase, catalytic, gamma polypeptide), CWF19L1 (CWF19-like 1, cell cycle
control {S. pombe}) and DSG1 (desmoglein 1), appeared to be upregulated by one RET isoform
and downregulated by the other, relative to empty vector control (Table 2-2; Figure 2-5). In each
case, both RET9 forms (2ARET9, 2BRET9) and both RET51 forms (2ARET51, 2BRET51)
induced very similar expression levels. Our data suggest that regulation of multiple transcripts
may distinguish RET9 and RET51 isoforms.
Table 2-2. Genes differentially regulated by RET isoform

qRT-PCR (Avg)

T-test (p)

RET9

RET51

PIK3CG

0.74

-1.57

0.000

RAB3A

-0.43

-1.86

0.001

INDO
DDX21
CWF19L1

6.98
3.19
-2.22

-0.26
1.21
0.98

0.000
0.001
0.000

DSG1

0.71

-1.15

0.012

EGR1

9.79

9.05

0.174
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2.5 Discussion
The RET receptor tyrosine kinase has roles in cell proliferation, migration, and survival
(236, 237). Oncogenic activation of RET by specific point mutations causes MEN 2. As
described above, characteristic phenotypes are associated with the MEN 2A and MEN 2B
subtypes of the disease, which are caused by distinct RET mutations that activate the RET
receptor by different mechanisms. In this study we have examined gene expression modulated by
2ARET and 2BRET receptors by microarray analyses and validated these findings by qRT-PCR.
Despite differences in associated disease phenotypes, we found that the cohorts of genes
expressed in response to 2ARET and 2BRET mutants have similar predicted functional
properties. In each case genes with functions associated with cell proliferation and/or migration
(e.g. response to stimulus, regulation, binding) were prominent, while functions associated with
more differentiated cells (e.g. immune system, biological process) had lower representation.
Consistent with this pattern, we identified expression of a number of specific genes that would be
consistent with a proliferative role and increased oncogenic or metastatic potential (e.g. MMP10,
TIMP1, GJA, TAC1), and members of early growth response families (e.g. EGR1, ARC, JUNB,
FOS). We also saw prominent expression of the genes for cytokine IL11, which has been shown
to act as a stimulatory factor in bone formation (257), and connexin 43 (GJA) which may inhibit
osteoblast differentiation (258), perhaps consistent with the skeletal phenotypes associated with
MEN 2B (235).
As mentioned previously, we noted significantly greater expression of many target genes
in response to 2BRET as compared to 2ARET, while a control transcript (GUSB) was expressed
at similar levels in cells expressing all our constructs (not shown). However, these differences in
RET target gene expression were not significant when transcript levels were normalized for the
relative amounts of phosphoRET in the corresponding protein samples from each cell line. This is
consistent with data from our own group and others showing that the M918T RET mutation found
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in MEN 2B significantly increases the intrinsic kinase activity of the RET receptor (114, 242). As
a result, 2BRET is more strongly autophosphorylated, leading to increases in binding and
phosphorylation of substrates, activation of downstream signaling pathways, and a relative
increase in transcription of gene targets. This means that low-level transcripts, like RRH, or
PIK3CG could appear to be modulated only by 2BRET due to its greater kinase activity, giving
the impression that 2BRET has unique targets that are not modulated by 2ARET. However, when
we corrected for levels of RET phosphorylation, we did not confirm any differences in target gene
expression between 2ARET and 2BRET. Our data suggest that in vivo differences between MEN
2B and MEN 2A may arise primarily from quantitative differences in gene expression rather than
individual subsets of gene targets modulated exclusively by each mutant. Thus, the more
aggressive phenotype of MEN 2B, associated with the M918T mutation, would reflect the
relatively greater upregulation of pro-proliferative transcriptional programs.
Although we did not see differences in 2ARET and 2BRET target gene expression,
irrespective of whether we compared RET9 or RET51 isoforms, we did identify significant
differences in expression of a subset of target genes when we compared RET9 (2ARET9 and
2BRET9) to RET51 (2ARET51 and 2BRET51). Despite being coexpressed in most cell systems
(60, 239, 247-249), RET9 and RET51 do not form heterodimers in vivo and differences in
signaling have been associated with each RET9 and RET51 (34, 57, 61, 62, 238). Transgenic
animal models expressing either the single isoform RET9 or RET51 have shown that there are
distinct developmental requirements for these isoforms (238). We noted six genes, PIK3CG,
RAB3A, INDO, DDX21, CWF19L1 and DSG1 that differed significantly in expression levels
when induced by either RET9 or RET51. Interestingly, the RNA helicase DDX21 and CWF19L1
have been linked to RNA processing and splicing (259, 260), and their expression patterns may be
consistent with additional splicing events required in generation of the RET51 transcript (3, 261).
PIK3CG and DSG1, which are both implicated in assembly of cell contacts (262, 263) had similar
expression patterns, being upregulated in response to RET9 but down regulated by RET51,
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perhaps suggesting contributions of RET9 to cell-cell interactions, or conversely a role of RET51
in loss of these contacts, as seen in tumour metastasis. Also consistent with the oncogenic roles of
RET, INDO, which is induced by RET9 but not RET51, is expressed constitutively in most
human tumours (264). As all RET isoforms are co-expressed in tumours, it remains to be seen
how differences in gene expression profiles induced by RET9 and RET51 could impact on
oncogenic cell growth.
In summary, we have investigated the gene expression profiles induced by different
oncogenic mutants of the RET receptor. Our data suggest that the relatively greater changes in
target gene expression, associated with increased kinase activity of the 2BRET receptor may be
the primary effect distinguishing 2ARET- and 2BRET- mediated oncogenesis. Further, we
detected distinct gene expression patterns regulated by RET9 and RET51, irrespective of mutation
status. These patterns highlight the distinct and common functions of the individual RET isoforms
that have been previously observed and may contribute to the developmental and oncogenic roles
of RET.
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Chapter 3
RET-Mediated Cell-Adhesion and Migration Requires Multiple Integrin
Subunits
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3.1 Abstract
Context: The RET receptor tyrosine kinase is an important mediator of several human
diseases, most notably of neuroendocrine cancers. These diseases are characterized by
aberrant cell-migration, a process tightly regulated by integrins.
Objective: Our goals were to investigate the role of integrins in RET-mediated migration in
two neoplastic cell-models, the neural-derived cell-line SH-SY5Y, and the papillary thyroid
carcinoma line TPC-1. We also evaluated whether multiple integrin subunits have a role in
RET-mediated cell-migration.
Design: We evaluated the expression and activation of integrins in response to RET
activation using standard cell-adhesion and migration (wound-healing) assays. We examined
focal adhesion formation, using integrin-paxillin co-immunoprecipitations and
immunofluorescence, as an indicator of integrin activity.
Results: Our data indicate that β1 integrin (ITGB1) is expressed in both SH-SY5Y and TPC-1
cell-lines, and that these cells adhere strongly to matrices preferentially associated with
ITGB1. We showed that RET can activate ITGB1, and that RET-induced cell-adhesion and
migration require ITGB1. Further, we showed that β3 integrin (ITGB3) also plays a role in
RET mediated cell-adhesion and migration in vitro and ITGB3 expression correlates with
RET-mediated invasion in a mouse tumour xenograft model, suggesting that RET mediates
the activity of multiple integrin subunits.
Conclusions: Our data are the first to show that multiple integrin subunits contribute to celladhesion and migration downstream of RET, suggesting that coordinated signaling through
these pathways is important for cell-interactions with the microenvironment during tumor
invasion and progression.
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3.2 Introduction
The RET receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) is an important mediator of growth,
differentiation, and migration of neural crest-derived cells (7). RET activation occurs through
binding of Glial Cell-Line-Derived Neurotrophic Factor (GDNF) family ligands and their coreceptors, the GDNF Family Receptors α (GFRα). Upon RET-GDNF-GFRα complex formation,
RET becomes auto-phosphorylated and activates multiple downstream signaling pathways, which
subsequently mediate multiple cellular functions (7).
Normal RET signaling is disrupted in the presence of loss-of-function mutations in the
congenital abnormality Hirschsprung disease. Patients with these mutations lack neurons in the
hind gut, caused by impaired migration of enteric neuroblasts to the gut due to reduced RET
function (265). Conversely, constitutive activation, caused by RET rearrangement and formation
of chimeric constitutively dimerized cytosolic proteins, is associated with papillary thyroid
carcinoma (PTC) (266). PTC tumours are derived from thyroid follicular cells, and most
frequently metastasize to cervical lymph nodes (266). Recently, RET has been implicated in
invasive pancreatic cancer, where tumour cell-migration along nerve pathways was correlated
with levels of RET (127, 232). Interestingly, both the aberrant targeting of neuroblasts and
metastatic spread of disease may be seen, in part, as a reflection of defects in normal cellmigration.
Integrin transmembrane adhesion molecules are proteins implicated in the regulation of
cell-migration. The integrin family is composed of 18 α and 8 β subunits, which form multiple
functional heterodimers that mediate the physical interaction of cells with the extracellular matrix
(ECM) (267). Activation of integrins leads to recruitment of intracellular proteins resulting in
focal adhesion (FA) formation, which then provides a platform for cell-adhesion and integrin
signaling (169). Integrins are regulated by both environmental (outside-in) and intracellular
(inside-out) signals (169). Outside-in activation occurs when components of the ECM bind and
activate integrin, resulting in functional integrin α-β heterodimers (155, 267). Conversely, inside59

out integrin activation can be initiated through a variety of mechanisms, including signaling
downstream of RTKs (268). RTKs can regulate integrin activity either directly, through
interaction, or indirectly, through transcriptional up-regulation of integrins or regulation of other
signaling pathways (e.g. SRC kinase)(169, 222, 269, 270).
Recently, inhibiting agents for RET or integrin have shown efficacy in preventing
migration of pancreatic cancer cells, suggesting a cooperative regulation of cell-migration, and
ultimately tumour invasion, progression, and metastasis (232). Consistent with such a
relationship, RET activation leads to phosphorylation of FA molecules including paxillin, FAK,
and p130cas (56). Here, we examined the role of integrins in RET-mediated migration in both
neural and thyroid cancer cell-models. Our data show that integrin activation is required for RETmediated cell-migration, and further, that RET enhances integrin activity in response to growth
factor stimulation.

3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Wound Healing Assay
Cells were grown to form a monolayer that was scratched by lightly dragging a p200
pipette-tip across the cells. Fresh medium, with or without the indicated matrix, and/or 50 ng/mL
GDNF (Peprotech, RockyHill, NJ) was added and cells incubated at 37°C. Wound area was
measured using AdobePhotoShop CS3 for each time point over a period of 36 hours, and
compared to original wound to determine percent wound closure.
3.3.2 Adhesion Assays
Culture plates were coated with 10 ng/μl collagen (Type I (223)) or 20 ng/μl fibronectin
(BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA) and blocked with 3% BSA in PBS. Cells (5x104) were suspended
in 0.3% BSA in DMEM, plated, and incubated for one hour at 37°C. Plates were washed with
PBS and adherent cells were fixed and stained in 0.5% Toluidine Blue-O and 3.7%
paraformaldehyde for 3 hours, then washed with dH20 and solubilized using 0.2% Triton-X100
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for 20 minutes. Adhesion was quantified at 570 nm absorbance and normalized to no-matrix
controls to identify relative increase in adhesion (271).

3.3.3 Immunofluorescence Confocal Microscopy
Cells were fixed and stained using previously published protocols (53). Images were
obtained using a Leica TCS-SP2 inverted confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Richmond
Hill, ON) with a pinhole diameter of 1 airy. Raw images were processed using Image
J (Freeware, NIH) to reduce background and enhance visualization of focal adhesions: first, all
pixels with intensities ≤ 1/3 than the maximum intensity were removed (pixel intensities 0-85 in
8bit images). Second, a 'smooth' function was applied to the image to reduce noise. Raw images
were processed identically and filters were applied to the entire image. 8bit greyscale images
were psuedo-coloured and overlaid to produce merged figures.

3.3.4 Statistical Analyses
Experiments were repeated a minimum of three times, and SEM calculated. Significance
was determined using the student‘s two-tailed and unpaired T-tests, if p≤0.05.

3.3.5 Cell-Culture, RNA, and Protein Analyses
See Appendix B.

3.4 Results
Initially, to confirm the role of RET in cell-migration and neoplastic invasion in vivo, we
used a mouse xenograft model of NIH3T3 cells stably expressing an activated oncogenic RET
receptor (2A-RET) that were injected sc into athymic mice, as previously described (53).
Tumours were detectable by day 9 while parental NIH3T3 cells produced minimal growth
(Appendix A.). The 2A-RET tumours were adherent to the abdominal wall with frequent (3/5
tumours) regional invasion and spreading to visceral organs, such as kidney (Supplementary
Figure 3-1.), showing the ability of RET activation to induce invasive spread. To further explore
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the role of RET in cell-migration, we used two cell models to elucidate the relationship between
RET and integrins, the SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cell-line, which endogenously expresses wildtype RET, and the TPC-1 cell-line, which expresses the constitutively active RET/PTC1 chimeric
oncoprotein (272). As integrin activity is closely related to availability of extracellular matrices,
we compared the binding of each cell-line to laminin, collagen, and fibronectin, using celladhesion assays (data not shown). We found that SH-SY5Y cells optimally adhere to 10 ng/μL of
collagen, and TPC-1 cells to 20 ng/μL of fibronectin. The optimal matrix for each cell-line was
used in all subsequent experiments. Both matrices are substrates for heterodimers containing the
β1 integrin subunit (ITGB1). Consistent with these adhesion data, qRT-PCR analyses showed that
ITGB1 was among the most highly transcribed β integrin subunits in SH-SY5Y and TPC-1 cells,
and only the β3 subunit (ITGB3) appeared to be higher in TPC-1 cells (Figure 3-1A.). ITGB1
protein was expressed in both cell lines.
We examined the effects of the RET ligand GDNF on ITGB1-associated cell-adhesion.
GDNF significantly increased SH-SY5Y cell-adhesion to collagen (Figure 3-1B.). The addition of
an ITGB1 inhibiting antibody (αITGB1 (232)) abolished SH-SY5Y cell-adhesion to collagen, and
GDNF could not rescue this effect (Figure 3-1B.). αITGB1 also significantly reduced TPC-1 celladhesion to fibronectin (Figure 3-1C.). As TPC-1 cells express the cytosolic RET/PTC1
oncogenic form, and not the full length RET receptor, they are not GDNF-responsive.
We investigated the role of RET and integrin in cell-migration, using wound-healing
assays. GDNF and collagen individually increased rates of SH-SY5Y cell-migration compared to
untreated cells after 24 hours (Figure 3-1D.). The combination of both GDNF and collagen
additively increased cell-migration. However, the αITGB1 inhibitor reduced cell-migration to the
baseline level in the presence and absence of GDNF on collagen (Figure 3-1D.). The addition of
fibronectin did not alter TPC-1 cell-migration significantly compared to no-matrix (Figure 3-1E.).
However, the addition of αITGB1 modestly reduced TPC-1 cell migration in the absence, and
significantly in the presence, of fibronectin (Figure 3-1E.).
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Figure 3-1. Expression of β Integrins and Requirement of ITGB1 for Cell-Adhesion and
Migration.
A. β integrin subunit transcript levels were determined in SH-SY5Y cells, +/- GDNF, and in TPC1 cells using qRT-PCR (Appendix B). Values indicate transcript expression relative to RET. B
and C. Cell-adhesion assays were performed as described in Methods, no-matrix represents
uncoated plasticware. B. Addition of GDNF significantly increased SH-SY5Y cell-adhesion to
collagen (*p=0.008), while inhibiting ITGB1, using an ITGB1 antibody (αITGB1), abolished this
effect (**p<0.03). C. TPC-1 cells preferentially bind to fibronectin (*p=0.02). The addition of
αITGB1 to these cells significantly decreased adhesion to fibronectin (**p=8x10-4). D and E.
Wound healing assays were performed as described in Methods. Values represent cell-migration
with respect to the original wound area (%). D. Both GDNF and collagen increase migration rates
(*p<0.02) and, in combination, additively increase migration rates (**p<0.04). αITGB1 reduces
SH-SY5Y migration on collagen, +/- GDNF, to untreated levels. Values were measured after 24
hours of cell-migration. E. The addition of fibronectin does not significantly increase TPC-1 cellmigration, however the presence of αITGB1 significantly reduces TPC-1 cell-migration after 9
hours (*p<2x10-5).
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As our data show a relationship between RET activation and integrin engagement, we
next examined the formation of FA complexes, as an indicator of integrin activity downstream of
RET activation in SH-SY5Y cells. We used co-IPs of ITGB1 with paxillin, an FA-associated
molecule known to interact with active ITGB1 (56), as an indication of FA formation. We saw
low levels of paxillin-ITGB1 binding in untreated cells, which increased dramatically after one
hour of GDNF stimulation (Figure 3-2A.). We also detected constitutive interaction between
paxillin and ITGB1 in TPC-1 cells, suggesting continuous formation of FAs, possibly reflecting
the oncogenic RET activation in these cells (Figure 3-2A.). We used immunofluorescence to
identify co-localization between ITGB1 and paxillin, indicative of FAs that contain paxillin and
ITGB1, and are located at the ends of actin stress fibers, downstream of RET activation. In the
absence of GDNF, SH-SY5Y cells had few and small FAs containing paxillin and ITGB1 (Figure
3-2B.). However, after one hour of GDNF stimulation, more and larger FAs containing paxillin
and ITGB1 were evident. FAs containing paxillin and ITGB1 were constitutively present in TPC1 cells (Figure 3-2B.).
As ITGB3 was also highly expressed in SH-SY5Y and TPC-1 cells, we examined the
functional response of ITGB3 to RET activity. As shown for ITGB1, an ITGB3 inhibitory
antibody (αITGB3) blocked RET-mediated cell-adhesion of SH-SY5Y cells in the presence of
collagen, and significantly reduced TPC-1 adhesion to fibronectin (Figure 3-2C. and D.). As well,
αITGB3 significantly reduced SH-SY5Y cell-migration in the presence and absence of GDNF, on
collagen (Figure 3-2E.). Further, TPC-1 cell-migration was reduced, when cells were treated with
αITGB3 (Figure 3-2F.). Finally, by immunohistochemistry, we showed that ITGB3 was highly
expressed in invasive xenografted 2A-RET NIH3T3 tumours, but was not expressed in injected
parental cells nor surrounding tissues in any animal (Appendix B.).
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Figure 3-2. ITGB1 in FA Formation and Requirement of ITGB3 for Cell-Adhesion and
Migration.
A. Whole cell lysates (WCL) of SH-SY5Y and TPC-1 cells were immunoprecipitated (IP) for
paxillin and immunoblotted (IB) for ITGB1. Expression of RET, phospho-RET, paxillin, and
tubulin in WCL was confirmed by western blot with appropriate antibodies (Appendix B.). B. SHSY5Y (+/-GNDF) and TPC-1 cells were fixed in 3% paraformaldehyde in PBS (53), and stained
for actin, paxillin, and ITGB1. Merged images show white punctuate structures, representing colocalization of paxillin (green), ITGB1 (blue), and actin (red), which are indicative of FAs. Scale
bars represent 20 μm. C. Cell-adhesion assays were performed as described in Methods. SHSY5Y cells treated with GDNF adhere more to collagen (*p=5 x10-5). The ITGB3 inhibitory
antibody (αITGB3) significantly reduces SH-SY5Y cell-adhesion to collagen, +/- GDNF
(**p<0.003). D. Cell-adhesion assays performed on TPC-1 cells, treated with the ITGB3
inhibitory antibody, demonstrate a loss of cell-adhesion (*p=1x10-6) to fibronectin. C and D. Nomatrix represents uncoated plasticware. E and F. Wound healing assays were performed as
described in Methods. E. The addition of αITGB3 to SH-SY5Y cells significantly reduced cellmigration +/- GDNF in the presence of collagen, after 24 hours of cell-migration (*p<6x10-3). F.
Cell-migration of TPC-1 cells was analyzed after 9 hours in the presence of fibronectin and
αITGB3. The presence of αITGB3 significantly reduces TPC-1 cell-migration in the presence and
absence of fibronectin (*p<0.01).
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3.5 Discussion
We have examined the contribution of integrin engagement to RET-mediated cellmigration in neoplastic models of neural (SH-SY5Y) and thyroid (TPC-1) cell-migration.
Consistent with the respective matrix preferences of collagen or fibronectin for these cells, we
showed that blocking ITGB1 reduced cell-adhesion and migration of both SH-SY5Y and TPC-1
cells. Further, we showed that RET activation leads to FA formation, as indicated by enhanced
paxillin-ITGB1 binding in both cell types and direct visualization of ITGB1 and paxillin in FAs,
after the addition of GDNF to SH-SY5Y cells. In addition, we showed that ITGB3 has a role in
RET-mediated cell-adhesion and migration in both SH-SY5Y and TPC-1 cells and is correlated
with oncogenic RET expression in vivo in our mouse xenograft invasive tumour model. Together,
our data demonstrate that RET is able to utilize more than one integrin heterodimer and that this
interaction is important for RET-mediated cell-adhesion and migration.
ITGB1 and ITGB3 are known to play different roles during tumour progression, but these
roles are tumour-type and α-integrin partner dependent (155). As such, the ability of tumours to
exploit multiple integrin heterodimers provides advantages in adapting to pressures from the
changing microenvironment during tumour progression (155). Thus, the ability of oncogenic RET
to utilize more than one integrin heterodimer may both enhance the growth potential of
metastases in multiple cell and tissue environments, as well as providing growth and invasive
advantages for the primary tumor in response to the changing microenvironment during
neoplastic progression (273). Further, there is evidence that ITGB1 and ITGB3 work
synergistically, through ITGB3-mediated regulation of ITGB1 endocytosis (274), as well as
through distinct signaling pathways, to enhance actin polymerization (275). Thus, our data may
suggest that the requirement for multiple integrin subunits reflects ITGB1-ITGB3 crosstalk in
RET-mediated cell-migration during tumor invasion and progression.
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Chapter 4
RET and Integrin Crosstalk Provides Functional Plasticity
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4.1 Abstract
RET is a receptor tyrosine kinase, with roles during development of neural crest derived
cells. Activation of RET requires a glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) family
ligand and GDNF-Family Receptor α co-receptor. Activated RET is able to signal through
pathways, including MEK/ERK, PI3K/AKT, SRC, and STAT3, which promote cell-growth,
survival, and migration. We have previously shown that RET-mediated cell-adhesion and
migration requires β1 and β3 integrin subunits (ITGB1 and ITGB3). Integrins are the
predominant cell adhesion molecules and are responsible for cell-extracellular matrix interaction
and for docking of intracellular adaptor and signaling molecules. Here we used coimmunoprecipitation and immunofluorescence assays to examine ITGB1 and ITGB3 activity
downstream of RET signaling. We have shown that ITGB1 is activated transiently and shuttled to
degradation pathways downstream of RET, while ITGB3 activity is enhanced during prolonged
periods of GDNF stimulation and it is maintained in recycling pathways. We also examined
activation and functional importance of several major signaling pathways common between RET
and integrins. We used FA formation in 2D microenvironments and cell outgrowth and spheroid
dispersal in 3D microenvironments, as indicators of integrin mediated processes. We found that
the PI3K/AKT pathway was important for these processes downstream of RET in both 2D and
3D microenvironments. RET activation led to enhanced ERK phosphorylation in 2D collagen and
was important for FA formation, but phosphorylation was reduced in 3D collagen. Also, STAT3
phosphorylation was reduced in 2D collagen downstream of RET, but was increased in 3D
collagen. STAT3 activity was important for cell-outgrowth and spheroid dispersal, downstream
of RET. Combined, we were able to show plasticity in integrin subunits used and signaling
pathways activated downstream of RET that contribute to cell-migration related processes.
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4.2 Introduction
The RET receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) is required for development of the kidney and
neural crest derived tissues, including the enteric nervous system (248). RET is activated upon
binding of its ligand, glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF), and co-receptor, GDNF
family receptor α (GFRα) and leads to activation of multiple downstream signaling pathways
including MEK/ERK, PI3K/AKT, SRC, and STAT3 pathways (reviewed in (7)). Inactivating
mutations in RET lead to the congenital abnormality, Hirschsprung Disease, which is
characterized by a lack of mature ganglia in the myenteric and submucosal plexuses of the colon
(276). Conversely, oncogenic, activating RET mutations contribute to the development of
sporadic and hereditary thyroid cancers (7, 237). A common feature of RET involvement in these
disease processes is its ability to mediate cell-migration, which is required for neuroblast tracking
to the colon and tumour invasion and metastasis (70, 116). We have recently shown that RETmediated cell-migration requires multiple integrin subunits (224), but the underlying mechanisms
of this cooperativity have yet to be determined.
Integrins are a family of heterodimeric cell adhesion molecules implicated in the
regulation of cell-migration (153, 273) that can be activated by binding to components of the
extracellular matrix (ECM), or by signals initiated through a variety of sources, including RTKmediated signals (277). Activation of integrins results in formation of integrin α-β heterodimers
(155) which bind directly to the ECM, leading to recruitment of intracellular proteins, resulting in
Focal Adhesion (FA) formation (156, 157, 215, 268, 278), and concomitant activation of
downstream signaling pathways (178, 277, 279).
Integrin activation and FA formation are early steps in cell-migration, necessary for
overcoming friction between the cell and its environment (139, 179). Immature FAs must be
turned over at the cell‘s leading edge to overcome friction, while some FAs mature to maintain
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cell contact with the ECM and provide traction (179, 280). Thus, a balance between recycling and
degradation of integrins is necessary for controlling the persistence, directionality, and rate of
cell-migration (281, 282). Activated integrin dimers may be regulated by internalization through
either clathrin- or caveolin-dependent mechanisms (186, 282, 283). Once internalized to early
endosomes, integrins may be relocated, through RAB-mediated endosomal trafficking, to
recycling endosomes and back to the cell surface, or through late endosomes and lysosomes for
ultimate degradation (195, 274, 282). Recent studies suggest that, within a cell, each integrin
subunit may be trafficked differentially, contributing to their unique functional roles downstream
of a common activation event, such as RTK signaling (212, 273). For example, functional
reciprocity between β1 (ITGB1) and β3 (ITGB3) integrin subunits can be enhanced by distinct
endosomal trafficking of each subunit (274, 275, 284). ITGB1 and ITGB3 are non-compensatory
downstream of RET, as inhibiting either of these subunits reduces cell-adhesion and migration,
suggesting that they play distinct roles downstream of RET (224).Thus, RET may also be able to
utilize multiple integrin subunits to promote different aspects of cell-migration.
RTKs and integrins can induce common signaling pathways including MEK/ERK,
PI3K/AKT, STAT3, and SRC pathways that contribute to cell-migration (61, 221, 285-291).
These signals may be important for RTK-mediated activation of integrins or be differentially
activated downstream of joint RTK-mediated integrin activation. Further, activation of specific
pathways may have varying roles in RTK-mediated signaling both upstream and downstream of
integrin engagement. It is also well documented that the roles of these pathways may be
influenced by different cellular microenviornmental factors (156-159). Although complex,
understanding which pathways are preferred in different environments downstream of RET will
clarify how RET is able to modify signaling pathways for integrin-specific processes.
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In order to tease apart unique relationships between RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3, we
examined patterns of integrin subunit activity and how these correlated with trafficking of each
subunit. We found that RET activation leads to transient activation of ITGB1 followed by ITGB1
transfer to degradation pathways, whereas it leads to persistent activation of ITGB3. These results
suggest that RET activation leads to promotion of differential integrin subunit function, for early
versus sustained cell-migration. Further, we showed that RET activation leads to distinct, but
overlapping, patterns of downstream signaling in 2D versus 3D microenvironments, and that
these differences are important for integrin-mediated processes, namely FA formation and
spheroid dispersal and cell outgrowth. Ultimately, we were able to show that processes related to
cell-migration downstream of RET require different integrin subunits and signaling pathways.
This plasticity may have implications in cell-migration during development and metastasis as
cells require alteration in migration-strategies when encountering changing environments.

4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Cell Culture
The HEK-293 and SH-SY5Y cell-lines were acquired from ATCC (Manassas, VA, USA)
and cultured in Dulbecco‘s Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, CAN). HEK-293 cell lines stably expressing
the long isoform of RET (RET51) and GFRα1 were generated by selection using puramycin, as
previously described (250). SH-SY5Y cells were supplemented with 5 mM all-trans retinoic acid
in serum-free DMEM 24 hours before each experiment.
10 ng/mL collagen matrix (Type 1, BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA, USA) or 50 ng/mL of
GDNF (PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ, USA) were added to cells for 1 hour to induce activation of
integrin or RET (224). Pathway- and integrin-specific inhibitors (described below) were added to
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culture media for 1 hour before stimulation with GDNF or collagen. For 3D-tissue culture,
10,000 cells/mL were embedded in 1.07 mg/mL collagen, diluted in neutralization buffer,
containing 100 mM HEPES in PBS, and supplemented with 10% FBS DMEM, and allowed to set
at 37°C for 1 hour. Culture media was added after gels set and changed every 48 hours for 5-7
days until spheroid formation was evident.

4.3.2 Scratch Assay
Cells were grown to near 100% confluency and monolayers scratched by lightly dragging
a p200 pipette tip across the cell surface. Fresh medium with 10ng/mL collagen and/or 50 ng/mL
GDNF were added, and cells incubated at 37°C. Photographs of each scratch were taken at
regular intervals over a period of 36 hours. Cell-free area was measured using AdobePhotoShop
CS3 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA, USA) for each time point and compared to original scratch
area (224). Experiments were repeated a minimum of three times, and SEM calculated.
Significance was determined using the student‘s two-tailed and unpaired T-tests, if p≤0.05.

4.3.3 Protein Isolation, Immunoprecipitation, and Western Blotting
Immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting were performed according to previously
published methods (114). Briefly, cells were lysed in of 1% Igepal (NP-40) (Sigma-Aldrich,
Oakville, ON, CAN), 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, 2
mM EDTA, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 10 ug/mL aprotonin, and 10 ug/mL leupeptin.
Protein concentrations were determined using the BCA Protein Assay (Thermo Scientific,
Rockford, IL, USA). For immunoprecipitations, lysates were incubated for 2 hours at 4°C with
0.8 g antibody, prior to overnight incubation with 20L of Protein A/G slurry (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA). Complexes were washed and collected by centrifugation
and resuspended in Laemelli buffer with 10 % β-mercaptoethanol. Equal amounts of protein were
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separated by electrophoresis using 8 % SDS-polyacrylamide gels, and transferred to
nitrocellulose membranes, as described (250). Blots were probed with indicated primary and
secondary (HRP-linked) antibodies (Appendix C.) and immunoreactive bands were visualized by
enhanced chemiluminescence (VWR, Mississauga, ON, CAN).
4.3.4 Adhesion Assays
Cells were treated with GDNF, as described above, prior to performing adhesion assays.
96 well plates were coated with 10 ng/uL of type I collagen (BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA,
USA) and blocked using 3% BSA in PBS. Cells were resuspended in 0.3% BSA serum-free
DMEM (5x104 cells/100uL) and plated for 1 hour at 37° C. Plates were washed with PBS to
remove non-adhering cells. Remaining cells were fixed and stained with 0.5% Toluidine Blue-O
and 3.7% paraformaldehyde solution for 3 hours, then washed with H2O and solubilized using 0.2
% Triton-X100 for 20 minutes. Staining of cells was measured and quantified at 570 nm
absorbance. Experiments were repeated a minimum of three times, and SEM calculated.
Significance was determined using the student‘s two-tailed and unpaired T-tests, if p≤0.05.

4.3.5 Immunofluorescence Confocal Microscopy
Cells were fixed and stained using 3% paraformaldehyde in PBS, as previously described
(53). Individual images were obtained with a Leica TCS-SP2 inverted microscope running Leica
SP2 software (Leica Microsystems, Richmond Hill, ON, CAN) or a Quorum Wave FX spinning
disc (Quorum Technologies Inc, Guelph, ON, CAN) running Metamorph Software (Molecular
Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). After acquisition, images were background subtracted (removal
of pixel intensities <30), processed using the Despeckle filter, and merged using ImageJ software
(292) (Freeware, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA). Colocalization was determined by merging red and
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green images using the ImageJ Colocalization Finder plug-in to generate white pixels at locations
of colocalization.

4.3.6 Cell-Surface Biotinylation Assay
Cell surface protein was detected using biotin labeling. Cells were incubated at 4° C for
45 minutes with 5 mg/mL EZ Link NHS-SS-Biotin (Pierce-Fisher, Nepean, ON, CAN) in
biotinylation buffer containing 5 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 3 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2,
0.1 mM CaCl2, and 10 mM glucose. Biotin was quenched with 100 mM glycine in PBS with
1mM MgCl2 and 0.1mM CaCl2, for 5 minutes at 4°C. Cells were lysed as described above, and
lysates were incubated with 30μL of immobilized streptavidin beads (Pierce-Fisher, Nepean, ON,
CAN) overnight at 4°C. Samples were washed and collected by centrifugation and resuspended in
Laemelli buffer with 10% β-mercaptoethanol.
4.3.7 Antibodies and Inhibitors
Antibodies used for western blotting, immunoprecipitation, and immunofluorescence are
listed in Appendix C. The ITGB1 inhibitory antibody (4B4, Coulter Immunology, Hialeah, FL)
was used at 0.2 ug/mL as previously described (232). Pathway-specific inhibitors were used at 25
µM for AKT (LY294002)(Cell Signaling, Boston, MA, USA), 20 µM for MEK (U0126)(Cell
Signaling, Boston, MA, USA), 20 µM for SRC (SU6656)(Sigma Aldrich, Oakville, ON, CAN),
and 10 µM for STAT3 (CPA7)(Generous Gift from L. Raptis, Queen‘s University, Kingston, ON,
CAN).

4.4 Results
4.4.1 RET-Mediated Cell-Adhesion and Migration
We have previously shown that both ITGB1 and ITGB3 are important for RET-mediated
cell-adhesion in response to short term GDNF stimulation, and for cell-migration, over longer
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periods of GDNF stimulation (224). Here, we used a scratch assay to examine migration of SHSY5Y neuroblastoma cells, which endogenously express RET. When treated with GDNF, cells
migrated to close a scratch within 24 hours with or without collagen matrix (Figure 4-1A.). The
rate of cell-migration was significantly greater in the presence of GDNF, with or without
collagen, than for no treatment controls (p≤0.019). When these cells were treated with GDNF for
specified time periods, and then allowed to adhere to collagen for one hour, we found that celladhesion was significantly increased after one hour of GDNF stimulation (p≤0.018), but declined
in response to sustained GDNF treatment and remained reduced over 12 hours of stimulation
(p≤0.015)(Figure 4-1B.). Cell-adhesion to BSA, or tissue culture plastic (no treatment), was not
affected by GDNF stimulation. Thus, RET activation can induce both cell-migration and adhesion
in neuroblastoma cells. Further, cell-adhesion in response to RET activation varies in a timespecific manner.
We have previously shown that ITGB1 and ITGB3 are important and non-compensatory
for RET-mediated cell-adhesion and migration in SH-SY5Y cells (224). Here, we have examined
differences in activity of each integrin subunit, in response to RET activation, as an indication of
the potential differences in the roles of each integrin subunit. We used changes in ITGB1-paxillin
binding as a read-out for ITGB1 activity, as activated ITGB1 binds to paxillin (293). ITGB3
activation was detected using an antibody specific for the active αVβ3 integrin heterodimer,
which is the non-platelet specific ITGB3 heterodimer (208). We found that ITGB1-paxillin
binding was detected as an early response to GDNF treatment, peaking at one hour and returning
to basal levels by six hours (Figure 4-2A.). Consistent with this, we showed that ITGB1 was
prominently localized to the cell membrane, using biotin labeling of surface proteins, in the
absence of GDNF treatment. RET activation led to a rapid loss of ITGB1 from the cell-surface by
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Figure 4-1. RET-Mediated Cell-Adhesion and Migration Over Time
A. A scratch assay was performed to measure rates of cell-migration in SH-SY5Y cells in the
presence or absence of GDNF or collagen. Cell-free area was measured over a period of 24 hours
and expressed relative to initial scratch area. Cells stimulated with GDNF or GDNF and collagen
covered the scratched area more quickly than non-treated cells by 24 hours (*p≤0.019, 0.015,
respectively). B. Cell-adhesion assays was performed using SH-SY5Y cells stimulated with
GDNF for specified times, then allowed to adhere to collagen for 1 hour. Adhesion was indicated
by staining and absorbance of residual cells normalized to BSA control. Upon 1h of GDNF
treatment, cell adhesion was significantly increased (*p<0.007). Between 3-12h of GDNF
treatment, cell adhesion was reduced (**p≤0.0003). A and B. No Treatment represents cells on
tissue culture treated plastic.
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one hour of treatment, but surface localization was regained by 12 hours (Figure 4-2B.). In
contrast, ITGB3activation was increased by one hour, and remained elevated over 12 hours of
GDNF stimulation (Figure 4-2A.). Thus, our data suggest GDNF-mediated RET activation
induces an early but transient increase in ITGB1 activity, and that ITGB3 activation also occurs
early but remains elevated in response to sustained RET stimulation.

4.4.2 Endocytosis of ITGB1 and ITGB3
Integrin activity can be modified by intracellular trafficking, through targeting either to
lysosomal degradation pathways or for recycling and return to the cell surface. We examined
internalization and trafficking of ITGB1 and ITGB3 downstream of RET activation, and whether
differences in these processes might correlate to distinct subunit activity. We used
immunofluorescence confocal microscopy to investigate co-localization of ITGB1 or ITGB3 with
protein markers for different endosomal compartments, in response to GDNF treatment. We used
markers of clathrin mediated endocytosis (clathrin) and caveolar mediated endocytosis (CAV1),
as well as markers for early endosomes (EEA1), recycling endosomes (RAB11), late endosomes
(RAB7), and lysosomes (LAMP2). SH-SY5Y cells stimulated with GDNF for 30 minutes
showed increased co-localization of ITGB1 and ITGB3 with both clathrin and EEA1 (Figures 43. & 4.). Neither ITGB1 nor ITGB3 colocalized with CAV1 (not shown), suggesting RETmediated internalization of both integrin subunits occurs predominantly through clathrinmediated endocytosis. We saw low levels of ITGB1 colocalization with RAB11 in recycling
endosomes in the absence of GDNF, but this was reduced when cells were treated with GDNF for
30 minutes. However, cells stimulated with GDNF for one hour showed increased ITGB1
colocalization with RAB7, indicating transfer to late endosomal compartments (Figure 4-3.).
Conversely, cells treated for 30 minutes with GDNF showed increased ITGB3 co-localization
with RAB11 in recycling endosomes and decreased co-localization with RAB7 late endosomes
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Figure 4-2. Temporal Activity of ITGB1 and ITGB3
A. SH-SY5Y cells were treated with GDNF for 0-12 hours and activation of ITGB1 and ITGB3
examined, using western blot analysis. ITGB1 activation was detected using coimmunoprecipitation (co-IP) with paxillin. ITGB3 activation was determined by co-IP with an
antibody specific for the αVβ3 integrin heterodimer. Whole cell lysates (WCL) were separated by
SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose membrane, and probed with the indicated antibodies.
Tubulin was used as a loading control. B. Cell-surface ITGB1 was biotin labeled and detected
with co-IP, using streptavidin, at various times of GDNF stimulation. Total ITGB1 and tubulin
were detected in WCL, as described above.
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(Figure 4-4.). Similarly, GDNF-mediated RET activation led to increased ITGB1, but not ITGB3,
colocalization with the LAMP2 lysosomal marker (not shown). Together, our data suggest that
RET mediates rapid activation of ITGB1 and ITGB3, which are then internalized to early
endosomes through clathrin coated pits. However, RET- mediated activation leads to transient
activation for ITGB1, which is then shuttled towards degradation pathways, and sustained
activation for ITGB3, which remains in recycling pathways. Our data are consistent with different
functional roles for RET-mediated activation of ITGB1 and ITGB3 heterodimers, perhaps
reflecting early versus prolonged contributions to cell-migration.

4.4.3 RET-Integrin Cooperation
We used HEK-293 cells expressing RET and GFRα to examine RET and integrin
activation and activation of several signaling pathways in the presence of GDNF, collagen, or
both. RET is phosphorylated after one hour of GDNF treatment, but interestingly, is also
modestly phosphorylated in the presence of collagen alone (Figure 4-5A.). ITGB1 and ITGB3
activation, indicated by paxillin binding, were detected in the presence of GDNF and/or collagen
(Figure 4-5A.). ITGB1-paxillin interaction was further enhanced in the presence of both GDNF
and collagen. We went on to evaluate GDNF-mediated phosphorylation of key intermediaries of
the MEK/ERK, PI3K/AKT, SRC, and STAT3 signaling pathways in the presence and absence of
collagen. As previously shown, all of the pathways examined were activated in response to
GDNF or collagen (Figure 4-5B.) (32, 50, 156, 214, 288, 291). Interestingly, we saw increased
phosphorylation of ERK in the presence of both GDNF and collagen, suggesting additivity.
Conversely, STAT3 phosphorylation was reduced in the presence of both GDNF and collagen.
SRC and AKT phosphorylation levels were similar in response to GDNF, collagen, or both.
We used pathway-specific inhibitors for MEK (U0126), PI3K (LY294002), SRC
(SU6656), and STAT3 (CPA7), to examine the effects of blocking each pathway on RET80
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Figure 4-3. Endosomal Trafficking of ITGB1.
Immunofluoresence was used to examine spatial distribution of ITGB1 (green) with
internalization and endosomal markers (red): clathrin (A), early endosome marker EEA1(B),
recycling endosome marker RAB11 (C), and late endosome marker RAB7 (D). SH-SY5Y cells
plated on collagen were stimulated with GDNF for 30 minutes (A-C) or 1 hour (D). Merged
images show ITGB1 (green), specified marker (red) and nucleus (blue). Co-localization is shown
by replacement of co-localized ITGB1 and marker pixels with a white pixel. Scale bars indicate
15 μm.
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Figure 4-4. Endosomal Trafficking of ITGB3
Immunofluoresence was used to examine spatial distribution of ITGB3 (green) with
internalization and endosomal markers (red): clathrin (A), early endosome marker EEA1 (B),
recycling endosome marker RAB11(C), and late endosome marker RAB7 (D). SH-SY5Y cells
plated on collagen were stimulated with GDNF for 30 minutes (A-C) or 1 hour (D). Merged
images show ITGB1 (green), specified marker (red) and nucleus (blue). Co-localization is shown
by replacement of colocalized pixels from ITGB3 and marker channels with a white pixel. Scale
bars indicate 15 μm.
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mediated integrin activation in SH-SY5Y cells. We showed that GDNF-induced ITGB1-paxillin
binding is blocked by inhibition of either MEK or PI3K, but not when SRC or STAT3 are
inhibited (Figure 4-5C.). To confirm that blocking RET-mediated ITGB1 activation impairs
integrin function, we examined the formation of FAs in response to GDNF treatment in the
presence of the above pathway inhibitors. Paxillin and ITGB1 co-localization at the end of stress
fibers can be used to identify FAs (Figure 4-5D.). In SH-SY5Y cells stimulated with GDNF and
grown on collagen matrix, FAs appear as rounded structures located at the end of stress-fibers,
are nascent at the cell membrane, and appear mature in areas proximal to the leading edge. GDNF
treatment leads to formation of more and larger FAs, though small nascent adhesions may be
observed in the absence of GDNF (Figure 4-5D.)(224). In the absence of GDNF and the presence
of U0126, larger paxillin-staining (green) FAs were observed, but leading edge morphology was
not disrupted. The addition of LY294002 had little effect on SH-SY5Y morphology. Inhibiting
either MEK or PI3K resulted in a complete lack of GDNF-induced FA formation, consistent with
our ITGB1-paxillin co-IPs (Figure 4-5.). In the absence of GDNF, SU6656 and CPA7 affected
leading edge morphology and no FAs were detected. However, GDNF stimulation led to FA
formation in the presence of SU6656, but FAs were smaller and more widely distributed
throughout the leading edge, suggesting SRC is necessary for FA maturation. FAs formed in
response to RET activation in the presence of CPA7 were large, and only located at the
membrane, suggesting a lack of FA turnover. Together, these results show that the MEK/ERK
and PI3K/AKT pathways are necessary for ITGB1-paxillin binding and FA formation in response
to RET activation. Since abrogation of SRC or STAT3 signaling can be partially rescued by
GDNF-treatment, these pathways are not likely directly required for RET-mediated integrin
activation.
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Figure 4-5. Pathway Activation and Inhibition Downstream of RET and Integrin.
A. Examination ERK, AKT, SRC, and STAT3 activation status upon stimulation with GDNF,
collagen, or both, for 1 hour, in HEK-293 cells expressing RET and GFRα. Whole cell lysates
were separated by SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose membrane and probed with
appropriate antibodies. ITGB1 binding to paxillin, was determined using co-Ips. Tubulin show
equal protein loading. B. Patterns of downstream pathway activation upon stimulation with
GDNF, collagen, or both. WCL from SH-SY5Y cells treated with the indicated conditions were
probed with the indicated antibodies or phospho-specific antibodies. Each protein was similarly
phosphorylated in the presence of GDNF and collagen independently. ERK phosphorylation was
enhanced in the presence of GDNF and collagen, while STAT3 phosphorylation was reduced. C
and D. Pathway specific inhibitors, U0126 (ERK) LY00294 (PI3K), SU6656 (SRC), and CPA7
(STAT3), were added in the presence or absence of GDNF to examine ITGB1-paxillin binding
(C.) and FA formation (D.) in SH-SY5Y cells. D. Cells were stained with paxillin (green) and
ITGB1 (red). FAs were detected by ITGB1 and paxillin co-localization (white). Scale bar
represents 10 µm.
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4.4.4 RET-Integrin Cooperation in 3D Collagen
It is well established that the ECM architecture plays an important role in RTK and
integrin signaling (156, 158, 159). Thus, we developed a 3D cell growth model using HEK-293
cells expressing RET and GFRα in a collagen type I matrix, to examine joint RET-integrin
signaling in a 3D microenvironment. In the absence of GDNF treatment, cells grew as tightly
packed spheroids, of varied sizes, with a relatively uniform shape, and no lumen formation
(Figure 4-6.). Cells within these spheres maintained close contact with adjacent cells and did not
show protrusions into the matrix. Addition of GDNF disrupted the spheroids and promoted
cellular outgrowth into the surrounding matrix (Figure 4-6.). Interestingly, cellular outgrowth was
reduced, but sphere structure was maintained, when ITGB1 activation was blocked using an
inhibitory antibody (αITGB1), irrespective of GDNF treatment. Thus, our data suggest that RETmediated cell outgrowth is an integrin-dependent process.
We evaluated activation of signaling pathways involved in RET-mediated signaling in
3D collagen. Phosphorylation of AKT and STAT3 were detected in the presence of GDNF in 3D
collagen matrix (Figure 4-7A.). Conversely, ERK and SRC phosphorylation were observed in 3D
collagen matrix alone and were reduced in response to GDNF treatment (Figure 4-7A.). We
characterized the contributions of each pathway on RET-mediated spheroid dispersal and cellular
outgrowths, using pathway specific inhibitors, as described above. Spheroid structures were not
affected by addition of pathway inhibitors in the absence of GDNF, however, inhibiting either
PI3K or STAT3 abolished RET-mediated cell outgrowth (Figure 4-7B.). Interestingly, although
MEK pathway activation is required for RET-mediated FA formation in 2D, MEK inhibition did
not impede RET-induced outgrowth in 3D (Figure 4-7B.). Further, the addition of SU6656 did
not interfere with RET-mediated cell outgrowth. These results suggest that RET and integrin
cooperation involves different signaling pathway contributions in 2D and 3D microenvironments,
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Figure 4-6. Spheroid Formation in 3D Collagen.
HEK-293 cells expressing RET and GFRα form spheroids when grown in 3D collagen matrix for
7 days and were examined by immunofluoresence and confocal microscopy. Spheroids stimulated
with or without an ITGB1 antibody inhibitor or GDNF for one hour. Spheroid dispersal and celloutgrowth was then observed. RET is shown in red and nuclei are shown in green. (Scale bar
represents 50 μm)
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Figure 4-7. Pathway Activation and Inhibition Downstream of RET and Integrin in 3D
Collagen.
A. HEK-293 cells expressing RET and GFRα were grown in 3D collagen type I matrix for 7
days. Activation of signaling molecules was examined after 1 hour of GDNF stimulation, using
western blot analysis. B. Immunofluoresence was used to examine cell outgrowth after one hour
of GDNF stimulation, as described in Figure 4-5. in the presence of pathway inhibitors. Spheroids
were stained for RET (red) and nuclei (green). (Scale bar represents 30 µm)
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and that different signaling pathways may be important for processes unique to each environment.

4.5 Discussion
The RET receptor tyrosine kinase contributes to development of neural crest derived cells,
particularly for cell-growth, proliferation, and migration. Mutations in RET lead to diseases
associated with impaired or enhanced cell-migration, including incorrect neuroblast migration to
the gut, in Hirschsprung disease, or metastasis in cancer syndromes. GDNF stimulated RET leads
to activation of multiple signaling pathways which help regulate cell-migration (7). This process
is tightly regulated by integrins, cell adhesion molecules necessary for traction and leverage of
cells during cell-migration (160, 294). Integrin activation leads to FA formation and subsequent
activation of multiple signaling pathways (177). We have previously shown that RET-mediated
cell-adhesion and migration are dependent on both ITGB1 and ITGB3 (224). Here we have
examined the activation of each subunit downstream of RET activity, to characterize potential
differences downstream of RET. In addition, we examined whether signaling pathways common
to RET and integrin signaling are important for joint RET and integrin mediated processes. We
showed that RET activation leads to plasticity in activation of integrin subunits, over time, and
signaling pathways, in different environments.
We examined the effects of RET activation on the integrin-mediated processes of cellmigration and cell-adhesion. We showed that cell-adhesion is only transiently increased in
response to RET activation, but that cell-migration is sustained downstream of RET over 24
hours. The transient enhancement of cell-adhesion reflects the need to overcome cell-environment
friction and initiate cell-migration, and the subsequent reduction of cell-adhesion forces represent
those needed to sustain cell-migration (139, 179).
Here, we showed that ITGB1 is transiently activated downstream of RET, as indicated by
ITGB1-paxillin binding and by rapid loss of ITGB1 from the cell membrane. Also, ITGB1 was
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shuttled towards degradation pathways downstream of RET activation. Taken together these
results support a transient functional role of ITGB1 downstream of RET. Conversely, ITGB3
activity is sustained downstream of RET, with increased levels of αVβ3 heterodimers detected
throughout GDNF treatment and a continued presence of ITGB3 in recycling pathways. Given
the transient roles of ITGB1, we predict that it is important for processes involved in initiation of
cell-migration, whereas ITGB3 is necessary for persistent cell-migration. However, inhibiting
either of these integrin subunits blocks cell-adhesion and migration, so it is likely that these
subunits cross-talk to promote each other‘s function. There is evidence that ITGB1 and ITGB3
cross-talk is bidirectional, and inhibiting one subunit will affect the function of both itself and the
other subunit (197, 212, 273, 295, 296). For example, White et al., have shown that PKD1
stimulated ITGB3 recycling promotes persistent cell-migration, while ITGB1 promotes scattered
cell-migration. Further, they have shown that ITGB3 blocks ITGB1 recycling, in order to
promote persistent cell-migration (197). Thus, it is important to consider the effects of each
integrin subunit while examining RET-mediated cell-migration.
We have shown that multiple signaling pathways are activated downstream of RET and
integrin, and these vary under different microenvironment conditions. The PI3K/AKT pathway is
able to promote cell-growth, survival, and migration (297), each of which are important
downstream of both RET and integrins. We showed that AKT is phosphorylated relatively
equally in the presence of GDNF, collagen, or both in 2D conditions. Interestingly, AKT was not
phosphorylated in 3D collagen, likely due to physical interactions of integrin signaling at the
periphery of spheroids (298), but phosphorylation was increased downstream of RET activation
in 3D collagen. Consistent with this, we showed that functionally, PI3K/AKT signaling is
necessary for both FA formation, in 2D microenvironments, and cell outgrowth and spheroid
dispersal, in 3D microenvironments. While other reports have shown that this pathway is
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important for RET-mediated cell-migration, and RET-mediated activation of migratory proteins,
we have shown its importance may vary in different microenvironments (50, 56, 61).
Although SRC was activated downstream of RET, integrin, and combined RET and
integrin in 2D, it was not essential for FA formation. However, reduction in the size of FAs
formed are consistent with studies showing that it is important for downstream maturation of FAs
(299). In the 3D collagen microenvironment, SRC phosphorylation was reduced in the presence
of GDNF, and was not required for GDNF-mediated cell-outgrowth. Together, these data suggest
that SRC is not required for RET-mediated integrin activation directly, but may be important for
downstream FA maturation or integrin processing, as SRC is known to regulate integrin
localization to the cell-surface or FA turnover (300).
Our investigation of joint RET-integrin mediated signaling processes identified two
pathways that have reciprocal activation patterns in 2D and 3D microenvironments, STAT3 and
MEK/ERK. STAT3 is known to be activated downstream of both RET and integrins, where it is
important for transformation and is as a mediator of epithelial to mesenchymal transition (41,
291, 301, 302). Although RET and integrin activation led to STAT3 phosphorylation
independently, there was a pronounced reduction in STAT3 activation in the presence of both
collagen matrix and GDNF in 2D culture. STAT3 phosphorylation is enhanced with increasing
cell density (303) (304), so it is likely that the combination of GDNF and collagen increases cellmotility and space between cells, thus reducing phosphorylation of STAT3. Conversely, in 3D
collagen culture, RET activation led to robust phosphorylation of STAT3. Recent data show that
STAT3 is important for ErbB2-mediated invasion and disruption of cell-cell contacts and EGFRmediated epithelial to mesenchymal transition (305, 306). Given that STAT3 is necessary for
RET-mediated outgrowth in 3D collagen, and that 3D spheroid cells are epithelial in nature, it is
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likely that STAT3 promotes transition to a mesenchymal phenotype in 3D collagen
microenvironments downstream of RET, leading to increased cell-outgrowth.
In contrast to STAT3, we found that ERK was robustly phosphorylated in response to
RET and integrin activation, and was needed for FA formation in 2D culture. However, we saw
that ERK phosphorylation was reduced downstream of RET in the 3D collagen environment. The
MEK/ERK pathway, in addition to promotion of cell-migration, is associated with cell-growth
(307, 308). Studies examining HB-EGF signaling variations in 2D and 3D environments also
show that ERK phosphorylation is reduced in 3D collagen, and further, that phosphorylation of
ERK was directly related to cell-growth (159). In 2D cultures, promotion of cell-growth may not
impede RET- and integrin-mediated cell-migration, however in cells grown in 3D collagen, cellmigration may require reallocation of cell-growth resources to promote transitioning of tightly
packed epithelial cells, as evident with increased STAT3 phosphorylation.
Together, we have shown that multiple signaling pathways are important for RETmediated integrin-related processes and that pathways common between RET and integrin
signaling are differentially activated in the combination of RET and integrin signaling. Also, joint
RET-integrin signaling leads to plasticity of pathway activation, which is microenvironmentspecific. Our results suggest that this plasticity may be important for RET-mediated cellular
processes and overcoming environment-specific obstacles. Further, this work is the first to show
that integrin-integrin crosstalk is necessary downstream of RET activation, as ITGB1 and ITGB3
are non-compensatory for RET-mediated cell-adhesion and cell-migration. Differential activation
of ITGB1 and ITGB3 suggests that RET leads to overlapping but distinct functional roles for
each integrin subunit. Given the role of RET in metastasis of several cancer types, notably
medullary thyroid carcinoma, pancreatic cancer, and breast cancer, understanding the
mechanisms of cell-migration downstream of RET will help to further our understanding of how
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these diseases progress (82, 118, 127). Given the recent investigations into integrins as
therapeutic options, it is important to understand the effects of inhibiting specific integrin
subunits (309-312).
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Chapter 5
RET and Integrin Co-Expression Correlate to Thyroid Cancer
Aggressiveness
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5.1 Abstract
Mutations in the RET proto-oncogene lead to development of several thyroid cancer
subtypes. Interestingly, RET expression has been detected in normal thyroid tissue and follicular
and anaplastic variants of thyroid cancer, though at different frequencies reported in each study.
Inherited point mutations are associated with development of Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia type
2 (MEN 2) while somatic translocations are associated with Papillary Thyroid Carcinoma (PTC).
These diseases have been associated with increased metastatic potential, a process which requires
integrin cell-adhesion proteins. We have previously established a role for two integrin subunits
(ITGB1 and ITGB3) in cell-lines downstream of RET in vitro. Here we have used a tissue
microarray consisting of samples of normal tissue, follicular thyroid carcinoma, PTC, hurthle cell
carcinoma, medullary thyroid carcinoma, and anaplastic thyroid carcinoma , totaling 592
samples. We have examined the expression and frequency of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 and found
that each protein is expressed in different proportions of thyroid tissue subtypes, but that disease
aggressiveness and metastatic potential significantly correlated to co-expression of all markers.
Further, expression of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3, is correlated with tumour metastasis. RET is
also frequently expressed in our cohort of anaplastic thyroid carcinoma, which, until now, has not
been well-characterized. Together, we provide a combination of three potential biomarkers which
are more frequently expressed in thyroid cancer subtypes with increasing aggressiveness and
metastatic potential.

5.2 Introduction
Cancers arising from the thyroid accounted for 44,670 new cases in the United States in 2010,
and are the 11th most frequent primary cancer (313). Thyroid cancers affect approximately four
times more women than men and account for over 5% of cancer cases in women. Thyroid cancers
can arise in any age group, including infants, young adults, and adults under 50 years of age (82).
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Also, thyroid cancer incidence is the most rapidly increasing of all cancers, and this change not
due to increased detection alone. However, mortality rates have remained relatively constant
(313). Although thyroid cancer is relatively treatable, most commonly through thyroidectomy, the
incidence of thyroid cancer accounts for a significant amount of cancer burden (314).
The thyroid is composed of two main cell-types, follicular and parafollicular cells. Colloid
filled follicles are surrounded by follicular cells, which are responsible for production and
secretion of thyroid hormones. Parafollicular cells, which secrete calcitonin, are found dispersed
between follicles. Follicular-derived carcinomas are more prevalent and include both follicular
thyroid carcinoma (FTC) and papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) (82, 315). FTC tumours are
invasive, though easily treatable, and are relatively rare. Hurthle cell carcinomas (HCC) are an
oncocytic variant of FTC and are associated with more aggressive disease (82, 315). PTC
tumours have many histopathological variants and are the most common type of thyroid cancer.
These tumours are associated with both sporadic causes and environmental exposure to ionizing
radiation (315). All of these follicular cell-derived tumours are considered to be differentiated
thyroid carcinomas (82).
Medullary Thyroid Carcinoma (MTC), the only parafollicular cell-derived cancer, is an
undifferentiated cancer that is difficult to treat (315, 316). Finally, anaplastic thyroid carcinoma
(ATC) is the most aggressive form of thyroid cancer, as patients generally survive less than six
months to one year from diagnosis (82, 316). It is thought that ATCs arise from follicular cells,
but it is unclear whether they have de novo origins or progress from other thyroid cancer lesions
(89). Most thyroid cancer subtypes can be treated with thyroidectomy, with or without radiation.
However, current treatments for metastatic cases, and all ATC, are relatively unsuccessful (316,
317).
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RET is a proto-oncogene associated with several thyroid cancers and cancer syndromes. It is a
receptor tyrosine kinase, important during development of neural crest-derived tissues and kidney
morphogenesis (248). Activation of RET requires a complex of ligand, from the Glial Cell-line
Derived Neurotrophic Factor (GDNF) family, and a co-receptor, from the GDNF Family
Receptor α‘s (GFRα) (318). Complex formation between RET, GDNF and GFRα leads to
autophosphorylation of RET leads to activation of multiple downstream signaling pathways,
which are important for mediating cell-growth, proliferation, differentiation, and migration (7).
Somatic and inherited activating mutations in RET lead to MTC, while only somatic
mutations in RET are associated with PTC. RET mutations in MTC tend to be missense mutations
causing constitutive RET activation (108, 319). Hereditary RET mutations are responsible for
Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia type 2 (MEN 2), a cancer syndrome, which presents with MTC as
well as combinations of parathyroid hyperplasia, pheochromocytoma, and multiple congenital
abnormalities (320). Somatic translocations between RET and other genes create chimeric,
constitutively dimerized, cytosolically-localized forms of RET, known as PTC/RETs. These
translocations often occur between a breakpoint around RET exon 11, which corresponds to the
transmembrane domain, thus leading to truncated forms of RET. PTC/RET is frequently found in
PTC tumours arising from ionizing radiation, and has been particularly frequent in patients
exposed to radiation from the Chernobyl disaster (91).
RET expression has been examined in normal and cancer thyroid tissues, but expression
frequencies have varied between reports. RET has been detected in benign thyroid lesions, FTC,
PTC, MTC, and ATC samples (86, 90, 321-323), though the frequency and levels of detection
vary. Variability in published data may be due to use of a nonspecific antibody, which is now
known to detect a non-RET neuro-endocrine marker (89, 324)(Appendix D.), screening for
PTC/RET translocations alone, using breakpoint specific RT-PCR (321), or insufficient cohort
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sizes (89, 323). In order to clarify the expression of RET in thyroid tumours, a larger set of
thyroid tumours must be analyzed using appropriate reagents. A well controlled study to
determine whether any correlation of RET expression to disease subtype or aggressiveness exists,
may provide a useful biomarker to characterize patients with more aggressive disease.
Tumour invasion and metastasis require cell-migration, a process which is tightly regulated
by integrins (325, 326). The integrin family of cell adhesion molecules consists of 18 α and 8 β
subunits which form heterodimers in multiple combinations (147). Integrins are necessary for the
mechanical attachment of the cell to its environment and for progression of cell-migration (178).
As integrins play an important role in cell-migration, they have also been implicated in the
progression of many cancer types. For example, the β3 integrin subunit (ITGB3) is upregulated in
malignant ovarian tumours, (327), and has been associated with metastasis of lung cancer (211).
Expression of the β1 integrin (ITGB1) subunit has been strongly associated with breast cancer
progression and metastasis (158, 328) and with poor prognosis in small cell lung cancer (329,
330). Interestingly, expression of both these integrin subunits has been previously detected in a
variety of thyroid cancer cell-lines (224, 231). In addition, ITGB1 expression has been found in
all thyroid cancer subtypes and ITGB3 has been detected in all but MTC thyroid cancer subtypes,
where it has not been examined (331-335). Further, ITGB1 and other integrin subunit expression
have been associated with thyroid cancer metastasis (331-334, 336).
Previously, we have shown that RET is able to initiate integrin-mediated cell-migration in
both normal and transformed cell-types (224)(Chapter 3.). Specifically, we showed that ITGB1
and ITGB3 play roles in RET-mediated cell-adhesion and migration (224). We have recently
shown that ITGB1 is activated transiently, while ITGB3 is persistently activated, downstream of
RET (Chapter 4). This suggests that ITGB1 may have an early role in RET-mediated processes,
but that ITGB3 may be important for later events in tumour spread. ITGB3 expression has not
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been examined in thyroid cancer tissue, and though ITGB1 expression has been examined, its
relationship with RET expression has not been explored. Given that these two integrin subunits
are upregulated in several cancer types and they are activated downstream of RET activation, we
evaluated their co-expression with RET, in a variety of normal and tumour human thyroid tissue
types.

5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Clinical Sample Collection and Building of Tissue Microarray
Study specimens were selected from a Thyroid Surgery Patient Database maintained by
SMW. TMAs included 230 benign thyroid cases and 24 FTC, 220 PTC, 7 HCC, 13 MTC, and 36
ATC thyroid cancer samples (Table 5-1.). Benign samples included a variety of thyroid derived
Table 5-1. Number of Samples Per Thyroid Cancer Subtype

Benign
FTC
PTC
HCC
MTC
ATC

Primary Lesion

Metastatic Lesion

230
24
220
7
13
36

0
58
0
4
0

tissues including: normal, goiter, cysts, thyroiditis, including Hashimoto‘s thyroiditis, follicular
adenoma, hurthle cell adenoma, and hyperplastic nodules. Samples from matched lymph node
metastasis (LNM) were available for 58 PTC and 4 MTC samples (Table 5-1.).

5.3.2 Antibodies and Immunohistochemistry
RET was detected using the C19 clone from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA).
Antibody specificity was confirmed by SDS-PAGE and western blotting, using lysates from a
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RET-expressing cell-line, as previously described (53). Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was
performed using a Discovery XT Ventana automated slide stainer at the Queen‘s Laboratory for
Molecular Pathology (Kingston, ON). Antigen retrieval was performed using a standard EDTA
pH 8.0 solution. Tissue labeling was done using a 1:50 dilution of primary antibody incubated for
1 hour, followed by a16 minute incubation with HRP-linked secondary antibody solution. Noprimary antibody and RET-C19 blocking peptide controls were used to confirm staining
specificity (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA).
ITGB1 and ITGB3 IHC were optimized and performed by Pantomics, Inc (Richmond,
CA). A standard EDTA pH 8.0 solution was used for antigen retrieval. ITGB1 (Epitomics,
Burlingame, CA) and ITGB3 (EP2417Y) (Abcam, Cambridge MA) antibodies were used for
labeling.

5.3.3 Scoring and Analysis
Immunostaining intensity was scored independently by two pathologists, VT and SV,
blinded to official diagnosis and patient outcome. Average intensity for tumour cells in each
sample was considered and given a score between no staining (0), weak (1), moderate (2), or
strong (3). Examples of staining for RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 in each thyroid tissue subtype are
shown in Figure 5-1.
Proprietary custom data analysis programs (version 2.4.1, R Development Core Team, R
Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), using the R programming language, were
used for statistical analysis (described in Wiseman et al., 2008). Spearman correlation was used
to evaluate any correlation between RET, ITGB1, or ITGB3 expression in primary and LNM.
Differences between grouped primary and lymph node samples were assessed using Wilcox exact
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and marginal homogeneity tests. Statistical tests generating P values greater than 0.05 were
considered significant and each test was two-sided.

5.4 Results
5.4.1 ITGB1, ITGB3, and RET Expression
Specificity of IHC staining for each antibody was validated using a heterologous tissue
samples known to express the relevant protein. RET C-19 antibody specific was validated in
collaboration with the Queen‘s University Laboratory for Molecular Pathology (Kingston, ON),
with the use of a RET C-19 blocking peptide and using standard western blotting procedures.
ITGB1 and ITGB3 antibody specificity was validated by Pantomics Inc. (Richmond, CA). Upon
selection of appropriate antibodies, RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 expression was examined for each
sample. Scores were based on average intensity of staining of follicular or tumour cells within the
cores. Missing cores, or those with no discernable tumour tissue, were excluded from analysis.
RET expression was detected in each tissue type, though not in every tissue sample. In
normal thyroid, RET staining was observed in follicular cells, and exhibited a membranous and
cytosolically diffuse pattern (Figure 5-1.). However, levels of stain varied slightly between
follicles. ATC and MTC tumours were most frequently positive for RET expression, with 100%
and 82% positive samples, respectively; while HCCs exhibited the fewest RET positive cases,
57% (Table 5-2.).
Table 5-2. Frequency of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 Staining in Thyroid Tissues.

Benign

FTC

PTC

HCC

MTC

ATC

RET

74%

67%

73%

57%

82%

100%

ITGB1

15%

8%

28%

25%

0%

90%

ITGB3

51%

46%

62%

50%

100%

88%

100

RET

ITGB1

ITGB3

Normal
(AB7 SW05)

FTC
(EF5 7007)

PTC
(IJ 2 7007)

HCC
(CD3 7007)

MTC
(KL1 7007)

No Positives

ATC
(AB1 05001)

200 μm

Figure 5-1. RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 Detection in Thyroid Cancer Subtypes.
RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 IHC on thyroid tissue subtypes. An example of positive detection of
each marker for each subtype, though not all samples were positive. Histological description can
be found in Chapter 1.2 and Figure 1.4
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ITGB3 staining of normal thyroid tissue was diffuse, with strong membranous and weak
cytosolic patterns in follicular cells (Figure 5-1.). ITGB3 was also detected in each type of
thyroid tissue. 100% of MTCs and 88% of ATCs contained ITGB3, while smaller numbers (4662%) of benign, FTC, PTC, and HCC were positive for ITGB3 (Table 5-2.). Global expression of
ITGB1 was the lowest and least frequent of the evaluated markers. This was likely not due to
inefficient antibody binding as, we detected strong staining in the ATC cohort (Figure 5-1.).
Follicular cells in normal thyroid express ITGB1 in a mostly cytosolic pattern, though
membranous staining was evident. 90% of ATCs were positive for ITGB1 and 28% of PTC cases
were positive for ITGB1, only 8% of FTC cases and no cases of MTC were positive for ITGB1
(Table 5-2.). Although ITGB1 intensity was strongly (not shown) and frequently expressed in
ATCs, while all other subtypes were low, or absent, for ITGB1 expression.

5.4.2 ITGB1, ITGB3, and RET Co-Expression
We compared expression of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 between benign and combined
malignant thyroid samples. None of the markers, individually, showed significantly higher
expression frequency between benign and malignant samples (Table 5-3.). However, coexpression of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 was significantly more frequent in combined malignant
samples (p=9x10-5) (Figure 5-2A).
Table 5-3. Frequency of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 Staining in Benign and Malignant
Tissues.

Benign

Malignant

RET

97%

99%

ITGB1

54%

71%

ITGB3

85%

91%
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We then examined the frequency of co-expression of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 for
individual malignant subtypes. 83% of HCC and 80% of ATC tumours co-expressed all three
markers, while 67% of PTC and 64% of MTC co-expressed all three markers (Figure 5-2B.). Less
than half of benign lesions and FTC cases co-expressed the three markers (46% and 27%,
respectively). Tumours with a more aggressive phenotype were more likely to co-express RET,
ITGB1, and ITGB3. There was distinctly fewer cases with co-expression of RET, ITGB1, and
ITGB3 in FTC samples (27%). We then examined whether variances in co-expression frequency
could be related to subtype-associated aggressiveness. Interestingly, frequency of co-expression
increased in tumours with increasing aggressiveness; FTC, PTC, MTC, HCC, ATC, yielding a
strong positive correlation with an R2 value of 0.7 (Figure 5-2B.).

5.4.3 Lymph Node Metastasis
The thyroid TMA analyzed included a subset of PTC and MTC cases with matched
lymph node metastasis (LNM) (n=63), which were analyzed for ITGB1, ITGB3, and RET
expression. Briefly, RET was expressed in all of the primary and corresponding LNM samples
(Table 5-4.). ITGB3 was detected in 91% of both primary and matched LNM samples, while 3%
of LNM alone expressed ITGB3. The remaining 6% of matched primary and LNM samples were
negative for ITGB3. Finally, ITGB1 expression occurred most frequently (62%) in both primary
and corresponding LNM samples. However, 19% of matched cases were primary ITGB1-positive
and LNM ITGB1-negative, and 14% of matched cases were both primary and LNM ITGB1negative (Table 5-4.).
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Figure 5-2. Frequency of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 Co-Expression.
A. There are significant differences in frequencies between benign and malignant tissues
(P=9x10-5) B. RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 co-expression frequency in different thyroid tissues.
When subtypes are ordered in increasing aggressiveness, co-expression frequency increases
(R2=0.7).
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Table 5-4. Frequency of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 Staining in Matched Primary and
Lymph Node Metastasis (LNM)
Primary –ve

Primary +ve

Primary +ve

Primary –ve

LNM –ve

LNM +ve

LNM –ve

LNM +ve

ITGB1

5

23

7

2

n=37

(13.5%)

(62.1%)

(18.9%)

(5.4%)

ITGB3

2

31

0

1

n=34

(5.8%)

(91.1%)

(0%)

(2.9%)

RET

0

39

0

0

n=39

(0%)

(100%)

(0%)

(0%)

5.5 Discussion
Thyroid cancer is one of the most prevalent types of cancer, particularly in women.
Tumours caught early are easily treatable, but those with local or distant metastasis are not
sensitive to current chemotherapeutic strategies (316). RET is a proto-oncogene with well
documented roles in thyroid cancer. RET is important in development of PTCs, particularly those
caused by radiation exposure, and is frequently responsible for development of MTCs (105, 129,
322). There are conflicting data on expression of RET in other thyroid cancers, and its role in
other subtypes is as yet unclear. Our previous data show that RET is involved in cell-migration,
which might suggest that RET may be also be associated with metastatic thyroid cancer (224). As
such, we examined the co-expression of two integrin subunits, ITGB1 and ITGB3, proteins
important for RET-mediated cell-migration, with RET expression. Using a large set of clinically
annotated thyroid tumours, we were able to examine RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 expression in
benign tissue samples and FTC, PTC, HCC, MTC, and ATC tumours.
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We examined expression frequency of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3and compared their
relative expression in benign and malignant samples, as potential indicators of malignancy.
However, none of the three markers correlated with malignancy, as there was no significant
difference between frequencies of expression in benign versus malignant subtypes. For RET, this
is most likely due to the fact that RET is expressed in normal thyroid, and some level of RET
expression is found in all thyroid cell types. Also, known RET mutations occur in a small subset
of tumour samples. Also, overexpression of RET has been observed in Hashimoto‘s thyroiditis
(90), which were represented in the TMA, further confounding any difference between benign
and malignant samples. ITGB1 did appear to be more frequently expressed in malignant samples,
and ITGB3 expression was relatively similar between benign and malignant samples, but given
their roles in cell-migration and metastasis, we expected a detectable difference between benign
and malignant samples. However, after detecting ITGB1 and ITGB3 expression in normal thyroid
samples, it is not surprising that no significant difference was detected. These integrins may also
have roles in benign subtypes; as ITGB1 expression has been identified in normal thyroid tissues
and autoimmune thyroid disorders (337), and ITGB3 expression has been documented in normal
thyroid, follicular adenoma, and goiter (335). Further, regulators of integrin activation have been
found to be expressed in multiple benign thyroid lesions (338). These results suggest that each of
the markers examined may play a role in both benign and malignant thyroid subtypes.
We then examined RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 relative expression pattern between benign
and all thyroid tumour subtypes, and found subtype specific marker expression frequencies.
Previous reports have also detected RET expression in FTC, PTC, and MTC, though we detected
higher frequencies of RET in most of these subtypes (331-334). For example, a recent study
showed that RET is expressed in 32.9% of PTCs, while we detected it in 73% of PTCs (90).
Further, the ATC cohort had an unexpectedly high frequency of RET expression, as previous
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reports have detected RET in few or no ATC samples (reviewed in (83)). Previously reported low
frequency of RET detection may be due to both a technical aspects of our project, including
robust detection agents and a large cohort size, or may be population specific, as RET/PTC
rearrangements occur have been detected at variable frequencies (reviewed (82)). We now know
that previous low RET detection, particularly in ATC (317), was likely due to lack of reactivity of
an antibody that appears to be a non-RET neuroendocrine marker, based on in vitro testing done
in our lab (Appendix D.). As FTCs, PTCs, and ATCs are derived from follicular cells, these
tumours do not express neuroendocrine origin and would not be positive for this marker. Further,
other studies have examined RET/PTC mutation frequency in FTC and ATC (89, 323, 339),
which might be indicative of progression from PTC tumours, but does not exclude expression of
wild type RET. It is possible that wild-type RET expression is a secondary event in certain
thyroid cancers, as RET expression in other tumour types (i.e. pancreatic or breast) is not
associated with initiation events, but must occur during tumour progression (117, 226, 340).
Establishing the frequency of RET expression in multiple thyroid tumour subtypes will help
clarify future investigations of any functional roles RET may play in these diseases.
ITGB1 expression has been previously identified in benign tissue and FTC, PTC, and
ATC malignant thyroid samples (333, 334, 337, 341). Our data also identified ITGB1 in all but
MTC thyroid tissue samples. Interestingly, we have shown that ITGB1 is transiently activated
and downregulated upon RET activation (Chapter 4), and activating RET mutants are often
associated with MTC, so it is possible that sustained RET activation in MTC samples may lead to
loss of ITGB1 expression. ITGB1 expression has not been previously examined in MTC samples,
so more work is needed to validate this finding and any potential role of ITGB1 in MTC tumours.
This is the first report examining ITGB3 expression in an extensive cohort of both benign
and malignant thyroid samples, though its expression has been reported in thyroid cancer cell107

lines (224, 231) and a small subset of benign thyroid tissues and FTC, PTC, and ATC samples
(335). We found that ITGB3 was expressed in about half of benign tissues, FTC, PTC, and HCC
samples, however it was expressed in over 82% of MTC and ATC samples. We have previously
shown that ITGB3 activation is sustained downstream of RET activation, suggesting its role in
ongoing processes, such as cell-migration (Chapter 4.), which may be consistent with its
increased expression frequency in more aggressive thyroid tumour types. Thus, the observed high
frequency of ITGB3 in MTC and ATC samples suggests that it could be a biomarker for more
aggressive thyroid cancer disease subtypes.
Although it is useful to characterize the individual expression patterns of RET, ITGB1,
and ITGB3, we examined whether co-expression of these markers provided a more powerful
indicator to differentiate benign and malignant thyroid samples. Indeed, we found that coexpression was significantly more frequent in malignant than benign samples. We then stratified
these results to examine co-expression frequency for each tumour type and found that coexpression of all three markers was proportional to tumour aggressiveness. Co-expression of
markers was least frequent in FTC, which may be due to the indolent nature of these tumours or
relatively small sample size (n=11). More than half of PTCs and MTCs co-expressed all three
markers, while co-expression was detected most frequently in HCC and ATC samples. This
correlation between more aggressive tumours with more frequent co-expression, suggests that coexpression of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 may be used as an indicator of tumour aggressiveness,
particularly given a strong R2 value (0.7). Given that ITGB1 and ITGB3 are important for celladhesion and cell-migration downstream of RET, it is likely that this relatively increased
frequency of marker co-expression is due to a biological mechanism. Also, examining coexpression patterns in larger cross-sectional areas of tumours would be interesting as it may
identify increased co-expression, or expression intensity, at invasive edges of tumours. Both of
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these would further support the biological role of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 during aggressive
tumour progression.
In order to examine whether RET, ITGB1, or ITGB3 expression is correlated to tumour
progression in addition to aggressiveness, expression of each marker was analyzed in matched
PTC and MTC primary and LNMs. We found a significant correlation between expression of all
markers in matched primary and LNM samples. This relationship is clear for ITGB3 and RET, as
they are expressed in almost all of matched samples, compared to 63% of matched samples which
express ITGB1. In an unselected series less than 30% of PTCs were positive for ITGB1, however,
when tumours were selected for aggressiveness, as evidenced by LNM, 81% of were positive for
ITGB1 expression. Given that ITGB1 is transiently activated downstream of RET, it may have
early roles in tumorigenesis, and not necessary for metastasis. Also, primary tumours expressing
ITGB1 may then have a growth advantage, as cell-adhesion promotes survival (342). So although
ITGB1 may not have a functional role in metastasis, its expression may be an important
indication of metastatic potential. However, both ITGB3 and RET appear to be both important for
metastasis and could be used as indicators of tumour progression, as 100% and 91% of matched
samples, respectively, expressed each marker. These trends are consistent with our proposed
model of temporal differences in ITGB1 and ITGB3 activity downstream of RET. The high
frequency of RET and ITGB3 expression in matched primary and LNM cases further supports
our hypothesis, which proposes that ITGB3 is important for cell-migration downstream of RET.
We have shown that RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 are important indicators of metastatic potential,
and more investigation into their roles in aggressive thyroid cancer could be useful to identify
patients with greater metastatic potential. For example, it would also be interesting to examine
whether expression intensity is higher in primaries with matched LNMs or in LNMs themselves,
and whether this could be used in therapeutic strategies.
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Together, our results show that RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 are expressed at different
frequencies, in all subtypes of thyroid cancer. More importantly, we found that co-expression of
RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 is correlated with thyroid tumour aggressiveness. Our results also
support our working model of transient activation of ITGB1 and persistent activation of ITGB3 in
response to RET activation, as ITGB1 was more frequently expressed in primary samples with
matched LNMs. It will also be interesting to pursue the usefulness of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 as
biomarkers in a clinical setting to identify patients with likeliness of metastasis or to help guide
therapeutic strategies. Given that metastatic thyroid cancer is difficult to treat, these markers may
also suggest novel therapeutic targets. For example, a recently FDA approved chemotherapeutic,
Vandetanib, is being used in the clinic to treat metastatic thyroid cancers (131). Also there is a
targeted therapy for ITGB3, known as cilengitide, which is being used in clinical trials of various
solid tumours and prostate cancers (309, 310). With these upcoming therapeutic agents, it would
be useful to examine their efficacy against aggressive thyroid cancers which express a
combination of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
The mechanisms which guide development are often the same as those which are perturbed in
disease. This is the case for cellular-processes regulated by the RET receptor tyrosine kinase. At
the cellular level, RET activation leads to cell-survival, differentiation, proliferation, and/or
migration (7). These processes are important during development of endocrine and neural crest
derived tissues (7). Mutations in RET that lead to impaired function are associated with the
congenital disorder HSCR disease, which is associated with a lack of neuroblast survival and/or
migration to the hindgut (69). Conversely, activating mutations in RET lead to MEN 2
syndromes, which are associated with carcinoma development (343). It is clear that RET
mutations correlate to phenotype, but the molecular events responsible for these properties are
less well-understood. Two mechanisms thought to affect both the normal and disease phenotypes
downstream of RET are gene expression changes and alterations in cell-migration.

6.1 Gene Expression Downstream of RET
Any change in cell-state can generally be associated with changes in gene expression, so
modification of cells downstream of RET activation is also likely to be associated with changes in
gene expression. We investigated not only which genes are up- or down-regulated in response to
RET, but how oncogenic mutations in RET may affect relative expression of these genes. Other
studies examining gene expression downstream of RET have been limited by variance in clinical
samples analyzed. Early studies predicted that oncogenic-RET mutants bind a unique set of
substrates, which may in turn lead to differential regulation of gene transcription (244, 344). It
was thought that this led to the phenotypic differences observed between MEN 2 subtypes that
are associated with specific RET mutations. For example, the M918T mutation in RET leads to
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the most aggressive form of MEN 2, MEN 2B, which is associated with skeletal abnormalities
(100). Several reports identified unique gene targets downstream of M918T RET, some of which
are predictably related to the additional symptoms of MEN 2B (38, 246).
In order to determine which genes are expressed downstream of RET, we used a cell-based
model system which utilized induced RET expression and activation. This model allowed us to
examine gene expression initiated by mutant RET signaling, which is not possible using clinical
samples, thus reducing background caused by secondary progressional events downstream of
RET. Although we were able to define a set of genes regulated downstream of RET similar to
those observed in the literature (246, 345), we showed that the ontological profile of these genes
did not differ between RET mutations. As described in Chapter 2., most genes were responsible
for regulation, metabolic processes and cell communication, as defined by the Gene Ontology
Consortium. More importantly, we were able to show that oncogenic RET mutants do not lead to
distinct sets of gene targets, but rather differences in the quantity of gene expression. Based on
work done by Gujral et al., in 2008, which showed that M918T RET enjoys enhanced activation,
we examined our data to relative phosphorylation levels of mutant RET, which led to similar
levels of gene target expression (65). Ultimately, the presence of more highly phosphorylated
RET corresponded to increased levels of target gene transcript levels. It would be interesting to
determine how the quantitative differences in gene expression downstream of different RET
mutants translates to more aggressive disease phenotypes. The use of a xenograft model might
provide more comparable data to investigate the physiological effects of these differences.
There is evidence that isoformic differences in RET lead to differences in signaling and
subsequent gene regulation, as discussed in Chapter 1 (57, 60, 68). We were able to identify
unique gene expression profiles downstream of RET9 and RET51, though many genes
overlapped each profile. Several of these genes are consistent with the hypothesis that RET51 has
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more oncogenic potential than RET9 and that RET9 may be more important for differentiation
(34, 39, 59, 68). This was the first study to identify unique sets of gene targets regulated
downstream of RET9 and RET51. There are several examples of unique substrate interactions
with each isoform, and it would be interesting to determine the relationship of these substrates to
differential gene expression between the isoforms (57, 60). Interestingly, data from our lab shows
RET9 and RET51 are differentially matured and processed within the cell (personal
communication, Doug S. Richardson). RET9 tends to accumulate in the golgi and, once matured,
remains on the cell-surface longer than RET51 upon activation. These processing difference also
lead to temporal-spatial differences in signaling downstream of each isoform. For example, RET9
more strongly activates AKT while RET51 more strongly activates ERK. These differences may
explain unique gene target expression downstream of each isoform. Determining the molecular
consequences of processing and activity of each RET isoform will help to determine their unique
functional importance and potentially clarify their roles in development and disease.

6.2 RET-Mediated Cell-Migration
Metastasis is another important process during RET-mediated tumour progression,
particularly because aggressive RET mutants are associated with increased metastatic potential,
an event which requires cell-migration (38, 114). Cell-migration is an accumulation of defined
cellular-events, including cell-adhesion, FA formation, and actin polymerization (133, 135).
Integrins are important for some of these events, most notably cell-adhesion and FA formation
(147, 177, 267). Intracellular signaling pathways promoting cell-migration culminate at integrin
molecules, which link the cell to the ECM. Further, it is clear that more than one integrin can
contribute to cell-migration (212, 216, 273, 275, 346). It is thought that RTKs promote activity of
different integrin subunits in a step-wise progression, so that they can be used for different
functions (273). For example, PDGF stimulation leads to ITGB3 short-loop recycling and
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inhibition of ITGB1 recycling, as described in Chapter 1. Several studies have examined integrin
expression in RET-expressing cells and tissues, and have shown that ITGB1 is necessary for
RET-mediated cell-migration in pancreatic cancer cells (224, 232, 233, 333-335, 337). For these
reasons, we chose to examine how RET mediates integrin activity.
Initially we confirmed cell-adhesion and migration require integrin downstream of RET, and
examined expression of β integrin subunits in RET-expressing cells. We found that ITGB1 and
ITGB3 were both important for RET-mediated cell-adhesion and migration. Also, ITGB1 and
ITGB3 follow unique activation patterns downstream of RET, which suggest that they are
important for different cellular processes. For example, ITGB1 is transiently activated upon RET
stimulation, suggesting that it is necessary for early cell-migration events, such as initially
increasing adhesive forces to overcome cell-ECM friction. Conversely, ITGB3 enjoys sustained
activation, suggesting that it is necessary for the persistence of cell-migration, perhaps by
providing weaker cell-ECM adhesion to allow efficient migration (197) (Figure 6-1.). These
predictions are supported by the observation that ITGB1 is shuttled to lysosomes and ITGB3 is
continually recycled upon RET activation. More work is needed to confirm that the specific
temporal activity of each subunit is functionally relevant to early or late processes.
This relationship between RET and both ITGB1 and ITGB3 may be important during
RET-related disease progression, so it will be important to examine disruptions of these
mechanisms in the presence of disease causing RET mutants. It is likely that constitutive
activation of RET increases cell-migration. Also, it would be interesting to examine whether
ITGB1 is continually activated or more quickly degraded in the presence of oncogenic RET,
though predictably, ITGB3 activation would be enhanced. If ITGB1 and ITGB3 are similarly
activated (i.e. transiently and stably) downstream of oncogenic RET, primary tumours may
require ITGB1 for initiation of tumour growth and survival. Metastatic lesions, however, may
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require more ITGB3 activity to promote distant metastasis. Expression of RET, ITGB1, and
ITGB3 in thyroid tumour samples is likely indicative of tumour aggressiveness, as seen in
Chapter 5. Further, this relationship between RET and integrin subunit might be important during
progression of other tumour types. Ultimately, clarifying the roles of ITGB1 and ITGB3
downstream of RET may lead to greater understanding of RET-mediated diseases.
The microenvironment is an important confounder when investigating cell-migration related
processes, as changing the architecture and surrounding molecules can impart different signaling
responses to a cell (156, 159). By examining which major signaling pathways are important for
joint RET-integrin mediated processes, in different environments, we were able to expand on our
model of the RET-integrin relationship. We showed that the PI3K/AKT pathway is important for
both FA formation in 2D collagen and cell-outgrowth in 3D collagen, while SRC did not appear
to be necessary for either (Figure 6-2.). Interestingly, MEK/ERK was important for FA formation
in 2D collagen, but not for cell-outgrowth in 3D collagen, while STAT3 was required for celloutgrowth in 3D collagen, but not FA formation in 2D collagen (Figure 6-2.). It appears that joint
RET-integrin signaling is important for reallocation of signaling resources to match the influences
of the extracellular environment, as discussed in Chapter 4. For example, STAT3 is important for
mediating epithelial to mesenchymal transition, which is likely required for spheroid dispersal in
3D collagen (306). Although we have shown the importance of signaling plasticity downstream
of RET and integrin, more work is needed to fully characterize how of each signaling pathway
contributes to cell-migration related processes.
It is important to understand how a cell‘s environment may affect its behaviour, in order to
fully appreciate RET-integrin signaling plasticity. Cells lie flat in a 2D microenvironment, which
permits the largest possible cell-surface area to make contact with ECM. Integrins have the
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Figure 6-1. Model of RET Mediated ITGB1 and ITGB3 Activity.
Our data support a model for RET –mediated integrin activation, which differentially utilizes two
integrin subunits. RET leads to early and transient activation of ITGB1, ultimately ending with
ITGB1 endocytotic shuttling to late endosomes (RAB7) and lysosomes. However, ITGB3
activation downstream of RET is persistent over 24 hours and it remains in endosomal recycling
pathways (RAB11).
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potential to localize and function in half of the cell surface, which ultimately can influence the
stoichiochemistry of signaling processes, particularly downstream of inside-out signaling.
Similarly, soluble GDNF is able to reach the majority of the cell-surface. In the 3D
microenvironment, cells that form lumen-free spheroids each have unique coordinates within the
sphere. Cells on the exterior will make a large percentage of contact with the environment, giving
a proportionately large signaling platform for integrins. However, cells within the spheroid
maintain little to no contact with the microenvironment, reducing the platform for integrins to
engage with ECM, particularly from outside-in mechanisms. The biochemical and physical
properties of signaling differences between 2D and 3D environments, but their consequences on
signaling has been well established (159, 274, 347). In addition to changes in available cell-ECM
interface, the 3D environment also provides a physical constraint for GDNF diffusion. In 3D,
GDNF must permeate a thicker matrix, which predictably leads to (at least a) temporary gradient
of GDNF across spheroids. Indeed, it appears that peripheral cells first respond and migrate
toward GDNF in a chemotactic response. As peripheral cells migrate, GDNF is accessible to the
newly exposed layer of cells, which can then similarly respond to GDNF. Our work on early
spheroid dispersal patterns is consistent with this model, and it would be interesting to further
examine whether cells ultimately disperse singly or as aggregate sheets or bridges, as seen
previously for pancreatic cancer cell-lines in response to GDNF (127). These experiments require
the ability to control GDNF diffusion and live cell-tracking in order to more fully characterize the
mechanics of RET-mediated cell-migration in 3D collagen. It would also be interesting to
examine the influence of key signaling pathways on these events. It is likely that examining
spheroid dispersal would clarify the mechanics of RET-mediated cell-migration, which may be
more representative of cell-migration in situ.
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Figure 6-2. RET Activation Leads to Signalling and Functional Plasticity.
A. In the absence of GDNF, cells in 2D collagen lack FA formation, and in 3D collagen form
spheroids. B. Activated RET requires ERK/MEK and PI3K/AKT pathway activity for FA
formation in 2D collagen. Conversely, activated RET requires STAT3 and PI3K/AKT pathway
activity for spheroid dispersal and cell-outgrowth in 3D collagen.
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The majority of this work has utilized cell-based models and assays to examine the effects of
oncogenic mutations on RET-mediated gene expression and to discover a novel relationship
between RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3. Although additional work is needed to further characterize
these processes, it is important to confirm and validate the application of this relationship in situ.
There is conflicting evidence about RET expression in both benign and malignant thyroid
samples (86, 90, 321-323). Further, previous literature provides information on integrin
expression in RET-expressing tissues, though not in combination with RET itself (described in
Chapter 5.)(333-335, 337, 341). We have characterized RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 expression in a
large cohort of thyroid tissues including several benign conditions and each subtype of thyroid
cancer. We showed that each protein is expressed in varying frequencies between thyroid tissue
subtypes. Further, the frequency of co-expression is related to malignancy and is correlated to
increasing severity of disease. In addition to disease aggressiveness, expression of RET, ITGB1,
and ITGB3 is associated with metastatic potential. Interestingly, ITGB1 is expressed more
frequently in tumours with matched LNMs than those without, suggesting a role in initiation of
metastasis, though not metastasis itself. RET and ITGB3, however, were expressed in almost all
primary and matched LNM, suggesting an important role in metastasis.
Although it is clear that RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 are important indicators of thyroid cancer
aggressiveness, more analysis is needed to characterize any differences in overall expression
intensity in each thyroid cancer subtype. Intensity is likely correlated with increasing expression
frequency, but it is possible for an infrequently expressed marker to also be expressed at high
levels. For instance, although ITGB1 expression is generally infrequent, its importance might be
overlooked if its expression levels are also low, but if expression is high, ITGB1 might be
indicative of increased metastatic potential. As such, expression intensity might further clarify the
roles of each marker in different thyroid cancer subtypes. This observation could be applied in
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several ways, including as prognostic indication or for the characterization of novel therapeutic
targets. Since advanced thyroid cancer is difficult to clinically manage, developing these tools
could provide great benefit to patients with this disease.

6.3 Future Directions
The results from this thesis have provided insight into RET-mediated gene expression
and cell-migration. We have shown that activating mutations in RET lead to quantitative
differences in gene expression, which is likely translated to increased aggressiveness of disease.
We were also able to show that RET mediates differential activation of integrin subunits and
plasticity of signaling pathways in different environments. Finally, we were able to show that coexpression of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 is an indication of tumour aggressiveness. However,
more work is needed to clarify the importance of these findings.
Based on our microarray data, we have shown a subset of genes upregulated downstream
of RET known to be important for cell-migration, specifically for matrix remodeling and invasion
(e.g. MMP10). It would be interesting to determine whether these genes are similarly upregulated
in a 3D microenvironment, where matrix remodeling is necessary for cell-invasion and migration.
Further, STAT3 is important for RET-mediated cell outgrowth in 3D collagen, but not FA
formation in 2D collagen, so it will be interesting to determine whether the transcriptional
activator role of STAT3 is important downstream of RET in 3D collagen. In addition to total gene
expression patterns, it would be interesting to examine expression of STAT3 gene targets
downstream of RET in 3D collagen. Further examination of gene target candidates could provide
mechanistic information about RET-mediated cell-migration in 3D. For example, examining
MMP10 activity and localization in 3D spheroids could provide insight to RET-mediated
invasion. These experiments could lead to further understanding of the role of RET in migration
of cells through different tissue environments, as necessary in cancer spread.
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We were able to identify several pathways important for the RET-integrin relationship, but
our results suggest that other molecules downstream of RET may also be important for additional
processes involved with cell-migration. For example, although RET was able to promote FA
formation in the presence of SRC and STAT3 pathway inhibitors, there was clear impairment of
normal FA formation. SRC is known to promote FA related protein distribution, while STAT3
promotes actin polymerization (299, 348-350). It is likely that these pathways do not affect
integrin engagement downstream of RET, but may be necessary for FA maturation and turnover.
Further, our lab has preliminary evidence that RAC and CDC42 may play a role downstream of
RET in cell-migration. Given that these two molecules are also downstream of PI3K/AKT and its
importance for RET-mediated FA formation and cell outgrowth, it would be interesting to
determine their importance on both integrin activity and other migratory-related processes
downstream of RET. Since cell-migration requires orchestration of a large number of proteins,
which can be activated and utilized downstream of RET and integrin, clarifying the interplay
between these molecules will help to understand RET-mediated cell-migration.
To further examine the molecular mechanisms of cell-migration downstream of RET, it
would be interesting to focus on the role of the RET isoforms and their unique signaling
potentials. Work in our lab has shown that RET9 favours PI3K/AKT signaling, while RET51
favours MEK/ERK signaling, which corresponds to a slower rate of internalization of RET9
compared to RET51. As RET9 remains at the cell surface longer, it is co-localized with enriched
pools of AKT, thus promoting activity of this pathway, while RET51 is internalized more quickly
and can interact with pools of ERK found deeper in the cell. In addition to this observation, we
were able to show that RET9 leads to gene upregulation of components of the PI3K/AKT
pathway. Our integrin studies showed that the PI3K/AKT pathway is necessary in both 2D and
3D environments for joint RET-integrin mediated signaling. It would be interesting to examine
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whether RET isoform and associated pathways are able to specifically activate either ITGB1 or
ITGB3. Perhaps RET9, which preferentially activates PI3K/AKT, promotes ITGB1 activation,
while RET51, which preferentially activates MEK/ERK, promotes ITGB3 activation, as there is
evidence that ITGB3 is less important for contact with 3D microenvironments. Also, RET9 is
targeted to the lysosome upon activation, while RET51 is recycled to the membrane. It would be
interesting to examine whether RET9 and ITGB1 are coordinately shuttled to the lysosome and
whether RET51 and ITGB3 are returned to the membrane simultaneously.
Finally, it is important to examine how mutations in RET affect the cellular processes
associated with cell-migration. Little work has been done to characterize the effects of these
mutations on the molecular mechanisms responsible for cell-migration. We have shown that
activating mutations in RET lead to quantitative differences in gene expression profiles, but we
need to characterize how these mutations affect cell-adhesion and rates of cell-migration. It is
expected that activating mutations would enhance cell-migration, as the most active forms of
RET are correlated to increasing metastatic potential, but it is unclear how mutant RET may
affect cell-adhesion. An increase in cell-adhesion would impede cell-migration, so cell-adhesion
might not be proportional to increased RET activity. An examination of the effects on ITGB1 and
ITGB3 activation will also be interesting, as activating RET mutations may lead to persistent
ITGB1 activation as well as ITGB3 activation or inhibiting mutations in RET may prevent
integrin activation altogether.

6.4 Significance
The work presented in this thesis has relied on a wide variety of methods in order to more
carefully examine RET-mediated gene expression and cell-migration, both important components
of development and disease. Using expression microarrays and quantitative real-time PCR we
have found that, while isoforms lead to differences in gene target expression downstream of RET,
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oncogenic RET mutants, with greater phosphorylatability, lead to relative increases in target gene
expression. This finding is significant as it supports the idea that increased activity of RET is
proportional to differences in MEN 2 subtype specific phenotypes. For example, MEN 2B is
associated with a broader spectrum of symptoms and is caused by RET with high potential for
ATP binding and monomeric activation. Our data suggest that this highly activated form of RET
leads to increased expression levels of gene targets which then overwhelm the affected cells and
creates enhanced phenotypes. We also show several isoform specific gene targets, and though
there are several well characterized substrates associated with specific isoform binding,
downstream effects on gene targets had yet to be established. These results help to establish the
specific roles for each RET isoform.
We also examined expression and activity of integrins downstream of RET, in order to
understand some of the molecular mechanisms involved in cell-migration, as they pertain to
metastasis. We were the first group to show that RET is able to mediate activation of multiple
integrin subunits and to examine how these subunits behave downstream of RET. Also, we
showed that pathways associated with both RET and integrin are important for RET-mediated
integrin function. Further, we were able to show that different environments require different
pathways downstream of RET for FA formation and cell outgrowth. We have provided
understanding of several important features of RET-mediated integrin activation, which
contribute to the complicated network of signaling involved in cell-migration.
Finally, we have validated these molecular models of RET-mediated cell-migration in a
clinical setting, using a large cohort of clinically annotated thyroid cancer samples. This unique
cohort includes significant numbers of common thyroid cancers, including follicular and
papillary, and rare thyroid cancers, including medullary and anaplastic. This platform allowed us
to examine expression of RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 in parallel across all thyroid cancer subtypes.
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We have provided evidence for a significant relationship between RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3 coexpression in malignant thyroid cancers, and a correlation with more aggressive subtypes. Also,
expression of RET, ITGB1, or ITGB3 appear to be indicative of metastatic potential. This data
link our molecular evidence for a relationship between RET, ITGB1, and ITGB3, with trends
found using clinical validation. This information can potentially be used to establish biomarkers
for aggressive thyroid cancer and potentially targets for chemotherapy.
We have examined RET in a bench to bedside manner and have provided important
information on molecular mechanisms downstream of RET. This work has contributed to the
understandings of RET-mediated disease and will hopefully lead to clinical applications in the
future.
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Table A-1. Gene Lists
Gene
NCBI
Abbreviation Identifier

Gene Name

AREG

NM_001657

amphiregulin (schwannoma-derived growth
factor)

3.00

2ARET

RRH

NM_006583

retinal pigment epithelium-derived rhodopsin
homolog

4.40

2ARET

ANXA1

NM_000700

annexin A1

3.04

2ARET

SOX3

NM_005634

SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 3

2.88

2ARET

CX3CR1

NM_001337

chemokine (C-X3-C) receptor 1

2.74

2ARET

KRT17

NM_000422

keratin 17

2.43

2ARET

MAGOHB

NM_018048

mago-nashi homolog 2

2.38

2ARET

KLHL4

NM_019117

Drosophila Kelch like protein

2.35

2ARET

PHLDA

NM_007350

pleckstrin homology-like domain, family A,
member 1

2.16

2ARET

KCNK1

NM_002245

potassium inwardly-rectifying channel, subfamily
K, member 1

2.11

2ARET

TIMP1

NM_003254

tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase 1 (erythroid
potentiating activity, collagenase inhibitor)

2.01

2ARET

HSPC323

AF161441

HSPC323

1.99

2ARET

HOMER

NM_004272

homer homolog 1 (Drosophila)

1.91

2ARET

ANXA2

NM_004039

annexin A2

1.87

2ARET

ZNF445

L32162

zinc finger protein 445

1.86

2ARET

UP

NM_003364

uridine phosphorylase

1.86

2ARET

FDX1

NM_004109

ferredoxin 1

1.81

2ARET

IL1R1

NM_000877

interleukin 1 receptor, type I

1.81

2ARET

FOSL1

NM_005438

FOS-like antigen-1

1.80

2ARET

GPC1

NM_002081

glypican 1

1.78

2ARET

EIF5

NM_001969

eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5

1.77

2ARET

NTS

NM_006183

neurotensin

1.77

2ARET

DDX21

U41387

DDX21 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box
polypeptide 21

1.75

2ARET

XYLB

NM_005108

1.73

2ARET

GJA1

NM_000165

xylulokinase (H. influenzae) homolog
gap junction protein, alpha 1, 43kD (connexin
43)

1.72

2ARET

GLIPR1

NM_006851

GLI pathogenesis-related 1 (glioma)

1.72

2ARET

ZNF697

AK027019

zinc finger protein 697

1.72

2ARET

BLNK

NM_013314

B-cell linker

1.72

2ARET

MYOZ2

NM_016599

myozenin 2

1.69

2ARET

ATMIN

NM_015251

ATM/ATR-Substrate Chk2-Interacting Zn2+finger protein

1.68

2ARET

TLR3

NM_003265

toll-like receptor 3

1.65

2ARET
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TUBB6

AK001295

tubulin, beta 6

1.64

2ARET

D38521

proteasome (prosome, macropain) activator
subunit 4

1.62

2ARET

CD55

M30142

CD55 molecule, decay accelerating factor for
complement (Cromer blood group)

1.59

2ARET

RNASET2

NM_003730

ribonuclease T2

1.59

2ARET

DNAH3

Z83805

axonemal dynein heavy chain

1.58

2ARET

CD01

NM_001801

cysteine dioxygenase, type I

1.58

2ARET

MSH2

NM_000251

mutS (E. coli) homolog 2 (colon cancer,
nonpolyposis type 1)

1.58

2ARET

H2AFZ

NM_002106

H2A histone family, member Z

1.58

2ARET

F10

NM_000504

coagulation factor X

1.58

2ARET

IGF2

NM_000612

insulin-like growth factor 2 (somatomedin A)

1.58

2ARET

MMRN2

AK023527

multimerin 2

1.57

2ARET

POLE4

NM_019896

polymerase (DNA-directed), epsilon 4 (p12
subunit)

1.57

2ARET

OLIG2

AF221520

oligodendrocyte lineage transcription factor 2

1.57

2ARET

XAB1

AB044661

XPA binding protein 1

1.56

2ARET

DDX39

NM_005804

DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 39

1.56

2ARET

MAP1LC3B

AF303888

microtubule-associated proteins 1A/1B light
chain 3

1.55

2ARET

SELS

NM_018445

selenoprotein S, transcript variant 2

1.55

2ARET

ICB-1

NM_004848

C1orf38

1.53

2ARET

DSG1

NM_001942

desmoglein 1

1.53

2ARET

DHCR24

AF261758

1.50

2ARET

PRKRIR

NM_004705

3 beta-hydroxysterol delta 24 reductase
protein-kinase, interferon-inducible double
stranded RNA dependent inhibitor, P58
repressor

1.50

2ARET

ENDOD1

AB020637

endonuclease domain containing 1

1.49

2ARET

SSB

J04205

Sjogren syndrome antigen B (autoantigen La)

1.48

2ARET

NPAL1

AK023734

NIPA-like domain containing 1

1.45

2ARET

SLC6A8

NM_005629

solute carrier family 6 (neurotransmitter
transporter, creatine), member 8

0.99

2ARET

GBAS

NM_001483

glioblastoma amplified sequence

0.51

2ARET

NUBP2

NM_012225

nucleotide binding protein 2 (E.coli MinD like)

0.50

2ARET

MMP3

NM_002422

matrix metalloproteinase 3 (stromelysin 1,
progelatinase)

3.54

2BRET

GLA

NM_000169

galactosidase, alpha

2.86

2BRET

TGFB1

M38449

transforming growth factor-β

2.65

2BRET

TRAFD1

NM_006700

TRAF-type zinc finger domain containing 1

2.56

2BRET

MYO1B

AK022489

myosin IB

2.18

2BRET

RAB3A

NM_002866

RAB3A, member RAS oncogene family

2.08

2BRET

HIST1H3J

NM_003535

H3 histone family, member J

1.99

2BRET

FKSG2

AF300871

apoptosis inhibitor

1.89

2BRET

PSME4
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ZNF507

NM_014910

zinc finger protein 507

1.82

2BRET

INDO

NM_002164

indoleamine-pyrrole 2,3 dioxygenase

1.81

2BRET

ATF3

NM_004024

activating transcription factor 3

1.77

2BRET

DUSP1

NM_004417

dual specificity phosphatase 1

1.76

2BRET

CBFB

AF294326

core binding factor beta isoform PEBP2B

1.71

2BRET

COL4A1

NM_001845

collagen, type IV, alpha 1

1.70

2BRET

PDX1

NM_000209

pancreatic and duodenal homeobox 1

1.65

2BRET

EXT1

NM_000127

exostoses (multiple) 1

1.64

2BRET

TMEM176A

NM_018487

transmembrane protein 176A

1.61

2BRET

CRYM

NM_001888

crystallin, mu

1.61

2BRET

CDKN1A

U03106

cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1A (p21, Cip1)

1.60

2BRET

GH1 GH2

J03756

Human growth hormone-variant and growth
hormone-variant-2

1.59

2BRET

USP9X

NM_004652

ubiquitin specific protease 9

1.55

2BRET

ARFGAP1

NM_018209

ADP-ribosylation factor GTPase activating
protein 1

1.54

2BRET

FMNL1

AJ008123

formin-like 1

1.53

2BRET

FBXO18

AL133069

F-box protein, helicase, 18

1.52

2BRET

HSPB8

NM_014365

heat shock 22kDa protein 8

1.51

2BRET

HGF

M73239

hepatocyte growth factor

1.50

2BRET

CWF19L1

NM_018294

CWF19-like 1, cell cycle control

1.49

2BRET

CD44

M59040

cell adhesion molecule

1.47

2BRET

YARS

NM_003680

1.46

2BRET

ARHGEF7

NM_003899

tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase
Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF)
7

1.45

2BRET

RAB9

NM_004251

RAB9, member RAS oncogene family

1.39

2BRET

SNAI2

U97060

Slug

1.38

2BRET

HSPC304

AF161422

HSPC304

1.28

2BRET

HSPA5

AF216292

heat shock 70kDa protein 5 (glucose-regulated
protein) (also, grp78)

1.20

2BRET

KRT18

L32537

keratin 18

0.92

2BRET

ANXA5

NM_001154

annexin A5

0.78

2BRET

NGFRAP1

NM_014380

nerve growth factor receptor (TNFRSF16)
associated protein 1

0.61

2BRET

YAF2

NM_005748

YY1-associated factor 2

0.60

2BRET

CBX8

AF174482

0.60

2BRET

NEK11

AK027148

chromobox homolog 8
NIMA (never in mitosis gene a)- related kinase
11

0.59

2BRET

LOXL1

NM_005576

lysyl oxidase-like 1

0.58

2BRET

SLC22A8

NM_004254

solute carrier family 22 (organic anion
transporter), member 8

0.58

2BRET

TLR5

AF051151

Toll/interleukin-1 receptor-like protein 3

0.58

2BRET

CBS

NM_000071

cystathionine-beta-synthase

0.58

2BRET
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CALU

NM_001219

calumenin

0.57

2BRET

MRPS33

NM_016071

mitochondrial ribosomal protein S33

0.57

2BRET

TOMM7

NM_019059

translocase of outer mitochondrial membrane 7
homolog (yeast)

0.57

2BRET

H1FX

NM_006026

H1 histone family, member X

0.56

2BRET

PNPLA4

U03886

patatin-like phospholipase domain containing 4

0.56

2BRET

PRKAR2A

NM_004157

protein kinase, cAMP-dependent, regulatory,
type II, alpha

0.56

2BRET

MAEL

AL133073

maelstrom homolog (Drosophila)

0.55

2BRET

NM_005787

asparagine-linked glycosylation 3 homolog (S.
cerevisiae, alpha-1,3-mannosyltransferase)

0.54

2BRET

0.54

2BRET

0.53

2BRET

0.53

2BRET

0.53

2BRET

ALG3

tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5monooxygenase activation protein, gamma
polypeptide
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H2
(H')

YWHAG

NM_012479

HNRPH2

NM_019597

AMZ2

NM_016627

ADAM3A

X89657

archaemetzincins-2
ADAM metallopeptidase domain 3A (cyritestin
1)

HOOK2

NM_013312

hook2 protein

0.53

2BRET

SLC9A3R1

NM_004252

solute carrier family 9 (sodium/hydrogen
exchanger), isoform 3 regulatory factor 1

0.53

2BRET

NME4

NM_005009

non-metastatic cells 4, protein expressed in

0.52

2BRET

EIF4EBP1

NM_004095

eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E binding
protein 1

0.52

2BRET

SPCS1

NM_014041

signal peptidase complex subunit 1 homolog (S.
cerevisiae)

0.51

2BRET

TNFSF13

NM_003808

tumor necrosis factor (ligand) superfamily,
member 13

0.51

2BRET

ATP5G1

NM_005175

ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial
F0 complex, subunit c (subunit 9), isoform 1

0.48

2BRET

FZD10

NM_007197

frizzled (Drosophila) homolog 10

0.45

2BRET

AMOT

AF286598

angiomotin

0.44

2BRET

RPL15

NM_002948

ribosomal protein L15

0.42

2BRET

GUCY2F

NM_001522

guanylate cyclase 2F, retinal

0.38

2BRET

SOX11

NM_003108

SRY (sex-determining region Y)-box 11

0.37

2BRET

MID1IP1

AJ272057

MID1 interacting protein 1 (gastrulation specific
G12 homolog (zebrafish))

0.35

2BRET

PTK6

NM_005975

protein tyrosine kinase 6

0.35

2BRET

DSIP

NM_004089

delta sleep inducing peptide, immunoreactor

0.28

2BRET

PTPRN

NM_002846

protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, N

0.27

2BRET

DIAPH2

NM_006729

0.25

2BRET

FABP5

NM_001444

diaphanous (Drosophila, homolog) 2 (DIAPH2)
fatty acid binding protein 5 (psoriasisassociated)

0.18

2BRET

TMSB4X

M17733

Human thymosin beta-4 mRNA, complete cds.

0.15

2BRET

Fold Change
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2ARET

2BRET

EGR1

NM_001964

early growth response 1

3.09

2.61

RET

D90075

ret-TPC

2.82

2.59

KIAA 1219

AB033045

KIAA1219 protein

2.65

1.48

TFPI2

NM_006528

tissue factor pathway inhibitor 2

2.49

2.35

IL11b

NM_000881

2.36

2.87

ARC

NM_015193

interleukin 11
activity-regulated cytoskeleton-associated
protein

2.14

1.63

SOX9

NM_000346

SRY (sex-determining region Y)-box 9

1.77

1.84

DUSP1

AJ227912

dual specificity phosphatase

1.73

1.78

JUNB

NM_002229

jun B proto-oncogene

1.52

1.41

HBG2

NM_000184

hemoglobin, gamma G

1.47

1.32

PIK3CG

NM_002649

phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase, catalytic, gamma
polypeptide

1.30

1.18

TAC1

NM_003182

tachykinin, precursor 1

1.23

2.32

SERTAD1

NM_013376

SERTA domain containing 1

1.05

1.10

ADAM29

NM_014269

a disintegrin and metalloproteinase domain 29

-1.60

-0.97
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Table A-2. Primer Sequences
Gene Name

Forward Primer

Reverse Primer

ADAM29

TGG GAT GGT TCA TGA TTT CG

ATT CCA CGC AAA GAG GAC TG

211

ANXA5

AGA GCA ACT ACT CCT TGC TG

CAC TCC TGG AAA CCA TGA CT

134

ARC

GAA TCA GAG CTC AGC TCA TGA CT

GAC TTT GTG GGA ACC TTG AGA C

139

AREG

CCT CAC AGC TGT TGC TGT TAT

GC AGT GAC TCC AAT GTG AT

164

ATMIN

CCA GCA ACG AAA CTC AGA CA

TGC CAT TTC ACA CAT GGA CT

163

CBX8

GGT CGC AGA AGT ACA GCA CA

TCG TAA GTT TTG GCC TTT GC

175

CWF19L1

GGG CTG CAG ATT GTG TAC CT

GCA AGA CTG GAA ACC AAA GC

236

DDX21

AGA CAA TCC CCA AAC ATT GC

TGC GTC CTT GAT GAC CAC TA

224

DSG1

TGG CTA CAT TTG CAG GAC AA

CTG GCC GTA TTG CTC TCT GT

221

DUSP1

AGA CAT CAG CTC CTG GTT CA

AGG TAA GCA AGG CAG ATG GT

126

DNAH3

TGG CTA AGC AGT GTG TGG TC

CTT CCG AAT GAT GGC TTG TT

188

EGR1

AGA TGA TGC TGC TGA GCA ACG

ATG TCA GGA AAA GAC TCT GCG GT

214

F10

GAC AGC GAC AAG ACG AAT GA

TGG CAG AAC TGG TCA CAG TC

206

GJA1

GGC GTG AGG AAA GTA CCA AA

CCT CCA GCA GTT GAG TAG GC

223

GUSB

GAA AAT ACG TGG TTG GAG AGC

AAG GAA CGC TGC ACT TTT TG

129

HGB2

GGG CAA GGT TGA ATG TGG AAG A

ATG ATG GCA GAG GCA GAG GAC A

120

HGF

CAT GTC CTC CTG CAT CTC CT

AGC CTT GCA AGT GAA TGG AA

219

HOMER1

TGG ATT GGG ATT CTC CTC TG

CCG GTG TTA AAG GAG ACT GA

170

IL11

CTC AGC CTG TGG CCA CAT A

AGG GAA TCC AGG TTG TGG TC

191

INDO

GGC AAA GGT CAT GGA GAT GT

CTG CAG TCT CCA TCA CGA AA

203

JUNB

TCT GCA CAA GAT GAA CCA CG

TAG CTG CTG AGG TTG GTG TA

127

KIAA1219

ACA GTG TCA TCC TGG CAA TG

AAA GCT GTT GTG CCC AAG CA

120

MAGOHB

TGT GCA CAA GAG TGT AAT GGA A

AAG GCC TTC AGG ATC CTT TG

205

MID1IP1

GCG ACA CCT TTC CTG GAC TA

ATG GCT GAG GGT GCT CTG T

212

MMP3

AGA GGT GAC TCC ACT CAC AT

GGT CTG TGA GTG AGT GAT AG

311

MMP10

AAC TGG GCT TTA TGG AGA TAT TC

ATC TTG CGA AAG GCG GAA CT

199

PHLDA1

GGG AAG ATG GCC CAT TCA AA

AGA GGA GGC TAA CAC GCA GG

191

PIK3CG

AAG ACA AGC CCA CAC TTC CA

TTG TTA ACT GGG GCA TTC CTG TCA

130

RAB3A

GCA ACG ACA AGA GGA TCA AGC TG

CTG CAT TGA AGG ATT CCT CGT TG

141

RET

AAT TTG GAA AAG TGG TCA AGG C

CTG CAG GCC CCA TAC AAT

184

RRH

CCC TTA TTC CAT CGT GTG CT

TGT CAC AGG CAT TGT TTG GT

199

SERTAD1

GTT CTG ATT GGC CGC TAG TGA G

CAC TGA GAG GTC AAA GAG GGA

174

SOX9

ACT TGC ACA ACG CCG AGC TCA GCA A

TCC GCC GCG GCT GGT ACT TGT AAT C

150

TAC1

TGT CTC CAC TCA GCT GTT TG

AGA AGA TGC TCA AAG GGC TC

120

TFPI2

GTC GAT TCT GCT GCT TTT CC

TAG TAA CGG AGA AGT AGG GC

132

TGFB1

TAC ATT TGG AGC CTG GAC AC

GCA CGA TCA TGT TGG ACA

172

TIMP1

ACC AGA AGT CAA CCA GAC CA

TGT GGA AGT ATC CGC AGA CAC

146

YARS

TCT GTG AGC CAG GAA ATG TG

TCC AGC AAC TTG TTC AGT GC

220

150
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Figure A-1. ITGB3 Expression in a Xenograft Model of RET-Mediated Tumour Growth
and Invasion.
A, C, and E. Hematoxylin and eosin stained sections. B, D, and F. Immunohistochemistry for
ITGB3 (brown). A and B. Xenografted parental NIH3T3 cells (prnt), not expressing RET,
showed limited growth and did not form invasive tumours (*; normal tissue). B. ITGB3 was not
detected in the parental cells. C-F. NIH3T3 cells expressing an activated RET mutant, 2A-RET,
led to the formation of infiltrative and invasive tumours (inv; invasive front). C and E. Tumours
are typical of neoplastic growth, contain mitotic figures (mf), and have a spindle-like appearance
with heterogeneous nuclei size. D and F. These tumours stained strongly for ITGB3 on the
membrane as well as throughout the cytoplasm. E and F. Show enlarged regions of C and D.
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Table A-3. Primer Pairs Used for qRT-PCR
Gene

Forward

Reverse

Target

Product
Size

ITGB1

AACTGCACCAGCCCATTTAG

TCTGTGGAAAACACCAGCAG

203

ITGB3

CTCGAAAACCCCTGCTATGA

TCATTCCTCCAGCCAATCTT

206

ITGB4

CCATAGAGTCCCAGGATGGA

TCACAAACTCCTGGGTCACA

207

ITGB5

TTGTCAAAAATGGCTGTGGA

TTCATGGACAGGGAGAGGTC

244

ITGB6

GAAGAAATTGCCAACCCTTG

AGGAGGTGGAGGGAGTCATT 227

ITGB7

TCCTTCGTGCTGAGGGATAC

CGCAGTTTGGAGGGTACTGT

208

ITGB8

GCCTGGGTGTTTTCACTTGT

ATCAACTGAGCAGCCTTTGC

204

GUSB

GAAAATACGTGGTTGGAGAGC

AAGGAACGCTGCACTTTTTG

131

RET

AATTTGGAAAAGTGGTCAAGGC CTGCAGGCCCCATACAAT
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Table A-4. Antibodies and Cell Stains
Target

Clone

Application

Dilution

Manufacturer

RET

C-19

WB

1:1000

Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Santa Cruz, CA

PhosphoRET

pY1062 RET

WB

1:1000

Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Santa Cruz, CA

ITGB1

Paxillin

JB1B

Paxillin

WB, IP,

1:1000

Santa Cruz Biotechnology,

IF

1:50

Santa Cruz, CA

WB, IP

1:1000

BD Transduction
Laboratories, Franklin
Lakes, NJ

Paxillin

Ab-31

IF

1:50

Genscript, Piscataway, NJ

Tubulin

γ-tubulin

IB

1:1000

Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville,
ON

Mouse IgG

HRP-linked 2°

WB

1:2000

Cell Signaling, Boston, MA

Rabbit IgG

HRP-linked 2°

WB

1:2000

Cell Signaling, Boston, MA

Goat IgG

HRP-linked 2°

WB

1:2000

Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Santa Cruz, CA

Rabbit IgG

Fluor-linked 488

IF

1:100

Invitrogen, Burlington, ON

IF

1:100

Invitrogen, Burlington, ON

2°
Mouse IgG

Fluor-linked 546
2°

Actin

Phalloidin-594

IF

1:100

Invitrogen, Burlington, ON

Nucleus

Hoechst

IF

1:100

Invitrogen, Burlington, ON

ITGB3

EP2417Y

IHC

1:100

Abcam, Cambridge, MASS

ITGB1

4B4(232)

Inhibitor*

0.2 μg/mL

Coulter Immunology,
Hialeah, FL

ITGB3

LM609 (285)

Inhibitor*

*Added 1 hour before GDNF or matrix
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30 μg/mL

Millipore, Billerica, MA

Supplemental Methods:
Cell Culture: SH-SY5Y (ATCC, Manassas, VA) and TPC-1 cells (272) were cultured in DMEM
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON). Culture
medium was changed to serum-free medium, and for SH-SY5Y, supplemented with 5μM alltrans retinoic acid, 24 hours before each experiment.
Quantitative Real Time PCR: RNA was harvested using Trizol Reagent (Invitrogen, Burlington,
ON) according to the manufacturer‘s instructions. RNA was reverse transcribed and amplified
using the one-step QuantiTect SYBR green quantitative real time–PCR (qRT-PCR) kit (Qiagen,
Mississauga, ON) (65). Crossing threshold (Ct) values were determined by SmartCycler II
manufacturer‘s software using thresholds specific to each primer pair. Intersample variations in
RNA quality were corrected for transcript levels using a housekeeping gene, GUSB (65).
Protein Isolation, Immunoprecipitation, and Western Blotting: Immunoprecipitation (IP) and
immunoblotting (IB) were performed according to previously published methods (114). Briefly,
cells were lysed in 1% Igepal (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON), 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 150
mM NaCl, 1mM sodium orthovanadate, 2mM EDTA, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 10
μg/mL aprotonin, and 10 μg/mL leupeptin. Protein concentrations were determined using the
BCA protein assay (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL). For IPs, lysates were incubated for 2 hours
at 4°C with 0.8 g of antibody prior to overnight incubation with 20L Protein A/G (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA). Complexes were collected by centrifugation and resuspended in
Laemlli buffer with 5% β-mercaptoethanol. Equal amounts of protein were separated by SDSPAGE, and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. Blots were probed with indicated primary
and HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies and immunoreactive bands were visualized by
enhanced chemiluminescence (VWR, Mississauga, ON).
In vivo mouse xenograft modeling: Generation and characterization of the 2A-RET-NIH 3T3
stable cell line has been previously described (53). This line expresses a constitutively activated
155

RET form bearing a C634R oncogenic mutation, which does not require GDNF induction.
Experiments were performed using 6-week-old to 8-week-old athymic nude mice (NIH). Mice
were maintained in laminar flow rooms with constant temperature and humidity. Experimental
protocols were approved by the Ethics Committee for Animal Care (Queen‘s University). Cells
(2x106 in suspension) were injected on day 0, and tumour growth was followed every 2-3 days by
tumour diameter measurements using vernier calipers. Mice were sacrificed at day 14, and
tumour tissues were excised. Tissue was fixed in neutral buffered formalin and processed by
routine methods. Paraffin-embedded sections were 5 μm were stained with H&E for histologic
examination (Queen‘s Laboratory for Molecular Pathology, Kingston, ON).
Immunohistochemistry for ITGB3 was performed on formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues
by Pantomics, Inc (Boston, MA).
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Table A-5. List of Antibodies
Target
RET

Clone
C-19

Application
WB

Dilution
1:1000

PhosphoRET

pY1062 RET

WB

1:1000

ITGB1

JB1B

1:1000
1:50
1:1000
1:50

Manufacturer
Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Santa Cruz, CA
Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Santa Cruz, CA
Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Santa Cruz, CA
Genscript, Piscataway, NJ

αVβ3 Integrin
Paxillin

Paxillin

WB, IP,
IF
WB, IP,
IF
IP
WB, IP

Paxillin
Tubulin

Ab-31
γ-tubulin

IF
IB

1:50
1:1000

Clathrin

P1663

IF

1:50

Caveolin

D46G3

IF

1:50

Rab11

D4F5

IF

1:50

Rab 7

D95F2

IF

1:50

Lamp2

H4B4

IF

1:50

Mouse IgG
Rabbit IgG
Goat IgG

HRP-linked 2°
HRP-linked 2°
HRP-linked 2°

WB
WB
WB

1:2000
1:2000
1:2000

Rabbit IgG

IF

1:100

IF

1:100

Invitrogen, Burlington, ON

Actin
Nucleus
ITGB3
ITGB1

Fluor-linked 488
2°
Fluor-linked 546
2°
Phalloidin-594
Hoechst
EP2417Y
4B4(232)

BD Transduction
Laboratories, Franklin
Lakes, NJ
Genscript, Piscataway, NJ
Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville,
ON
BD Transduction
Laboratories, Franklin
Lakes, NJ, USA
Cell Signaling, Boston, MA,
USA
BD Transduction
Laboratories, Franklin
Lakes, NJ, USA
Cell Signaling, Boston, MA,
USA
Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Santa Cruz, CA, USA
Cell Signaling, Boston, MA
Cell Signaling, Boston, MA
Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Santa Cruz, CA
Invitrogen, Burlington, ON

IF
IF
IHC
Inhibitor*

1:100
1:100
1:100
0.2 μg/mL

ITGB3
ITGB3

LM609 (285)
Cilengitide

Inhibitor*
Inhibitor

30 μg/mL
1μM

Invitrogen, Burlington, ON
Invitrogen, Burlington, ON
Abcam, Cambridge, MASS
Coulter Immunology,
Hialeah, FL
Millipore, Billerica, MA
NCI Drug Synthesis,
Chemotherapeutic Agent
Repository, Bethesda, MD

ITGB3

Mouse IgG

1:1000
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A

B
E

C

F

D
25 μm
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G

H
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J
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A-No Primary Antibody; Colon
B-NCL; Colon
C-C19; Colon
D-C19 Incubated with Peptide; Colon
E-C20 (Green) + Phalloidin (Red); HEK293+RET51
F-NCL (Green) + Phalloidin (Red); HEK293+RET51
G-H&E; FTC
H-No Primary Antibody; FTC
I- C19; FTC
J-NCL; FTC
K-C19 Incubated with Peptide; FTC
C19 and NCL antibodies were compared for RET specificity using immunohistochemistry and
immunofluoresence. Colon is negative for staining in the absence of primary antibody (A). Both
C19 and NCL stain (brown) ganglion in the colon (B and C) and C19 staining is blocked when
incubated with 10x more concentrated peptide (D). HEK293 cells transiently transfected with
RET51 detect RET using a RET51-specific antibody (C20) (green), but not with NCL RET (green)(E
and F). Phalloidin (red) was used as a counter stain. Hemotoxylin and eosin (G) staining of a
follicular thyroid carcinoma (FTC) sample. FTC is negative for stain in the absence of primary
antibody. C19 stains (brown) FTC while NCL does not (I and J). C19 staining is absent in the
presence of 10x more concentrated peptide (K).
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